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Film cooling is a technique used in gas turbine engines, and blades and rocket 
nozzles to protect critical surfaces from the hot combustion gases. In film cooling 
applications, a relatively cool thin fluid is injected along surfaces and subsequently mix 
with the hot mainstream, thus leading to a reduction of protection at the wall. The 
breakdown of this film involves complex physics including intense turbulent mixing, heat 
transfer, conduction, radiation and variable density effects to name a few. 
In this dissertation, film cooling is both experimentally measured and numerically 
simulated. The experiments feature non-intrusive Particle Image Velocimetry to provide 
two-dimensional planes of mean and fluctuating velocity, which are critical in order to 
characterize and understand the turbulent flow phenomena involved in film cooling. 
Additionally, through the use of micro-thermocouples, the thermal flow fields and wall 
temperatures are non-intrusively measured, with very small radiative errors. The film 
cooling flows are experimentally varied to cover a variety of breakdown regimes for both 
adiabatic (or idealized walls with no heat loss) and non-adiabatic walls (or walls with a 
carefully controlled heat loss through them). The subsequent experimental dataset is a 
unique and comprehensive set of turbulent measurements characterizing and 
demonstrating the film breakdown and the turbulent flow physics. 
The experiments are then numerically simulated using an in-house variable 
density, Large Eddy Simulation (LES) Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) code 
developed as part of this dissertation. In addition to accurately predicting important 
turbulent kinematic and thermal flow phenomena, the key wall parameters were predicted 
to within 3% for the adiabatic cases and to within 6% for the non-adiabatic cases, with a 
few exceptions. Turbulent inflow techniques, crucial for the success of LES of film 
cooling, are examined. In addition to the turbulent flow physics, radiation and conduction 
physics at the wall were also simulated with good fidelity. The combined experimental 
and numerical approach was used to uniquely form a comprehensive study, examining 
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Long distance, expedient travel became possible with the advent of modern airplanes. 
As aircraft become increasingly complex, coupled with the rising cost of fuel, increasing 
airline expenses will be passed on to travelers. From 2000 to 2011, the total annual 
consumption of fuel by U.S.-based airlines dropped from 19.026 to 16.385 billion gallons 
[1]. The cost of this fuel, however, more than tripled over the same span increasing from 
15.198 billion dollars to 46.881 billion dollars [1]. As their expenses keep increasing, 
airline companies need their aircraft to become as efficient as possible. One major source 
of inefficiency is the propulsion cooling system. Lefebvre [2] estimates that about 1/3 of 
the gas turbine air intake is used on engine cooling, which results in no net propulsion, 
meaning this cooling air does not propel the aircraft.  
Space travel has also become possible in recent history with human-rated spacecraft, 
featuring large multiple stage rockets. A rule of thumb is that it takes about $10,000 to 
put one pound of payload into low earth orbit [3]. So in order to put a single human into 
orbit requires over $1,000,000. In rocket engines, both the fuel and oxidizer are carried 
on board, so any cooling apparatus or coolant is extra weight, which greatly increases 
space transportation costs.  
In order to mitigate these cooling losses, many studies have investigated different 
methods of cooling their engines. These techniques allow the engine, both gas turbines 
and rockets, to operate at temperatures well above the failure temperatures of the wall 
material used in these engines. Generally, the higher the temperature of the working gas, 
the more work that can be extracted and converted into propulsion. Stated another way, 
the higher the thermal energy of the propellant, the more energy there is to be converted 
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into kinetic energy, which will propel the aircraft. To give an idea of the temperature 
scale, the typical combustor temperature of a gas turbine engine is nominally 2280 K [2], 
while rocket engines feature combustor temperatures in the range of 2700 to 3400 K [4]. 
 
1.1 Film Cooling Problem 
One cooling technique used in both rockets and gas turbines is called film cooling. 
Film cooling involves the injection of a relatively cool gas along critical surfaces, 
creating an insulating layer that protects the wall from the hot combustion exhaust. In 
rocket applications, the fuel-rich exhaust, exiting the gas generators that run the fuel 
pumps, is fed into coolant manifolds, where it is injected along the walls of the nozzle 
and combustion chamber. In jet engines, the coolant is actually bypass air that is captured 
at the intake and is fed into cooling plenums before being injected onto the turbine blades 
or along the combustor liner. Schematics of both the gas turbine engine combustor liner 
and the rocket film cooling application are seen in Figures 1 and 2, respectively.  
Film cooling involves the mixing between two highly turbulent streams, in the 
presence of intense heat transfer, radiation, large pressure gradients and combustion in 
 
Figure 1- Schematic of film cooling in gas turbine combustor. Image adapted 
from Raffan [5]. 
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the vicinity of walls. As the two streams mix, the flow properties rapidly change, which 
makes many of the common constant property assumptions used in engineering analysis 
invalid. Due to the complex mixing dynamics involved, film cooling has been a problem 
of numerous research studies all focused on understanding and modeling these flows.  
 
1.2 Film Cooling Set-up and Basics 
A canonical film cooling configuration is shown in Figure 3. Notice this 
configuration features tangentially-injected slot film cooling, as opposed to film cooling 
via holes or inclined slots. Hole film cooling is most commonly seen in gas turbine 
engines along the turbine blades. In this study, canonical slot film cooling will be 
explored because this configuration allows an array of physics to be studied that are more 
           
 
Figure 2- Schematic of a rocket using film cooling. Rendering of the J-2X 
engine, featuring film cooling along the nozzle extension [6]. Public Image 
adapted from NASA [6]. 
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generally applicable across a range of practical applications. This flexibility is in contrast 
with film cooling via hole geometries, where a variety of 3-D geometry-dependent, flow 
effects become immediately apparent and dominate the mixing between the film and 
mainstream. The additional mixing mechanisms make it difficult to extract information 
that is relevant to general engineering flows and not a specific configuration.  
In the canonical configuration (Figure 3), a splitter plate separates the hot 
mainstream combustion gases from the film coolant. The film coolant is injected along a 
critical surface to protect it from the hot gases. Once injected, the coolant begins to mix 
with the mainstream, thus heating up and affording less protection for the wall. The job 
of propulsion engineers is to ensure that enough coolant is injected to keep the wall 
temperature below critical material limits. The film mixing region is driven by turbulent 
shear existing between the coolant and hot mainstream. Shear layer vorticies form due to 
Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities causing bulk fluid mixing, substantially enhancing overall 
mixing. 
 
Figure 3- Canonical slot film cooling configuration. Image adapted from Cruz [7]. 
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The major parameters used to characterize film cooling flows are the temperature 
ratio, the velocity ratio, the blowing ratio, the turbulence levels in the two streams and the 
Reynold’s number of the two streams. The definitions for the temperature, velocity and 
blowing ratios are seen in Eqns. 1-3, respectively, while the coolant Reynolds number is 
given in Eqn. 4. It should be noted, the mach numbers (not shown here) of the two 
streams can become important in compressible environments, and will significantly alter 











∞            Eq. (2) 
€ 
BR = ρCVC




µC                     Eq. (4) 
The blowing ratio, temperature ratio and velocity ratio are all somewhat coupled, 
but each parameter is a characteristic quantity of different film cooling processes. The 
velocity ratio describes the shear existing between the coolant and mainstream. Three 
different shear regimes exist in slot film cooling applications. A wall wake, minimum 
shear and wall jet film cooling problems have velocity ratios of less than unity, 
approximately unity and greater than unity, respectively. Each of these shear regimes 
have characteristic structures that determine the way the film mixes and breaks down. 
The wall wake, where the mainstream is moving faster than the coolant, develops 
turbulent shear structures with a clockwise orientation when using the reference frame 
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provided in Figure 3. The wall jet, where the coolant moves faster than the mainstream, 
develops shear structures with a counter-clockwise orientation. Lastly the minimum shear 
has no preferred orientation, meaning it will have both counter-clockwise and clockwise 
shear structures. In the minimum shear case the two characteristic speeds are 
approximately the same. Consequently, this regime has the least amount of shear. The 
spreading, driven by shear, therefore occurs more slowly for a minimum shear scenario 
than for a wall wake or wall jet, which have relatively higher shear.  
The blowing ratio, meanwhile, determines the mixing layer orientation. The 
blowing ratio is a ratio of mass fluxes and gives information about the momentum of the 
flow. Blowing ratios that are greater than one correspond to scenarios where the coolant 
has a higher mass flux than the mainstream and therefore will in a mean sense spread into 
the mainstream. Conversely, film cooling with blowing ratios less than one will have 
mean preferential spreading towards the wall, or stated differently the mixing layer will 
be oriented towards the wall. Lastly blowing ratios of approximately unity will have a 
relatively symmetric spread. The blowing ratio implicitly carries with it information 
about the density ratio between the two streams, which is important when intense heat 
transfer occurs or when the coolant and mainstreams are different gases.  
The temperature ratio governs not only the density ratio for single species mixing 
but also governs the amount of heat transfer occurring. Since heat transfer is proportional 
to a temperature difference, the temperature ratio gives an idea of the strength of the heat 
transfer. The larger the temperature ratio generally means the larger the heat transfer. As 
will be discussed later, the density ratio also plays a role in film cooling mixing. 
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The slot Reynold’s number in some senses characterizes the turbulence existing at 
the slot exit. The turbulence at the slot exit in turn governs the mixing in the near injector 
region close to the wall. If this Reynold’s number is very high, the mixing will occur 
more vigorously than for less turbulent cases. While there are many other important 
parameters governing the film mixing, as will be described later, the parameters 
summarized above are the most fundamental and the most often used to characterize film 
cooling studies. 
The adiabatic wall effectiveness, shown in Equation 5, is the quantity of interest in 
most film cooling research studies. In engineering applications, the wall temperature 
needs to be kept below material limits. The adiabatic wall effectiveness is a non-
dimensional wall temperature in the presence of no wall heat transfer. It can be thought of 
as an efficiency describing how well the coolant is protecting the wall. When the 
adiabatic wall effectiveness is one, the film is perfectly protecting the wall. By contrast, 
when it is zero, the film no longer affords the wall any protection from the hot 
combustions gases. Similarly the flow effectiveness, reproduced below in Equation 6, 
gives a description for how well mixed the flow is at a given spatial location. 
          
€ 
ηad =
T∞ −Tad ,W( )




T∞ −TC( )        Eq. (6) 
It should be noted that normally in research studies radiation is ignored because the film 
mixing is most often dominated by the turbulent convective mixing due to shear between 
the mainstream and film. The non-linear nature of radiation makes it difficult to predict. 
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Therefore, temperatures regimes are often selected to isolate turbulent mixing from 
radiative effects.  
In most research studies, adiabatic wall boundary conditions are most often 
explored because heat transfer effects through the wall, which are heavily configuration 
and application specific, are not present. In real-world applications, some sort of 
backside-cooling is almost always used which further cools the wall temperature past the 
adiabatic wall temperature, thus further protecting the wall. However, unless the backside 
heating is very large, the wall protection remains largely governed by the film mixing 
with the mainstream, which is more easily explored in the adiabatic cases. The adiabatic 
cases are, therefore, more generalizable and representative of all film cooling cases. 
Adiabatic cases are also useful because they effectively define the worst case film 
cooling conditions, without involving the complications of modeling or measuring the 
solid conductive heat transfer. Lastly, most film cooling heat transfer correlations feature 
use of the local adiabatic wall temperature as opposed to the coolant temperature because 
this temperature is a good reference temperature for the actual local heat transfer through 
the wall. The wall heat flux is often written as the product of the convection coefficient 
and the difference between the actual wall temperature and the adiabatic wall temperature 
as is seen below in Equation 7. 
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1.3 Review of Experimental Work 
1.3.1 Experimental and Modeling Work 
In this section, a review of the existing experimental and modeling work will be 
given to provide perspective for the current film cooling research. The focus of the 
review will be on important mixing mechanisms or characteristics governing film cooling 
decay. Also fundamental and historical studies will be summarized to give context for the 
work that followed. 
1.3.1.1 Wieghardt experiments & models 
Wieghardt [8] performed one of the seminal film cooling studies in which he 
established much of the film cooling scaling that is still used today. Wieghardt studied 
film heating for de-icing applications on aircraft. While the direction of heat transfer is 
reversed, film heating is analogous to film cooling because the turbulent mixing 
processes are similar; meaning  experimental trends of both film cooling and film heating 
will collapse when proper non-dimensionalization is used. Wieghardt’s experimental 
study featured slot film heating, with an injection angle of about 30 degrees relative to the 
mainstream flow over a variety of blowing ratios. 
One of Wieghardt’s main findings was that the temperature profiles downstream 
were nearly self-similar, when based on the local adiabatic wall temperature. His semi-
empirical approach established a non-dimensional, self-similar temperature, which is 
primarily a function of the wall-normal direction, y. The form of the function is based on 
an energy balance and boundary layer assumptions with an assumed turbulent, power law 
velocity field. The specific coefficient in the exponent was selected to provide a good fit 


















    Eq. (8) 
Here T, T∞, Tad,W refer to the flow, mainstream and adiabatic wall temperature, 
respectively, while δT is the thermal thickness, which is a function of downstream 
distance. The similarity regions normally apply only far downstream of injection because 
the inlet is characterized by rapid streamwise variations that are not present in the far-
injection field. These rapid streamwise gradients make boundary layer assumptions 
untenable. The definition of δT is seen in Equation 9 and has a form similar to the more 
traditional enthalpy thickness. For film cooling, Weidghardt’s non-dimensionalized 
temperature needs to be slightly recast and is called the flow effectiveness. The adiabatic 
wall effectiveness and the flow effectiveness, already given in Equation 5 and 6, 
respectively, describe the effectiveness at the wall and in the flow. To summarize, 
Wieghardt [9] assumed: 1). the film cooling flow resembles a boundary layer, 2). viscous 
dissipation is negligible, 3). the thermal heat conductivity is only a function of x, 4). all 
other constant property assumptions are valid (Cp, µ, etc.), 5). the eddy heat conductivity 
is much larger than the molecular heat conductivity, 6). the flow is similar, 7). the 
velocity follows a power law distribution [8-9]. While not true, these assumptions allow 













∫ dy = θ0
∞
∫ dy
   Eq. (9) 
 Tribus and Klein [11] used Wieghardt’s scaling coupled with a simplified 
analytical boundary layer solution to generate a semi-empirical equation for the adiabatic 
effectiveness based on the slot Reynold’s number, the blowing ratio and the non-
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dimensional axial distance based on slot height. Tribus and Klein’s expression for 












   Eq. (10) 
where c1 was selected as 4.62 so as to fit Wieghardt’s data best. This modeling approach 
identifies the coolant Reynolds number, the blowing ratio, the streamwise distance and 
the slot height as critical parameters determing the wall temperature profile. The form of 
this approach is the basis for many future modeling research studies. 
Hartnett et al. [12] measured several film cooling wall wake flows using the same 
injection configuration as Wieghardt. The study provided velocity profiles and 
temperature profiles at several streamwise locations downstream of injection. Hartnett et 
al. then used the form of the equation generated by Tribus and Klein [11] on their 
experimental data to develop a slightly different adiabatic wall effectiveness correlation 
by selecting a different value of c1. For these wake flows, Wieghardt’s scaling collapsed 
the data well for (x / BR / s) > 60. In addition to these correlations, Hartnett et al. 
modified their own correlation to incorporate the Prandtl number.  
Stollery and El-Ehwany [9-10] used a simple energy and mass balance, along with 
the key assumption that the boundary layer thickness grows proportional to Reynolds 
number based on the streamwise distance to the negative one-fifth power (a flat plate 
Blasius assumption). In this study, the authors provide the same boundary layer model 
expression as the other previous analyses but the assumptions and approach are much 
simpler. An added benefit of this approach is that the analysis still holds true for velocity 
ratios greater than unity, which was not previously true. Stollery and El-Ehwany also 
postulated that three distinct regimes exist in terms of the experimental development of 
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the flow: 1. Initial region, 2. Wall jet region (existing for BR > 1), 3. Boundary layer 
region (very far away from injection). This separation of regions is the basis for film 
cooling zonal models that will be discussed briefly in the subsequent section 
1.3.1.2 Other film cooling models 
 Hatch and Papell [13] developed a semi-empirical film cooling correlation that 
accounts for variable-density flows, including different gas species, over a wide 
temperature and velocity range. The correlation contains coolant flow rate instead of a 
blowing ratio and was developed for tangential injections using a simple heat balance. 
The purpose of using mass flow rates instead of blowing ratio was to make the 
correlation more general for a wide range of mainstream temperatures, velocities and gas 
species. The previous correlations were deemed to be too specific to accurately model 
their experimental data. In their analysis, the coolant was seen as its own discrete layer, 
with assumptions that temperature gradients in the coolant and in the streamwise 
directions were small. The authors were able to generate an exponential expression 
featuring the convective heat transfer coefficient, the length of the plate, the cooling flow 
rate, the coolant heat capacity and a variable x’ that depends on several more flow 
properties. Their correlation reproduced their own experiments within 5 % of the 
observed temperatures for both helium and air coolants. 
 After the findings of Hatch and Papell [13] that previous correlations were too 
specific, Papell and Trout [14], and Papell [15] developed a series of empirical 
relationships based on their own wide range of experimental data for the effectiveness 
from tangential film injections and later from inclined injections. They identified 
important design parameters, such as the non-dimensional downstream distance based on 
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the slot height, the temperature ratio and the blowing ratio. Then they created an 
empirical power law relationship using these parameters. No attempt was made here to 
develop a theoretical model, but their hope was to study a large variable space to make 
their correlations useful to designers. They explored a range of different mainstream 
mach numbers, slot heights, blowing ratios and temperature ratios.  
Ballal and Lefebvre [16] suggested two changes to the previous boundary layer 
correlations of Stollery and El-Alwhany [9-10]. First they used experimental data to 
estimate values of the skin friction coefficients, which in previous studies were based on 
Blasius scaling. The skin friction estimate helped provide better predictions of the 
adiabatic wall effectiveness, especially within 40 slot heights of injection. Next by 
emprically changing the exponent of the Reynold’s number, their correlation further 
improved the effectiveness performance compared to the experimental data they were 
using (especially for blowing ratios that imply moderate wall wake or minimum shear 
cases). Lastly, the authors proposed a jet model for larger velocity ratios based on a mass 
balance featuring a different form of the effectiveness correlation. Using experimental 
data to find new empirical coefficients, this new correlation gave better performing 
effectiveness results for jets flows than previous correlations. 
Simon [17] developed a zonal model approach for wall jet flows that included the 
turbulence intensity, velocity ratio and temperature ratio. The zonal approach divides the 
film cooling domain into two distinct regions: the fully mixed region and the potential 
core region. The boundary between these two regions is the lower extent of the shear 
mixing layer that develops between the mainstream and coolant. In the potential core 
region, the flow is comprised primarily of unmixed coolant, resulting in different trends 
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than in the fully mixed region, where the coolant and mainstream are mixing in a mean 
sense. In each of these regions, the relative importance of the turbulence intensity of the 
coolant and mainstream greatly varies. Futhermore, Simon used the experimental values 
of Marek and Tacina [18] to get a different form of Cm (a turbulent mixing coefficient 
used in effectiveness correlations that will be discussed later), with different power 
relations and coefficients incorporating turbulence intensity. The Simon model estimated 
the effectiveness to within 4% of the studies examined, a marked improvement over the 
approximate 30% spread of previous modeling attempts.  
1.3.1.3 Additional Findings and Film Cooling Effects 
Hartnett et al. [12] in 1961 also studied non-adiabatic film cooling flows. In this 
study, they showed that the turbulent heat transfer correlations will work for film cooling 
arrangements especially far downstream, if the adiabatic wall temperature and not the 
coolant temperature is used as the reference temperature, as is shown in Equation 7. This 
finding was originally postulated by Sceza [19].  
Goldstein [20] also presented the heat transfer equation shown in Equation 7. The 
form of this equation is particularly useful, he explains, because when the surface is 
perfectly insulated (adiabatic), the heat transfer equation will predict zero wall heat 
transfer. Goldstein goes on to state that the adiabatic wall temperature is more important 
and harder to predict than the convective heat transfer coefficient, which is often close to 
the value without a film. This statement highlights why the adiabatic wall temperature is 
the focus of most film cooling studies. Lastly, Goldstein points out that in the absence of 
backside cooling the adiabatic wall temperature is the minimum possible temperature in 
the film cooling system because radiation effects cause the wall temperature to increase.  
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1.3.1.4 Geometric Effects 
Burns and Stollery [21], and Kacker and Whitelaw [22] experimentally explored the 
effect of the louver lip thickness over a range of velocity ratios and showed that the film 
performance deteriorated with increasing louver lip thicknesses, regardless of blowing 
ratio or downstream distance. Further, Burns and Stollery stated that boundary layer 
correlation models need to incorporate this louver lip thickness, especially when the 
louver lip thickness becomes large [21]. With thicker louver lips, the wake region behind 
the lip becomes larger meaning the turbulent mixing will also increase. This increase in 
mixing causes the enhanced degradation of the film. In addition to their louver thickness 
parametric studies, Burns and Stollery [21] also confirmed that the boundary layer model 
is not appropriate for distances less than 100 slot heights from injection due to axial 
gradients and non-equilibrium mixing. 
1.3.1.5 Compressibility, Variable Density Effects 
Burns and Stollery [21] were one of the first to explore the effect of using a foreign 
gas as a coolant (a coolant gas that is different from the mainstream gas); in their case 
studying both an argon mixture and helium. Rocket cooling applications often feature the 
use of fuel-rich exhaust gas that acts as a film coolant in the rocket nozzle. Therefore film 
cooling with multiple gas species is representative of the film cooling conditions for 
rocket engineering applications. Arctan-12 and Helium were the coolants injected into 
air. They found that helium, the least dense coolant in this study, provided the worst 
effectiveness results for a given velocity ratio. Stated differently, the greater mass flux of 
the coolant the better the film cooling performance at a non-dimensional downstream 
distance based only on slot height. The effectiveness measurement was based on a heat 
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and mass transfer analogy, where the mass concentration was measured and converted 
into an analogous adiabatic wall effectiveness. This equivalent effectiveness is often 
called the impervious effectiveness in the literature.  
Also, the authors [21] explored the effect of the mainstream boundary layer 
thickness. Two mainstream boundary layers were created using different wire trips in the 
thin louver geometry with a velocity ratio of approximately unity. These boundary layers 
were explored for three different density ratios. In the near-injector field for the smallest 
coolant to mainstream density ratio, the effectiveness of the smaller mainstream boundary 
layer case was much higher than that of the thick mainstream boundary layer. 
Conversely, for an intermediate value of the density ratio the reverse trend was observed. 
For the largest density ratio, little separation between the thick and thin mainstream 
boundary layers was observed. Burns and Stollery concluded that the influence of 
mainstream boundary layer thickness is minor but can be important for low values of 
density ratio due to a relative momentum deficit in the boundary layer compared to the 
momentum of the coolant. 
Similar to Burns and Stollery [21], Pederson et al. [23] studied the effect of density 
differences between the coolant and mainstream by also studying foreign gas injection for 
hole film cooling. Pederson et al. legitimized using the heat and mass transfer Reynold’s 
analogy to invoke an adiabatic effectiveness based on heat transfer results. In this 
analogy, a mass transfer effectiveness can be measured instead of the physical adiabatic 
wall effectiveness, which is experimentally difficult to measure non-intrusively. The 
typical effectiveness in the mass transfer analogy uses the mass fraction of the coolant 
gas instead of the flow temperature. The downstream distances also must be normalized 
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in a special way to incorporate Schmidt number effects for the mass transfer analogy. The 
streamwise distance parameter defined by Pederson et al. is shown in Equation 11. Here 
C and ∞ denotes conditions in the coolant and main streams, respectively, while µ is the 
viscosity. When using these scalings, the effectiveness from different experiments, using 
either heat transfer film cooling or the corresponding mass transfer film cooling, 
collapsed. However Pederson et al. did admit that an exact heat and mass transfer analogy 
does not truly exist for variable property flows, as mechanisms for heat transfer and mass 
















            Eq. (11) 
Goldstein [20] showed that the effectiveness could be defined in multiple ways in 
compressible, high speed applications. The recovery temperature of the coolant flow can 
replace the static coolant temperature, while the mainstream recovery temperature 
replaces the mainstream static temperature. When compressibility effects can be 
neglected, the effectiveness based on recovery temperatures reduces to Equation 5. 
Goldstein further showed that an iso-energetic effectiveness can be defined when the 
coolant and mainstream flow have the same stagnation temperatures. Using the iso-
energetic effectiveness, the effectiveness is unity at the injection plane, which is not 
generally true of the effectiveness based on recovery temperature. The iso-energetic 
effectiveness was also found to make compressible film cooling correlate well with low 
Mach number experimental results better than the effectiveness based on the recovery 
temperatures. 
Hansmann et al. [24] explored slot film cooling in the presence of high temperature 
and velocities under conditions more representative of propulsion applications, where 
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compressibility effects are non-negligible. Both air and helium were used to study mass 
density effects at these high speeds. At such high speeds, adiabatic boundary conditions 
are very difficult to achieve due to aerodynamic heating, resulting in large heat loads a 
the wall. Instead Hansmann et al. defines effectiveness as one minus the ratio of the wall 
heat transfer rate for the film cooling case to the wall heat transfer rate for a case with no 
film cooling, reproduced below in Equation 12. For a given blowing ratio, helium was 
found to produce higher effectiveness than air. However since wall wakes were being 
explored in this study, helium would have a higher velocity ratio for a given blowing 
ratio, meaning the shear between the two streams is smaller resulting in reduced mixing. 
Meanwhile at constant velocity ratio, air outperformed helium due to the higher coolant 




˙ q0      Eq. (12) 
Jones [25] showed that the heat and mass transfer analogy can be further applied to 
account for differences in specific heat and thermal conductivity, where the analog to 
mass transfer is not direct. The approximate method developed by Jones takes 
experimental data measuring the scalar mixing of two streams and converts this mixing 
into an equivalent heat transfer/enthalpy space. The corrections applied agreed with 
experimental data very well. Furthermore, when using carbon dioxide, for example, the 
correction needed is small. Sulfur hexafluoride and argon injection was also studied and 
collapsed well with analogous experiments. 
1.3.1.6 Turbulence 
 Juhaz and Marek [26] performed one of the seminal film cooling studies in their 
presentation of film cooling data in the presence of high freestream turbulence. In actual 
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engineering applications, film cooled regions are composed of highly turbulent, high 
temperature fluids. Juhaz and Marek, studied a range of turbulence intensities for a 
variety of wall wake blowing ratios. They explored different slot geometries over a range 
of freestream and coolant conditions, consistent with those seen in combustor 
applications. Next Juhaz and Marek analyzed previous correlations, mentioned above in 
Section 1.3.1.1, and found the data collapse to be poor. They rederived a simple 
effectiveness mixing model featuring a turbulent mixing coefficient. They found that Cm 
needed to be changed from 0.01 (the coefficient of previous studies) to 0.15. After this 
change, the correlation developed in this report collapsed the experimental data to within 
20%. As the name suggests, the turbulent mixing coefficient, Cm, is heavily linked to the 
turbulence levels in the experimental wind tunnels. The higher freestream turbulence 
cases in this study caused a much more rapid decay of film cooling effectiveness than 
was seen in previous film cooling literature. Cm in this study was deemed to be primarily 
dependent on then wall-normal turbulence intensity. In a subsequent study, Marek and 
Juhaz [27] showed that while the effects are small, Cm is also a function of the axial or 
streamwise turbulent intensity.  
Ko [28] in 1980 performed an array of experimental studies of turbulent slot film 
cooling flows, using a hotwire anemometer to get information on the streamwise 
fluctuating velocity, streamwise turbulence intensity and temperature distribution for a 
range of blowing ratios. Ko used these measurements to calculate a new value of Cm for 
their experimental data, according to the correlations of Marek and Juhaz [26]. Also heat 
transfer measurements were made in the case of a non-adiabatic wall, to show heat 
transfer is increased in the presence of turbulence.   
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Lebedev et al. [29] also extensively characterized a wide arrange of mainstream 
flow turbulence levels over a range of wall wake blowing ratios. This study featured a 
film heating arrangement. Additional blowing ratios that spanned minimum shear and 
wall jet regimes were explored in a subsequent paper [30]. They also used a hot-wire 
anemometer to provide streamwise velocity and turbulence intensity profiles at the 
injection plane of the mainstream flow. The subsequent adiabatic wall effectiveness was 
reported and once again the turbulence was shown to degrade coolant protection, with 
less influence of mainstream turbulence seen at the larger blowing ratios. The increasing 
turbulence was also shown to decrease the decay in both the near-injector (near the 
injection plane) and far-injector (far from the injection plane) regions. 
1.3.1.7 Comprehensive Characterization 
Due to the complexity of film cooling, it is difficult to experimentally characterize 
film cooling in a comprehensive way. Most studies either capture only the turbulent 
kinematics with limited temperature measurements, or comprehensive temperature 
measurements with limited kinematic data. Additionally these studies focus on one shear 
regime, most often a wall wake case. However in CFD validation for example, both mean 
and turbulent information is needed at not only the injection plane but at several locations 
downstream. Only in this way can a CFD simulation show that the physical mechanisms 
responsible for mixing are being properly resolved. Characterizing the velocity, 
temperature and turbulence is therefore crucial for CFD development. Additional 
understanding of the film cooling processes from these comprehensive experiments may 
also be gained.  
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Cruz [7], Cruz and Marshall [31], and Raffan [5] performed 2D film cooling 
experiments for multiple velocity ratios (corresponding to multiple blowing ratios) on an 
adiabatic and non-adiabatic wall in an open-loop, hot wind tunnel facility. These 
experiments featured microthermocouple probes and Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) 
that non-intrusively provided mean and higher ordered statistics on the velocity and 
temperature fields. Using PIV, instantaneous flow structures were captured, showing the 
coherent turbulent shear structures inherent in these 2D film cooling flows. Additionally, 
derived skin friction and convective heat transfer coefficients are provided as a function 
of downstream distance. Unfortunately, the test section encountered leaks contaminating 
the film cooling mixing. Despite this leakage, this study showed the ability to capture a 
comprehensive database of experimental film cooling, allowing for careful CFD 
validation. 
1.3.2 Summary of Previous Experimental/Modeling Work 
 The experimental work in the literature on the whole primarily focuses on 
exploring single parameters that govern film cooling flows. The experiments are used to 
update and fine-tune engineering correlations that are generally only applicable in the far-
field, where boundary layer assumptions are tenable. The experiments on the whole focus 
on the adiabatic wall effectiveness, which is the quantity of merit in film cooling studies. 
Also most experiments do not give both mean and turbulent information that is especially 
useful for CFD validation. The turbulent information that does exist is often incomplete 
and primarily involves intrusive measurement techniques. The various correlations show 
significant scatter varying from one data set to the next, normally due to the difficulty in 
predicting the turbulent mixing coefficient.  
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Further, the length of the potential core, or the region of near perfect effectiveness 
existing just downstream of injection, is of great importance to film cooling designers. 
Just after this potential core, the film experiences a rapid breakdown as the mixing layer 
impinges on the wall. In engineering design, the film would need to be replenished soon 
after this impingement point, making this prediction of the potential core length rather 
important compared to far-field predictions.  
To illustrate the importance of the near-injector mixing, consider the toy problem of 
turbine blades in gas turbine engines. Lefebvre [2] indicates that the maximum operating 
temperature of commonly used alloys for the combustor liner is about 1100 K. The 
nominal cooling air temperature, which is bypass air that still goes through the 
compressor is 800 K. The exit combustor temperature is nominally 2280 K. In these 
circumstances, the minimum allowable effectiveness would be 0.80. Given this result, the 
effectiveness behavior far downstream of the impingement point, which is below 0.80, is 
far less important than the near-injector physics governing the higher effectivenesses. 
This far-injector field is not the primary region of concern for designers and therefore 
should be of secondary interest in a study. Unfortunately, most film cooling analytical 
models and to a lesser extent experimental, and numerical (as will be shown) studies, 
focus on the far-field decay, where convenient boundary layer assumptions can be made.  
Therefore the correlations either need to be updated to accurately incorporate the near-
injector mixing, which has thus far not been possible, or CFD needs to be more widely 
validated to accurately predict film cooling flows. In order to accurately do either of these 
approaches, a large comprehensive experimental dataset is needed that measures film 
cooling mixing across all three velocity ratios in the presence of important film cooling 
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physics, like mass density effects, turbulence and wall heat transfer. 
 
1.4  Review of Numerical Work  
The advent of modern computing has allowed CFD to play a key role in the 
design and analysis of complicated flow paths. With these added resources, engineers and 
researchers have been able to further explore complicated film cooling flows in hopes of 
optimizing CFD’s accuracy and overall system performance. Direct Numerical 
Simulation (DNS), Large Eddy Simulation (LES) and Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes 
Simulations (RANS) have been used to numerically tackle film cooling flows depending 
on the complexity of the problem and the desired fidelity of the results. RANS, which 
involves temporally averaging the Navier Stokes over a long period of time relative to 
characteristic turbulent time scales, is widely considered the lowest fidelity technique. 
The effect of turbulence is essentially entirely modeled and added to the mean flow 
quantities. LES, meanwhile, involves spatially filtering the Navier-Stokes equations. In 
this technique, all flow scales greater than the filter width are resolved, while the scales 
smaller than the filter width are modeled. Proper LES simulations will resolve the large 
flow structures that are more geometry dependent, while the smaller structures that are 
more universal and dissipative in nature are modeled. DNS resolve all the relevant flow 
scales all the way down to the dissipative Kolmogorov scales. No filtering or special 
treatment is required, but the grid density and time step must be sufficiently fine to 
resolve gradients on the order of the Kolmogorov scales. While DNS provides the highest 
fidelity results, the fine resolution requirements add significantly to computational 
overhead and makes DNS calculations overly prohibitive for most engineering flows. 
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LES simulations provide a balance between the level of accuracy, and the grid restriction 
and therefore are more applicable for modern engineering applications.  
1.4.1 RANS 
Early numerical studies featured RANS based computations to predict film 
cooling flows. For example, Kacker and Whitelaw [32] performed one of the first 
fundamental RANS film cooling parametric studies. Many of the important film cooling 
design parameters were explored, including the velocity ratio, louver lip thickness, 
coolant and free stream Reynolds number, coolant velocity profile, coolant turbulence 
intensity and free stream turbulence intensity. Due to the limited computational 
capabilities at the time, however, several restrictive simplifying assumptions were made, 
e.g., constant property assumptions. Additionally, a van-Driest like mixing turbulence 
model was used with a tuned mixing length based on experimental data. The two-
dimensional elliptic stream function and vorticity equations for boundary layer flows 
were solved on somewhat coarse grids that used wall functions to alleviate the fine grid 
requirement near the wall. This seminal study did establish many of the film cooling 
parametric trade-offs that exist. The solutions featured the Reynold’s analogy, where the 
species mixing between the coolant and mainstream is considered analogous to the heat 
transfer between two different temperature streams. The effective Schmidt number, akin 
to the turbulent Prandtl number was chosen according to experimental data as 0.4, with 
an inflow boundary condition prescribed from experimental data. 
Stoll and Staub [33] used a k-ε turbulence model in a parabolic finite difference 
code to compare simulated wall heat flux values to measurements from their film cooling 
experiment in a converging-diverging nozzle. A variable turbulent Prandtl number was 
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calculated from an engineering correlation developed for boundary layer and mixing 
flows. Several supersonic wall wake experiments were simulated, all in the presence of a 
favorable pressure gradient. In the near wall region, the law of the wall was used to 
recreate the near wall velocity in the viscous sublayer. The simulations captured the wall 
pressure very well, while underpredicting the wall heat flux. Other kinematic and thermal 
data were not reported.  
Zhou et al. [34] used a modified k-ε model on a finite-volume code to simulate 
two dimensional, normally injected, adiabatic slot film cooling. Using a steady RANS 
formulation, they simulated two wall wake cases. The turbulent Prandtl number and the 
thermal governing equation were not reported. For both cases, the mean velocity and 
turbulent kinetic energy distributions in the film cooling domain show significant 
deviation from the experimental values. In terms of effectiveness, the authors used the 
heat and mass transfer analogy to compute heat transfer effects. For one case, they found 
excellent agreement between the simulation and the experiment both in the near injector 
region and in the far field. The effectiveness differs more dramatically for other. In 
normally injected films, the extent of film attachment to the wall, and not the shear 
between the two streams, is the primary factor determining the wall protection afforded 
by normally injected films. 
Jansson et al. [35] used both a k-ε model and an algebraic stress model to simulate 
flat plate slot film cooling for a blowing ratio and velocity ratio close to unity, or a 
minimum shear cases.  They performed adiabatic film cooling flows for lip thickness to 
slot height ratios of 0.1 and 1, while the turbulent Prandtl number was prescribed between 
0.5 and 0.9 depending on the region of the flow. The simulation for the smaller louver lip 
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thickness results captured the overall mean velocity and temperature trends well. For the 
larger lip thickness ratio, in which large-scale vortex shedding occurred, unsteady RANS 
calculations were used to resolve the turbulent periodicity in the flow. The mean velocity 
field was captured fairly well, while the mean temperature field significantly deviated 
from experimental values especially in the near wall region. The streamwise progression 
of the adiabatic wall effectiveness in either case was not reported. 
More recently, Lakehal [36] used a modified k- ε model that was tuned for jets in 
crossflow using DNS data to simulate hole film cooling performed by Sinha et al [37]. 
Lakehal produced very accurate film cooling effectivenesses, both along the hole 
centerline and laterally outwards for a very complex film cooling flow. Velocity and flow 
temperature comparisons were not reported. 
Zhang et al. [38] studied liquid film cooling in a rocket combustion chamber 
using a k-ε model with Van Driest damping near the wall.  They compared the simulated 
liquid film length and found their results to be within about 10 percent of experimentally 
measured values, but provided little other comparisons.   
Cruz [7] used the Spalart-Allmaras model in a finite-difference code to simulate 
slot film cooling experiments of multiple blowing ratios with both adiabatic and constant 
temperature walls, which were done by Cruz [7], Raffan [5], and Cruz and Marshall [31]. 
The Spalart-Allmaras model, with a constant turbulent Prandtl number of 0.85, in general 
captured the adiabatic wall effectiveness to within about 12%. The mean temperature 
profiles at different downstream distances showed similar fidelity when compared to 
experimentally measured values, while the velocity profiles showed more significant 
deviation in the far field. Cruz showed that improved accuracy was gained with respect to 
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semi-empirical models developed in other studies. The large discrepancies were 
attributed to the constant density assumption used in the finite difference code and the 
entrainment of air into the experimental flow path (noted previously), which accelerates 
the flow. In general, the effectiveness showed an initially prolonged ideal effectiveness 
near the inlet. As stated before, these zero-pressure gradient simulations were validated 
against experimental data that contained flow acceleration. 
Dellimore [39] also simulated the adiabatic experiments of Cruz [7] using the 
Spalart Allmaras but the turbulent Prandtl number was tuned to 0.5 to achieve better 
agreement in the effectiveness and temperature profiles. These results showed an initially 
prolonged effectiveness of unity, also seen in Cruz’s RANS data [7] and then rapidly 
decayed. Dellimore [40], in a later study, using a constant turbulent Prandtl number of 
0.7, simulated the overall temperature trends fairly well, while the momentum field had a 
maximum error of 33.1%. This flow entrainment of the experimental data, Dellimore [40] 
argues caused a pressure gradient that accelerates or decelerates the fluid depending on 
the velocity ratio and the region of the flow. The adiabatic wall effectiveness is predicted 
to within 10% of the experimental values for the wall wake, minimum shear and wall jet 
cases, respectively. The effectiveness decay in the near injector region is underpredicted, 
similar to the other tangentially injected slot film cooling studies. 
 Voegele [41-42] performed similar parametrics to the studies of Cruz [7] and 
Dellimore [40], except validating against corrected experimental data. Voegele showed 
that all RANS studies experienced a delayed onset of mixing that is crucial in the near-
injector field. Since this near-injector field is the region of interest in most film cooling 
applications, it is this critical region that must be accurately predicted. Voegele [42] 
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noted that RANS simulations featuring constant turbulent Prandtl number would not 
accurately predict film cooling decay since the real turbulent Prandtl number is variable. 
Constant turbulent Prandtl number film cooling studies captured film cooling 
effectiveness to within 10% of the experiments. While this error may not seem large, 
Voegele [42] stated that due to the non-linear nature of this problem, the film protection 
length (the distance from injection where the film adequately protects the wall) could be 
overestimated by over 30%. 
1.4.2  LES 
LES provides higher fidelity CFD solutions since more turbulence scales of the 
flow are directly simulated, as opposed to the RANS approach where turbulence is 
completely modeled. The limited success of the RANS based approaches, as noted by 
Voegele [41-42], necessitates the need for a higher fidelity technique when simulating 
subsonic, tangentially-injected, slot film cooling. 
1.4.2.1 LES FILM COOLING 
 Guo et al. [43], Tyagi and Acharya [44], and Muldoon and Acharya [45] explored 
hole film cooling using LES, LES and DNS approaches, respectively. They were 
successfully able to reproduce important kinematic and thermal flow features, in addition 
to reproducing velocity and temperature fields very close to experimental values.  
Cruz [7] performed LES on a 2D film cooling wall jet using an incompressible, 
constant property, finite difference code. The effectiveness and temperature profiles 
produced promising results and were close to experimentally measured values. The peak 
velocities were underpredicted, which was attributed mostly to the constant density 
formulation. The experiments used for validation, however, experienced an experimental 
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leak, contaminating downstream results. Voegele [41] went on to perform the wall jet, 
constant density, constant property, LES calculations following the methods of Cruz [7] 
but validated against a new corrected adiabatic experiment. He found that the constant 
density results compared very well with experiments, except in the far-field where 
variable-mass density effects were postulated to become important.  
 Konopka et al. [46] performed LES calculations of the wall-wake, zero-pressure 
gradient, supersonic film cooling data of Juhany et al. [47]. The effectiveness results 
compare very well with the experimental results except in the far field approximately 100 
slot heights downstream of injection. They also present kinematic results for their film 
cooling data but have no experimental data to validate their results against. Additionally 
they performed both favorable and adverse pressure gradient wall wake cases without 
experimental comparisons. In a subsequent study, Konopka et al. [48] explores the same 
wall wake configuration in order to examine the effect of injecting a laminar film as 
opposed to a film with artificial turbulence. The laminar film based on recovery 
temperatures has a higher effectiveness than the turbulent film case except downstream 
for slot heights greater than 60.  
1.4.2.2 LES Film Cooling Inlets 
Simon [17] and Goldstein [20] both demonstrated the importance of inlet 
parameters on the near-injector mixing. If experimentally the inlet conditions are of 
interest, realistic numerical simulations will place similar import on the inlet boundary 
condition. Morever, LES in particular requires realistic flow structures to be convected 
into the domain in order to have physical shear mixing near the injector plane. Therefore 
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determining a proper LES technique to adequately accomplish this inflow specification is 
crucial. 
As part of his simulation, Cruz [7] developed a precursor simulation technique to 
provide time varying inflow conditions that contain realistic boundary layer structures 
that convect into the film cooling domain. This method of Cruz [7] is based off of a larger 
group of methods where separate LES calculations are run a priori and a library of 
streamwise planes are saved from this precursor simulation. These slices are then used as 
an inflow boundary condition for the LES simulation of interest. Not only did Cruz [7] 
and Voegele [41] use this technique with great success for film cooling, but Li et al. [49] 
and Piomelli et al. [50] also used this method for the calculation of mixing layers and 
accelerating boundary layers, respectively.  
Konopka et al. [46, 48] used the inflow method of El-Askaray [51]. El-Askaray 
modified Lund et al.’s [52] rescaling method to account for compressibility. The method 
of Lund et al. allows for spatially developing boundary layers to be calculated as a 
pseudo-periodic simulation. In this method, a zero-gradient, spatially-developing 
boundary layer is simulated with inflow and outflow boundary conditions, as opposed to 
periodic boundary conditions. The outflow values are used in a feedback loop to adjust 
the inflow to get correct mean information (e.g., the correct skin friction and momentum 
thickness) at some downstream distance. This inflow represents a reduced cost compared 
to a spatially developing boundary layer simulation, while physically meaningful 
turbulent structures are still generated. Keating and Piomelli [53] note that the drawback 
to this technique is that there must be some equilibrium region where experimental data 
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exists upstream of a simulation inflow. Additionally, using the method of Lund et al. [52] 
can introduce “spurious periodicity” into the simulation of interest [53]. 
Keating! and! Piomelli! [53]! performed! a! review! of! several! different! inflow!
generation! techniques! for! a! spatially! developing! boundary! layer! simulation.! The!
following! inflow! boundary! conditions!were! explored:! 1).! Synthetic! turbulence! L! a!
random!number!generator!is!used!in!conjunction!with!preserving!appropriate!firstL
order! and! secondLorder! velocity! statistics,! 2).! “Recycled! Inflow”! –! variants! of! the!
method! described! by! Lund! et! al.! [52],! 3).! Precursor! simulation! L! more! general!
version!of!the!method!used!by!Cruz![7]!and!Voegele![41].!The!precursor!simulation!
technique!provided! the!highest! fidelity! results! in! terms!of! skin! friction! coefficient!




While less computationally expensive than DNS, wall-resolved LES still remains 
overly prohibitive at large Reynolds numbers due to the grid and time resolution 
requirements needed to resolve the small near-wall structures.  Piomelli and Balaras [54], 
in their review of LES wall modeling techniques, go over the various LES and DNS 
computational costs. DNS requires the resolution of the Kolmogorov scales of turbulent 
motion. The computational expense, which is proportional to the number of grid points 
multiplied by the number of time steps, scales like the Reynold’s number to the third 
power [54]. Wall-resolved LES, meanwhile almost needs DNS-like resolution in the wall 
region (the inner layer of the boundary layer) but has less stringent grid and time step 
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requirements in the outer layer, where large geometry dependent structures are resolved 
and the finer turbulent structures are modeled. The inner layer scaling requires a 
computational expense that is proportional to the Reynold’s number to the 2.4 power. 
The outer layer computational expense, meanwhile, is proportional to the Reynolds 
number to the 0.6 power, representing a much less demanding cost [54].  
 The idea of wall modeling takes advantage of the coarser requirements in the 
outer layer by modeling the inner layer effects on the outer layer by means of a wall 
model. Therefore using a wall model, the total computational expense scales with the 
outer layer scaling, alleviating the restrictions of the wall-resolved LES requirements. To 
more fully emphasize this point, Piomelli and Balaras [54] estimated that 99% of the grid 
points in a wall-resolved LES are used to resolve the inner layer of a boundary layer with 
a characteristic Reynolds number of order 106; this inner layer, however, comprises only 
10% of the total boundary layer. The accuracy of the wall-modeled LES calculations is 
not surprisingly heavily dependent on the wall model. The wall model, according to 
Piomelli and Balaras [54], especially needs to model the wall shear stress correctly, since 
the grid is too coarse to evaluate the near-wall gradient or the near-wall hair-pin 
structures via finite differencing in wall-modeled approaches. 
Two different branches of LES wall-modeling have become popular: 1. Equilibrium 
models, 2. Zonal models. Equilibrium models use the logarithmic law of the wall (log-
law) to reconstruct the wall shear stress based on the velocity at a point in the logarithmic 
layer. The log-law assumes that the shear stress is constant in the near-wall region 
through the logarithmic layer, which is positioned at the lower extent of the outer flow. 
Therefore, the shear stress can be calculated at the first interior grid point (assuming this 
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point is in the logarithmic layer) and can be used to calculate the wall shear stress through 
the log-law. The log-law thus effectively defines a boundary condition on the velocity 
equation that approximates the momentum flux of many turbulent flows. As the name 
suggests, equilibrium models only apply for equilibrium flows and is dependent on the 
form of the log-law. These models often fail in non-equilibrium regions, such as 
separated regions.  
Zonal models, on the other hand, define a separate mesh near the wall that is fine in 
the wall-normal direction but maintains the same streamwise and spanwise spacing as the 
outer flow. On this separate mesh a set of simplified equations, most often the boundary 
layer equations, are solved to recreate the wall shear stress based on the conditions 
existing at the first outer layer point, which should once again be in the logarithmic layer. 
When the boundary layer equations are used on this interior mesh, the method is called 
the two-layer model (TLM) and was first used by Balaras and Benocci [55]. The TLM 
computational expense scales only approximately with the outer layer scaling because 
some expense is added due to the boundary layer solution on the inner mesh. However 
since the interior mesh is only refined in the wall-normal direction and the equation set is 
much simpler, the overall cost is mitigated. Detached eddy simulation (DES), proposed 
by Spalart et al. [56], is performed when certain regions of the flow solve the LES 
equations, while other regions employ the RANS equations. DES is primarily used on 
separated flows, where the RANS equations are used upstream of separation in the inner 
layer of the boundary layer and LES is used downstream of separation. The two sets of 
regions are often formulated using an eddy-viscosity approach. In this method, the 
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transition between the two regions involves blending between the eddy-viscosities of the 
RANS and LES equations. 
So far no wall-modeled LES calculations have been performed on tangentially-
injected, slot film cooling. Martini et al. [57] performed a DES calculation of slot film 
cooling injected along an incline with internal struts and holes in the slot. While the film 
is formed in a slot, this configuration is similar to injection through discrete holes, as no 
continuous film is formed. This geometry, therefore, does not define a canonical 
configuration. They examined three different internal configurations over three blowing 
ratios that spanned wall wake and minimum shear film cooling regimes. The DES 
approach predicted the experimental adiabatic, laterally-averaged film cooling 
effectiveness compared to the RANS k-ω approach. Roy et al. [58] and Kapadia et al. 
[59] also both used DES to study hole film cooling and showed great promise in 
capturing the film cooling trends at lower cost. These studies [57-59], to this author’s 
knowledge, comprise the only literature of LES wall-modeled film cooling. 
1.4.3 Summary of Previous Numerical Work 
Most of the numerical literature uses RANS techniques that are unable, without 
model tuning, to capture the near-injector mixing trends that are crucial for film cooling 
predictions. The next logical progression is to use a higher-fidelity technique to capture 
adiabatic slot film cooling, but there is very little literature studying LES and DNS of slot 
film cooling. Almost all the literature focuses on overall mixing, with very little attention 
being paid to the near-injector mixing where actual film cooling is performed. Similarly 
heat transfer comparisons are equally missing. 
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In addition to wall-resolved LES, wall models can be used to reduce the grid 
restrictions near the wall. However studies exploring wall-modeled LES in slot film 
cooling applications are almost non-existent. A little more information on LES inlets is 
available in the literature, but almost no parametric studies have been performed that 
compares the performance of LES inlet techniques in film cooling configurations. It 
should be noted that there have been a few LES film cooling studies of note that deal 
with hole film cooling [43-45, 57-59]. Hole film cooling, however, features different 
mixing mechanisms than slot film cooling. Nonetheless, these LES studies demonstrate 
the promising performance of LES in film cooling configurations. 
 
1.5  Objectives 
The experimental literature review revealed that there is a need for slot film cooling 
data that provides a comprehensive set of kinematic and thermal data, from which CFD 
model validation can be performed. Since turbulence is the dominant mixing mechanism 
in this flow, CFD engineers require not only mean information but fluctuating 
information as well. Almost no studies provide fluctuating velocity information, with 
even fewer providing the fluctuating thermal information, all in addition to the mean 
kinematic and thermal data. Similarly, no studies give such comprehensive measurements 
across the three shear regimes (VR < 1, VR ~ 1, VR > 1), which comprise very different 
film cooling mixing.  
Most studies, similarly, do not physically study heat transfer but rather make use of 
the heat and mass transfer analogy. Both adiabatic and non-adiabatic studies are of 
interest in film cooling flows, since flows of engineering interest will always have heat 
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transfer. The wall heat flux equation depends on both adiabatic and non-adiabatic 
conditions. Since no obvious heat-mass transfer analogy exists for the non-adiabatic wall, 
heat transfer reduction from backside cooling cannot be evaluated when the heat and 
mass transfer analogy is employed. One goal of this PhD work is therefore to provide a 
comprehensive experimental data set that reports and measures: 
• Mean and fluctuating kinematic profiles at several streamwise stations for 
both adiabatic and non-adiabatic walls 
• Mean thermal profiles at several streamwise stations for both adiabatic and 
non-adiabatic walls 
• Adiabatic effectiveness across the three shear regimes (VR < 1, VR ~ 1, VR 
> 1) 
• Non-adiabatic wall temperatures across the three shear regimes (VR < 1, 
VR ~ 1, VR > 1) 
• Mean and thermal conditions close to the injector plane to allow for CFD 
inflow generation 
Such a study would constitute a major step forward in the film cooling literature and 
would allow film cooling engineers to better design correlations and understand film 
cooling mixing dynamics. Additionally, a convenient dataset will be generated for CFD 
modelers to validate their codes in a turbulent environment in the presence of heavy 
thermal mixing, where constant property assumptions cannot be made. 
 As was seen in the literature review, modeling correlations have failed to capture 
the near-injector mixing that is of primary interest in film cooling studies. These failures 
translate to a need to numerically model this problem instead. Since RANS CFD was 
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shown to perform poorly for subsonic adiabatic slot film cooling, a higher fidelity 
technique is needed. Numerically, LES has yet to be studied in detail for subsonic slot 
film cooling flows. The film cooling literature for LES either focuses on: 1). hole film 
cooling [43-45, 57-59], which is not canonical, 2). constant density subsonic film cooling 
[7, 41], which is not true in engineering applications or 3). supersonic slot film cooling 
[46, 48], where the heavy, initial turbulent mixing is not nearly as dominant as in 
subsonic applications. In the following dissertation, comprehensive LES parametric 
studies will be performed. This PhD work will include exploring: 
• LES wall-resolved, adiabatic simulations across the three shear regimes 
(VR < 1, VR ~ 1, VR > 1) 
• LES wall-resolved, non-adiabatic simulations across the three shear 
regimes (VR < 1, VR ~ 1, VR > 1) 
• LES inlet generation parametrics studying inflow techniques 
• Development of film cooling insight, especially when used in tandem with 
experimental information 
• LES validation against experimental data also presented in this 
dissertation 
The LES studies will generate significant understanding in the simulation of slot film 
cooling flows and will hopefully show their feasibility for more practical Reynold’s 
numbers. To this author’s knowledge no LES non-adiabatic slot film cooling studies have 
been performed. Similarly no variable density, wall jet LES film cooling studies have 
been performed. The research therefore will make a major contribution to the film 
cooling and general LES literature. 
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Chapter 2: Approach 
 
 In the last chapter, the current state of slot film cooling research was summarized 
and several key areas of research were identified. The purpose of this section is to 
describe the approach and methods used to accomplish the objectives detailed in Chapter 
1. The research focuses on tackling film cooling both experimentally and numerically, 
representing a broad and comprehensive approach, allowing for deeper insight into the 
problem. The first section details the experimental approach including an overview of the 
experimental apparatus, a description of the experimental diagnostics and a discussion of 
the experimental uncertainty. The second section reviews the numerical approach, 
starting first with a description of the general LES equations and their subsequent 
implementation in the CFD flow solver.  CFD code validation, discussions of inflow 
generation techniques, and LES film cooling wall modeling will then be presented. 
2.1 Experimental Approach 
 The experimental film cooling research was performed at the Film Cooling 
Research Lab at the University of Maryland. A hot wind tunnel was used to a variety of 
different kinematic and thermal film cooling conditions. Meanwhile, a number of 
diagnostics were employed to characterize the turbulent film cooling mixing phenomena 
present in the experiments. Much of the experimental procedure and experimental 
apparatus was developed by Cruz [7], Cruz and Marshall [31], Raffan [5] and Raffan 
[60]. However in the interest of being thorough and for the convenience of the reader, the 




2.1.1 Experimental Apparatus 
 Figure 4 shows a schematic of the open-loop, hot wind tunnel used to study film 
cooling. This apparatus is capable of establishing a variety of film cooling conditions 
relevant to real-world engineering applications. The film cooling mainstream air is driven 
by a variable-speed, centrifugal fan, upstream of a combustion section, which in turn is 
used to heat the mainstream flow to the desired thermal conditions. In the combustion 
section, the inline methane burner produces heated visciated air. A mass flow controller 
provides a constant methane flow rate into the burner. Downstream of the burner, the 
flow enters a 90-degree elbow, equipped with turning vanes to avoid pressure losses and 
to mitigate asymmetric velocity profiles induced by the centrifugal fan. Next, the settling 
chamber further homogenizes the flow via flow conditioners. The first of these is a bed of 
randomly packed ceramic saddles, which serves to remove large temperature fluctuations 
induced by the burner. Next a honeycomb wedge is used to destroy the large-scale 
structures and straighten the flow. At the end of the settling chamber, a fine stainless steel 
!
Figure 4. Schematic of the film cooling hot-wind tunnel. Adapted from Cruz and 
Marshall [31]. 
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mesh is used to generate grid turbulence and further homogenize the flow. The mesh 
consists of 0.165 mm thick wire rods, with a characteristic spacing of approximately 0.85 
mm, making for a square mesh density of about 140 squares per square centimeter. A 2D 
convergent section, with a 6 to 1 contraction ratio, is used to destroy any thick boundary 
layers and accelerate the flow to engineering-relevant conditions with the available 
laboratory mainstream mass flow rate [7]. After the convergent section, the mainstream 
flow enters the test section where detailed flow measurements are made. To reduce the 
undesirable wall heat transfer upstream of the test section, one-inch Kaowool boards and 
fiberglass are used to thermally insulate the settling chamber and the contraction section. 
The coolant air, driven by a high-capacity compressor at ambient laboratory conditions, is 
injected into the test section via a 2D tangential slot. Downstream of the test section a 2D 
diffuser is used to reduce aerodynamic losses. The diffuser is attached to an exhaust hood 
to provide test section pressures lower than atmospheric pressure.  
In terms of relevant film cooling parameters, this experimental apparatus is 
capable of providing a range of turbulent, film cooling conditions. It can attain velocity, 
blowing and temperature ratios ranging from 0.5-3.0, 0.75-5.0, and 1.0-1.67, respectively. 
The range of Reynold’s number of the coolant flow is 2000 to 8000, which all comprise a 
turbulent regime. While these Reynold’s numbers are low compared to actual engine 
applications, the basic turbulent physics and mixing mechanisms are still present, 
allowing for a meaningful and representative film cooling study.  
Test Section 
 The test section is a 200 mm by 50 mm rectangular channel that is 500 mm long; 
the test section is where the flow measurements of interest are made and can be seen in 
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Figure 5. The test section features quartz windows that allow for optical access, necessary 
for the laser-based diagnostics used in this study. The casing of the test section is made of 
stainless steel, while the test plate is 6.35 mm thick and consists of a high-temperature, 
low-thermal conductivity plastic called UDEL (k = 0.24 W/m/K) [7]. The casing is also 
insulated with fiberglass and Kaowool boards; these materials have low thermal 
conductivity also, which prevents heat loss from the test section. Several thermocouple 














 The ambient coolant air is mixed in a plenum and then normally-injected into a 
louvered slot, where the film mixes and develops, eventually becoming a relatively 
uniform coolant film, resembling fully developed channel flow. The injection from the 
 
Figure 5. Picture of the test section. Adapted from Raffan [5]. 
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plenum into the coolant slot is made via holes 3.17 mm in diameter and spaced 6.35 mm 
apart. This type of injection scheme was seen as being representative of configurations in 
gas turbine and rocket engines. The coolant slot height is nominally 5.3 mm for the 
adiabatic cases, but varies slightly from 5.3 to 6.06 mm depending on the shear case due 
to thermal expansion of the splitter plate. 
 Two different test section configurations, seen in Figure 6, are used to 
experimentally impose the two different thermal boundary conditions. An adiabatic wall 
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Figure 6. Schematic of the test section for a) adiabatic test plate, b) non-adiabatic test plate. 
Adapted from Cruz [7] 
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speaking, an adiabatic boundary condition is almost virtually impossible to exactly 
enforce. However the low conductivity materials of the insulation and test plate make the 
solid heat transfer negligible relative to the flow heat convection. Wall thermocouples 
and the near wall thermal profiles are used to confirm that the wall is adiabatic. This 
adiabaticity is vital in order to reconstruct an adiabatic effectiveness, the flow parameter 
of merit in film cooling studies. An adiabatic wall, as mentioned earlier, provides a wall 
boundary condition that is not configuration or application dependent, as the wall 
material and backside cooling can affect the overall cooling of the wall. Therefore the 
adiabatic wall allows for the experimental isolation of cooling protection provided by the 
film and not other cooling techniques often used in engines. In terms of practical use, the 
adiabatic wall also effectively defines the expected upper limit of the wall temperature; in 
engineering applications film cooling is supplemented with some kind of backside 
cooling to further lower the wall temperature. 
 The second configuration, seen in Figure 6b, is used to test film cooling in the 
presence of a well-defined, non-adiabatic wall. The backside insulation is removed and 
replaced with a water jacket, intended to remove heat from the test plate. Chilled water at 
approximately 10 oC is circulated through the water jacket at high flow rates, effectively 
providing a nearly uniform backside wall temperature. A pump drives water from a large 
tank. The water in the tank is also equipped with a chiller that maintains this low water 
temperature. This type of boundary condition is highly desirable for CFD code validation, 
since it is both statistically stationary and allows for simplifying assumptions to be made 
in the solid-state heat transfer equations. Also the use of both adiabatic and non-adiabatic 
boundary conditions is necessary to validate the near-wall physics of film cooling flows. 
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Due to near-wall noise in laser-based diagnostics and flow disturbances caused by more 
conventional, intrusive measurements, the near wall kinematic information is difficult to 
ascertain. Therefore derived wall quantities that are of tremendous importance in 
engineering applications, namely the skin friction coefficient, can only be approximated. 
The non-adiabatic boundary condition allows for a heat transfer measurement to be made, 
which depends on both the flow conditions but also the near-wall physics. If CFD codes 
can simulate the wall heat transfer correctly, in addition to the flow mixing away from the 
wall, the ability of CFD to capture the near-wall physics can be validated. The wall heat 
transfer, dependent on both kinematic and thermal information, if simulated correctly, 
can give confidence that both the near-wall kinematic and thermal flow fields are 
captured correctly by CFD solvers.   
 
2.1.2 Experimental Diagnostics 
 A number of experimental diagnostics were used in this study to measure the 
experimental flow properties. The purpose of this section is to give some rationale for the 
selection of the main diagnostics in addition to the general operating principles behind 
the devices. The main diagnostic techniques of this study are Particle Image Velocimetry 
(PIV), used to capture flow kinematics, and microthermcouples, used to measure the 
thermal flow properties. Other diagnostic tools such as pitot tubes, surface 
thermocouples, rotameters and mass flow controllers were used as backup measurements 
to verify the main diagnostics were functioning properly. For more information on these 
other diagnostic tools the reader is referred to Cruz and Marshall [31], Cruz [7], Raffan 
[5] and Raffan [60]. 
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2.1.2.1 PIV 
 Operating Principle 
 In PIV, a flow is seeded with tracer particles, intended to faithfully follow the 
fluid flow structures. Two pictures, associated with two laser pulses that illuminate the 
flow, are taken in rapid succession. The displacement the particles move (from the first 
picture to the second) divided by the time between pictures results in a velocity field for 
the image pair. 
A PIV system consists of a CCD camera; a high-power, dual-pulsed laser; and 
PIV image processing software. A cylindrical lense is placed on the laser to form a thin 
laser sheet. This laser sheet is pulsed twice, illuminating a single plane of the flow. Each 
pulse should be temporally short (on the order of nanoseconds). The two laser pulses are 
separated in time by some small amount, which is quite large with respect to the duration 
of the laser pulse. The spacing in time of the laser pulses will depend on the camera field 
of view and the flow characteristics; however it is normally three orders of magnitude 
longer than the laser pulse time. Each laser pulse will illuminate the particles in the flow 
within the laser sheet, which ensures only in-plane motions are captured. Since the flow 
time scales are much larger than the laser pulse time, the particles are effectively “frozen” 
in a picture taken at the time of each laser pulse. A CCD camera is used to take two 
pictures, one of each laser pulse. If the time between the pulses and therefore pictures are 
selected carefully, the particles will be displaced by some small amount. Averaged 
displacement vectors can be drawn for groups of particles, which can be converted to a 
velocity if the gate time (or displacement time) between pictures is known.  
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While in principle this technique may not be difficult to understand, the actual 
implementation can be onerous and involves careful selection of PIV parameters. One 
such parameter is the seeding particles. The seeding particles must be carefully selected 
to ensure they are large enough to scatter light from the laser pulse so they appear on a 
picture; yet they must also be small enough to faithfully follow the flow structures. 
Adrian [61] provides a detailed discussion of this trade-off. Additionally the 
concentration of particles must be small and relatively uniform such that the fluid flow 
properties do not change.  
Cross-Correlation 
The calculation of “particle displacement” in PIV is normally calculated through 
the use of a cross correlation procedure. In this technique, each image pair is subdivided 
into smaller squares (or rectangles), called interrogation regions, which contain several 
particles. In each image, each particle is mapped in the image coordinate space; e.g., each 
particle is given a (x, y) location. The cross correlation shifts the second image by a 
displacement, s, and multiplies the intensity at each pixel location by the same location in 
the first image. The product of the intensities is then summed up over the entire 
interrogation region. If s is varied such that the entire interrogation region has been 
swept, an ideal cross-correlation peak, corresponding to a specific displacement, can be 
found. This displacement is the average displacement the particles in the interrogation 
window move between the first and second images. Once these displacements are known, 
velocity vectors can be formed for each interrogation region by dividing the displacement 
by the time between images. This cross-correlation is more formally described by 
Equation 13, where the cross correlation coefficient, R, is a function of the displacement 
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s. R is defined as the integral of the product of the intensity in image one, I1, at a given 
location and the intensity of image two, I2, at the shifted location. As one can imagine, 
there are finer intricacies of the cross-correlation procedure that are beyond the scope of 
this analysis. For more information the reader is referred to [61]. 
         Eq. (13) 
Laser Reflections & Particle Analysis 
Laser wall reflections can be intense enough to saturate an image in the near-wall 
region and can illuminate particles out of the plane of the laser sheet. The out-of-plane 
particles can show up as blurry particles in PIV images. In order to mitigate these 
reflections, the walls are treated with black acrylic paint that absorb much of the laser 
light and reemits it as diffuse light. In laboratory tests, this black acrylic paint was found 
to reduce wall noise more than a rhodamine wall treatment, which is often used for PIV 
measurements with green laser light near walls.  
In this study two different types of seeding were used: Titanium dioxide (TiO2) 
and Bis(2-ethylhexyl) sebacate (referred to as liquid seeding in this work). The liquid 
seeding was preferred over TiO2 because TiO2 tends to deposit on the quartz windows 
and the wind tunnel walls during experiments, obscuring the optical access to the flow 
and also creating additional laser noise because of the particles blocking the black acrylic 
paint. Fortunately, the liquid seeding that interacted with the wall did not adhere to the 
wind tunnel surfaces. Unfortunately due to the lower boiling point of the alcohol-based 
seeding, the seeding would evaporate or boil, when exposed to the very high 
temperatures exiting the combustor. Therefore TiO2 was selected in the mainstream with 
liquid seeding in the slot, where the temperatures were low enough such that the liquid 
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seeding did not appreciably evaporate. In the author’s experience, the TiO2 did not 
appreciably deposit on the windows when only used in the mainstream. 
The following analysis will focus on the acceptable sizes of seeding particles. 
Using the analysis of Cruz [7], the difference in particle velocity and fluid velocity to first 
order is written in Equation 14. Ideally, this velocity difference is zero and the particle 
velocity is the same as the fluid velocity. However, since particles have their own inertia, 
particles can lag behind the fluid and have a velocity different from the fluid. Higher 
order terms that were dropped in Equation 14 include acceleration effects due to pressure 
gradients and buoyancy effects. Essentially this equation describes the lag in particle 
velocity from the fluid velocity due to inertial acceleration of the particle, which governs 
how fast a particle will respond to the flow. Observe that the velocity difference becomes 
smaller if the particle size is reduced, or the density of the particle and fluid are reduced.   
                    Eq. (14) 
 In the case of solid or liquid particles in air, the density of the particle is orders of 
magnitude large than the density of the fluid flow, which leads to a particle time scale 
shown in Equation 15. This time scale, which describes how quick a particle reacts to the 
flow, must be smaller than the smallest characteristic time scales of the flow. The 
smallest scales of the flow are on the order of the Kolmogorov scales, which estimate the 
          Eq. (15) 
smallest turbulent eddies in Kolmogorov turbulence. Using turbulent theory and the 
energy cascade, the time scale of the Kolmogorv eddies can be written in terms of the 
largest flow scales (the integral scale) according to the relationship seen in Equation 16 
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respectively. The integral flow scale, τ0, is given by s/U0, where U0 is the integral flow 
velocity. The velocity of interest is the streamwise, root-mean-squared (RMS) velocity, 
which in this case is about 15% of the characteristic streamwise velocity. In all cases, this 
characteristic velocity is approximately 20 m/s, meaning the flow velocity driving 
particle-fluid velocity differences is 3 m/s. The Reynold’s number is calculated based on 
this flow velocity and the slot height.   
          Eq. (16) 
The ratio of the particle and Kolmogorv time scales can be used to form a Stokes 
number seen in Equation 17. In the literature, researchers have found when the Stokes 
number of the particle is less than 0.2, the particle follows the flow within two percent 
error [64]. Table 1, reproduced following the analysis of Cruz, shows the characteristic 
response times of TiO2 particles selected to seed the film cooling flows in this 
dissertation work. The particle sizes of the TiO2 range from 0.3 to 1 µm. The Stokes 
numbers for the range of particles is about 0.2, meaning the particles should follow the 
flow faithfully to within about 2% error. Since the PIV resolution is set to be greater than 
the Kolmogorov scales, this analysis gives confidence that the particles faithfully follow 
flow scales resolved by the PIV system. The PIV resolution is set in order to capture 
several particles (at least ten) in each characteristic interrogation cell. This requirement 
translates to interrogation cell sizes on the order of tens of micrometers. Also of note, the 
liquid seeding has an even lower density, meaning the response time of the liquid particle 
is even smaller than time scale of the solid particle. The Stoke numbers calculated in 
Table 1 represent conservative estimates, as the limiting viscosity and limiting slot height 





seeding, seeders and how the particles are injected into the flow, see Cruz [7] and Raffan 
[60]. 






PIV Guidelines and Difficulties 
 The previous analysis ensured the particles were small enough to faithfully follow 
the flow. The conflicting requirement is that the particles must be large enough to be seen 
in the image. Adrian [61] reviews some of these particle sizing and PIV guidelines. The 
image diameter of a primarily particle depends on the f-number, f# (this controls the 
aperture size); the wavelength of the light, λ; and the magnification factor of the lense, 
M. The approximate image diameter, de, is given in equation 18 below [61]. The Lavision 
Inc. PIV system used in this work features Solo PIV dual ND:YAG lasers. The laser   
          Eq. (18) 
outputs up to 100 mJ per pulse of green light with a wavelength of 532 nm [65]. A 
cylindrical lense is used to form a laser sheet approximately 1 mm thick. A CCD camera 
is used to then capture the two images in quick succession. In this work, an f# of eight is 
used, which means that the focal length of the lense is eight times the diameter of the 
aperture. Given that the particle size, f# and wavelength have all been specified, one must 
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adjust the magnification to ensure the apparent particle size is large enough to be seen. 
The first term in Equation 18 is the actual magnified size of the particle on the image 
plane, while the second term is the diffraction-limited spot size. For small particles (on 
the order of micrometers) using the previously specified f# and wavelength, the 
diffraction limited spot size dominates over the image size of the particle [61]. 
 In this work, the field of view is approximately 35 mm by 35 mm, while the CCD 
sensor is a square with an area of 15.155 mm by 15.155 mm [65]. The magnification 
factor is defined as the image size divided by the object size, giving a magnification 
factor of 0.433. For this camera the pixel size is 7.40 µm. Table 2 shows the particle 
image size for the range of particle sizes in both micrometers and pixels, as calculated by 
Equation 18. The particle size is very nearly 2 pixels, which represents the optimum 





 Another 2D planar PIV guideline concerns the laser sheet thickness and the depth 
of field of the camera. The out-of-plane component of velocity must be small enough 
such that most of the particles do not leave the plane of illumination in the second PIV 
laser pulse. If this happens, the cross-correlation processing of PIV algorithms will not be 
able to work and spurious velocity vectors will result. In general, this criteria is not 
difficult to assess as the subsequent PIV velocity field will contain many spurious, 




unphysical velocity vectors. Even still, more rigorous analysis is made. As given by 
Adrian [61], the depth of field, or the depth of the region of focus, is given in Equation 
19. In the current work, the depth of field is 1.49 mm and the laser sheet thickness is   
 Eq. (19) 
approximately 1 mm. In order for the PIV processing to correlate effectively, the out-of-
plane displacement from one time to the next should be less than ¼ of the depth of field 
or the laser sheet thickness [66]. Since the laser sheet thickness will only illuminate 
particles in its plane, the only particles that can be in focus are in the laser sheet. 
Therefore the particles should not move more than 0.25 mm between laser pulses. This 
constraint is summarized in Equation 20. The out-of-plane displacement in a time interval 
can be approximated by the product of the length of the time interval multiplied by the 
out-of-plane velocity. In this work, a gate time of 8 µs was nominally used as the time 
between laser pulses. Therefore, the maximum allowable out-of-plane velocity is 31.25 
m/s, which is greater than any in-plane velocity recorded in this experimental work. 
However since this experiment in the mean is two-dimensional, this out-of-plane velocity 
should be much less than the streamwise component of velocity, thus ensuring this 
requirement is met. 
 Eq. (20) 
 An additional constraint on the velocity field is that the spatial gradients must be 
sufficiently small such that in a given interrogation region, the velocity of the entire 
region can be approximated by a single velocity. This constraint, described by Keane and 
Adrian [66],  is represented in Equation 21, where d1 is the size of the interrogation 
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region and is nominally 16 pixels. This constraint translates to a velocity change of less 
than 72 m/s over 1 mm, which once again is much smaller than any velocity gradient in 
the present experiment, except perhaps in a very small region very close to the splitter 
plate.  
          Eq. (21) 
The last restriction discussed here requires the number of particles in an 
interrogation region to be greater than ten, which was ensured by inspection and was 
normally on the order of twenty particles per interrogation region [66]. Many of the other 
PIV restraints discussed in Keane and Adrian [66] can be compensated by the post-
processing algorithms developed by LaVision [65] and are therefore not discussed here.  
Near the injection, due to wall-noise and laser reflections, 1000 images were used 
to calculate mean and RMS statistics on the velocity field. Farther downstream only 500 
images were necessary to capture statistically converged RMS statisitics. Additional PIV 
procedure (calibration, post-processing) and problems associated with wall-noise and 
laser reflections are not discussed here. Rather the reader is referred to Raffan [60], where 
in-depth discussions are made. 
2.1.2.2 Microthermocouples 
 The thermal flow measurements were made by microthermocouples, a schematic 
for which is seen in Figure 7. The microthermocouple assemblies were fabricated in-
house and features thermocouple probes with 13 µm diameter Type K thermocouple 
wires. The bead diameters are on the order of the wire diameters. The wires are sheathed 










insulation is then inserted into a stainless steel tube and bonded with a high-temperature 
adhesive.  The stainless steal sheath acts as a barrier to both the high-temperature, 
turbulent flow and any residual PIV particles in the wind tunnel. The thermocouple leads 
and sheath are then attached to a male thermocouple connecter jack that connects to the 








15 s at each temperature data point. The thermocouple bead is placed 2 mm away from 
the ceramic insulation to mitigate measurement errors due to flow disturbances caused by 
the probe and is long enough to avoid thermal conduction errors near the bead [67]. The 
thermocouple is inserted through small port holes at several axial locations in the test 
section to make thermal flow measurements. The thermocouple assembly is attached to a 
10 µm-accurate traverse, which is used to give sub millimeter spatial resolution in the 
traversing direction (in this experiment that is the wall-normal direction). 
 The small bead and wire sizes were selected to effectively eliminate thermocouple 
radiation and conduction losses at the flow temperatures measured in this study; the 
thermocouple radiation and conduction errors scale with the bead and wire diameters. 
Using a simple heat balance on the thermocouple probe, radiative heating of the 
!
Figure 7. Schematic of Type K microthermocouple with 13 µm wires. Adapted from 
Cruz [7]. 
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thermocouple is balanced by convective cooling, as is shown in Equation 22. The true 
temperature is the gas temperature, Tg; the actual measured temperature, Tb, is affected 
by radiative loads from the surrounding walls, which have the temperature, Tsurr. Here the 
convective coefficient has been replaced by the Nusselt number, Nu, the diameter of the 
bead, Db, and the thermal conductivity of air, kair. The emissivity of the bead, εb, is 
approximately 0.8 [67] and σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. For small bead and wire 
diameters, the convection is actually dominated by the wire diameter, as the bead is 
effectively only a small protuberance connecting two small cylinders (the thermocouple 
wires) [68]. Therefore the Nusselt number equation is shown in Equation 23, where A, B 
and n are 0.24, 0.56 and 0.45, respectively [68]. Here the Reynolds number is based on 
the local flow conditions and the diameter of the wire. The radiative error is largest when 
the bead temperature and the Nusselt number are small. The maximum radiative 
uncertainty found in all the experiments corresponds to a change in temperature, ΔT, of -
0.33 K, corresponding to a 0.15% flow effectiveness change. This estimate is actually 
conservative, since neither the view factor or the emissivity of the emitting surfaces were 
considered in the heat balance. 
 
                   Eq. (22) 
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The small probe size has the added benefit of having a small amount of thermal 
inertia, meaning the thermocouple can respond to rapid variations in flow temperature. 
This trait is desirable in turbulent flows as turbulent thermal fluctuations can be 
measured. Even though, the thermal inertia is small, the response time of the 
thermocouple is large enough that the temperature signal of the turbulent fluctuations is 
attenuated and phase delayed by the thermocouple. Marshall [70] and Ghoddoussi [71] 
developed a thermocouple circuit and post-processing that attempts to recover the 
fluctuating gas temperature from the measured output. The temporal lag of the 
thermocouple can be characterized by a time constant, which can be used to reconstruct 
the time-varying gas temperature from the thermocouple signal. Following the analysis of 
Ghoddoussi [71], the gas temperature, Tg, when using a simple heat balance, can be 
written in terms of the bead temperature, Tb, as is shown in Equation 24. Here τb, given in 
Equation 24b refers to the thermocouple time constant, while mb, cp, h and Ab are the 
bead mass, the bead heat capacity, the convection coefficient of the bead and the surface 
area of the bead.          
           Eq. (24a) 
 
                    Eq. (24b) 
 
If the time constant can be determined, some fluctuating thermal flow information can be 
reconstructed. The time constant of the bead, unfortunately, depends not only on bead 
characteristics but also on the local flow around the bead, characterized by the convective 




The temperature step change method [70] has been used in the past to directly 
determine the time constant. In this approach, the thermocouple is placed in the film 
cooling flow and is put through a series of heating cycles. The thermocouple response is 
measured and the time constant can be extracted. The time constant can be thought of as 
the time for the temperature difference between the bead and the gas to decay to 1/e of its 
initial value. In this way, the time constant is measured directly and does not require the 
direct calculation of h. An example of the theoretical signal and actual measured signal 
coming from a thermocouple after such a heating current is seen in Figure 8, reproduced 
from [71]. One can see initially that the thermocouple response is closely approximated 
by exponential decay (the theoretical solution) in the initial transient region. If several 
heating cycles are performed, an average local time constant can be determined. An 
alternate, simpler technique is to estimate the convective coefficient using a correlation, 
such as Equation 23. Then Equation 24 can be used to estimate the time constant. This 
latter approach is adopted in this work. For further details of this approach see 
Raffan[60]. For more information on heating circuits and the temperature compensation 
techniques see Ghoddoussi [71], Cruz [7] and Raffan [60]. Typical values of the 
temperature time constant varied between 1.5 and 3.0 ms, depending on the local flow 
conditions. 
 The voltage change of a type-K thermocouple for a given temperature change is 
well characterized. However the thermocouple needs to be calibrated to convert this 
temperature change to an absolute temperature. Therefore if a known temperature, say an 
ice bath at 0 oC, is applied to an uncompensated thermocouple, a reference voltage may 
be recorded. The voltage change relative to this reference voltage can be used to convert 
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temperatures relative to 0 oC. Boiling water, nominally at 100 oC, or room temperature air 
(measured by a reference thermocouple) can also be used as reference conditions or can 
be used to verify the microthermocouple probe. Many thermocouple data acquisition 
systems come with this reference temperature circuit built into the thermocouple data 
processing. However this internal calibration often reduces the high frequency response 
of the thermocouple, necessitating the use of an external thermocouple calibration like 













2.1.3 Discussion of Conduction and Radiation 
 The non-adiabatic cases are performed such that there is a heat flux through the 
wall. In these cases, the wall heat transfer rate can be calculated according to Equation 23 
from §1. This equation assumes 1D wall-normal heat conduction in the plate, which 
!
Figure 8. A typical thermocouple response to a heat cycle used to determine 
thermocouple time constant information. Adapted from Ghoddoussi [71]. 
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holds because the plate is thin and has a large temperature difference across the plate. 
Since the UDEL conductivity and the plate thickness are known, the heat transfer can be 
calculated using the known wall temperature and backside temperature. The backside 
wall temperature is approximately uniform and is measured with an array of backside 
wall thermocouples. The flow-side wall temperature is measured with the 
microthermocouple probe, described previously. 
 In the non-adiabatic cases, the backside of the test plate is water cooled to 
approximately 10 oC. In actuality, the backside temperature is slightly variable along the 
length of the plate but the total variation is less than 3 oC. The actual distribution of 
backside wall temperature will be shown in §3. As is shown in Figure 6b, the heat 
exchanger is a co-flow device, in that the water flows in the same direction as the hot air. 
Since the wall is thin compared to the test plate’s other dimensions and made of a thermal 
plastic with a small thermal conductivity, axial and spanwise heat conduction can be 
neglected. Additionally the temperature gradient in the wall is primarily in the wall-
normal direction further validating this assumption. When the experiment has reach a 
steady-state, the averaged, wall heat flux via conduction is approximated by Equation 25. 
Here Tsolid, Twall, Tback and twall refer to the temperature in the solid, the flow side wall 
temperature, the back side wall temperature and the thickness of the test plate wall, 
respectively. 
           













 Due to the nature of this experiment and the relative differences between the test 
plate temperature and the casing temperature, thermal radiation heat transfer should not 
be entirely ignored. Fortunately, at these relatively low temperatures (when compared to 
rocket conditions) the working gas (air) is radiatively non-participating. The casing, 
however, does interact with the test plate wall. Since the experiment is an enclosure, a 
grey, diffuse surface is assumed, where re-reflections are ignored. These assumptions 
allow for a view factor analysis to approximately hold for the radiatively interacting 
surfaces. The definition of the view factor, VFji, from surface j to surface i is described 
by Equation 26 [72].   
           
 Eq. (26) 
 
Note that the small solid angle relation is employed to remove the integration over the 
solid angle and instead integrate over surface Aj. Here m is the path length of the 
radiative ray, while θ is the angles made between incident or leaving radiation and the 
surface. The view factor can be thought of as the percentage of radiation leaving surface j 
that is intercepted by surface i. It is entirely determined by the geometry of the radiating 
surfaces. The majority of the wind tunnel is stainless steel, with an emissivity, εss, of 0.20 
[72]. The UDEL test plate has an emissivity, εwall, of approximately 0.91 [7]. Once again 
using the grey, diffuse surface assumptions, ignoring re-reflections, the net radiative heat 
flux on the test plate is given by Equation 27 [73]. This approach is taken duo to two 
main reasons. Firstly, when re-reflections are considered, the test plate begins to interact 













along the test plate. Coupled with the fact the casing temperature distribution is known 
with a limited fidelity, the use of a higher order approach is not necessarily justified.   
          Eq. (27) 
2.1.4 Test Matrix 
 Table 3 shows a summary of the different experimental test conditions. The table 
is divided into two separate thermal wall boundary conditions: adiabatic and non-
adiabatic. These two boundary conditions are further sub-divided into the three film 
cooling shear regimes: wall wake, minimum shear and wall jet. For the non-adiabatic 
cases, an average backside wall temperature, Tback, is provided. When combined with the 
wall temperature on the flow side and knowledge of thermal properties, the backside wall 
temperature allows for a heat flux to be calculated, as discussed above. Since the 
conditions between the adiabatic cases and the non-adiabatic cases are similar (in terms 
of kinematic mixing), a convective heat transfer coefficient can be formed from the non-
adiabatic wall temperature, the adiabatic wall temperature and the wall heat flux using 
Eqn. 7 in §1.2. Also it should be noted here that the slot height changes for all the cases, 
especially between the adiabatic and non-adiabatic cases. Thermal expansion occurred in 
the adiabatic cases, so in an attempt to reduce the thermal expansion the slot was changed 
before the non-adiabatic cases and this resulted in the reduced thermal expansion effects 
for these cases. In terms of convention here, Uslot refers to the maximum velocity in the 
slot. Normally the film cooling literature uses the bulk velocity UC to characterize the 
coolant flow; however since this quantity is an integral measure over the slot height, it is 
susceptible to the PIV data loss near the wall and therefore is not reported.  Also it should 
be noted that all slot Reynolds numbers correspond to turbulent flow. 
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2.1.5 Experimental Uncertainty 
 An uncertainty analysis following the guidance of Cruz [7] and Raffan [60] is 
carried out to quantify the typical errors of the different experimental measurements and 
provide confidence in these measurements. In experimental error analysis, measurement 
errors are normally subdivided into two categories: systematic (or deterministic) errors 
and random (or stochastic) errors. Random errors are normally due to unsteadiness and 
physical processes that cause random fluctuations about the true value. An example of 
this would be uncontrolled environmental variations or slight variations in boundary 
conditions. Systematic errors meanwhile are a repeatable bias that can be determined 
prior to an experiment. An example of a systematic error is an intrusive probe, which 
perturbs the flow and alters the flow, thus biasing it. Another example of a systematic 
error occurs when improperly calibrating. In an ideal world the systematic error can be 
removed such that only random errors, which are not biased, remain. 
Table 3. Test Matrix of Experimental Film Cooling Conditions. 
!
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 Providing the measurement error is important; however sometimes reported 
quantities are dependent on multiple measurements. The Reynolds number is an example. 
In order to compute the uncertainty of a derived quantity, the errors from the constitutive 
components must be propagated to form a new uncertainty. Consider a derived quantity, 
G, that is a function, g, of N different measurements, f1 … fN, as is seen in Equation 28. 
          Eq. (28) 
Since each measurement has its own uncertainty, the derived quantity in general will 
have some different propagated uncertainty. When the uncertainties of the measurements 
are normally distributed (most physical processes are) and are not correlated, the 
propagated uncertainty is shown in Equation 29. 
           
 Eq. (29) 
  A summary of the experimental uncertainties is reported in Table 4. The 
velocities have a relative uncertainty of about 2-3%. As was stated earlier, since a particle 
Stokes number of 0.2 is maintained, particles faithfully follow 98 % of the flow 
structures. Additional errors and uncertainties come from out-of-plane motion, 
algorithmic detection of velocity vectors, calibration uncertainty and spatial resolution of 
the camera. These errors are detailed more in depth in Raffan [60], where a final 
uncertainty estimate of approximately 3% was found. The slot height was determined 
from a calibrated, focused image using the PIV camera. The resolution of the image and 
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 In terms of the thermal measurements, the manufactures of the type-K 
thermocouples used in the experiment report an uncertainty of 1.1 oC. However this 
uncertainty is valid for a single measurement. Under well-controlled conditions (ambient 
air, quiescent flow and ice water bath), the mean temperature consistently showed 
variations much smaller than 1.1 oC. This finding seems to suggest that the thermocouple 
is suffering from a systematic error that consistently biases the results. The mean thermal 
fluctuations in the laboratory study showed variations on the order of 0.25 oC, which is 
likely due to the resolution of the DAQ system. Typically the radiative error was also 
found to be less than 0.20 oC. Therefore if the same thermocouple is used to take all the 
measurements in an operation involving differences in temperature, like the effectiveness, 
the systematic errors cancel and the 0.25 oC random error and the radiative errors 
dominate the uncertainty. However if different thermocouples are used, each 
Table 4. Table with estimated uncertainty of the experimental measurements. 
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thermocouple can have a 1.1 oC systematic error that does not necessarily cancel. Table 4 
shows the uncertainties of the various quantities along with their relative uncertainties. 
For the most part, quantities have an uncertainty smaller than 5%, with finer relative 
accuracy seen in the temperature fields. Please note that the uncertainty in emissivity and 
thermal conductivity were not included in the uncertainty analysis. 
2.2 Numerical Approach 
 Another major aspect of this research involves the numerical simulation of the 
film cooling physics. As was described in Chapter 1, an LES approach was selected to 
simulate the film cooling experiments that will be presented in Chapter 3. LES BLAC, an 
in-house LES CFD code, was originally developed by Anthony Keating [74] and is used 
in the current research. As part of this work, LES BLAC had to be modified to account 
for non-passive scalars and changes in density due to thermal mixing. Therefore the LES 
equations and their implentation in LES BLAC are described below. Next validation 
cases are presented to assess the suitability of LES BLAC in this research. Finally, the 
numerical methodology for film cooling, including numerical boundary conditions, are 
presented. Detailed discussion of the film cooling grids and grid independence will be 
reserved for §4. 
2.2.1 Navier Stokes Equations  
 LES BLAC is used to solve the Navier-Stokes equations under the low-Mach 
number assumption. Equations 30 and 31 show the spatial coordinate direction vector, xi, 
and velocity vector, ui, written in both vector and indicial notation. LES BLAC features 
the solution of two scalars: mixture fraction, f, and enthalpy, h shown in Eqn 32. In this 
work, air is the only gas species considered, so the mixture fraction does not need to be 
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calculated and will not be reported in the subsequent discussions. The index k is used 
exclusively for indexing the scalar being used and is not a tensor or vector designation. 
Therefore the typical arithmetic rules involving repeated indices and matrix 
multiplication do not hold for the scalar index. The Navier-Stokes equations in 
differential form are written in Eqns 33-34 using indicial notation and assuming the flow 
is a Newtonian fluid and has a low-Mach number (M < 0.3). Body and chemical source 
terms are not included in the following analysis. Eqns 33-34 have already been cast in 
non-dimensional form using characteristic length, velocity and temperature scales. The 
strain rate tensor and the Kroenecker delta tensor are given in Equations 35 and 36, 
respectively.  
          Eq. (30) 
          Eq. (31) 
          Eq. (32) 
 
          Eq. (33) 
Eq. (34) 
 
          Eq. (35) 
 
          Eq. (36) 
 
The enthalpy and mixture fraction equations are written in Equation 37, while the 
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terms such as viscous dissipation have been neglected from the enthalpy equation, as it 
has Mach number dependence. Thermal radiation in the gas phase is also ignored in the 
energy equation because in the current experimental regime, air is not radiatively 
participating. The pressure term is similarly absent from the enthalpy equation because 
the acoustic physics are being neglected. By ignoring compressibility and acoustics, i.e. 
the low-Mach number assumption, the pressure fluctuations are assumed to be decoupled 
from thermodynamic fluctuations, such as changes in density, enthalpy and entropy. This 
assumption implies the speed of sound is infinite. With an infinite speed of sound, 
pressure gradients cannot cause density variations. The pressure can then be decoupled 
into a perturbation pressure (also called the dynamic pressure), p, and a thermodynamic, 
or background, pressure, po, as is seen in Equation 39. The thermodynamic pressure does 
not appear in the momentum equation because its spatial derivative is zero under the low-
Mach assumption, due to the infinite speed of sound. The dynamic pressure, p, is 
therefore the highest order pressure term that appears in the momentum equation, while 
the thermodynamic pressure is used in the equation of state. The thermodynamic pressure 
can only change in time due to a pressure change at an open boundary. However the 
thermodynamic pressure in this work is held constant in time, which is why it was not 
included in the enthalpy equation. It should be noted, that cast with Mach number 
scaling, the pressure gradient term in the momentum equation is divided by γM2, which is 
why the perturbation pressure gradient in Equation 34 does not have a coefficient in front 
of it.  
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         Eq. (38) 
         Eq. (39) 
 
The ideal gas law is used as the equation of state in this work. In order to solve for 
the density, using the ideal gas law and low-Mach number assumption, the molecular 
weight, thermodynamic pressure and flow temperature must be known. The temperature 
is calculated from the scalar fields; in this case, the only scalar necessary is the enthalpy 
given that air is the sole gas species. Chemkin polynomials are used to write the enthalpy 
and heat capacity of air in terms of temperature. A Newton-Raphson iterative solver is 
then employed to reconstruct temperature from the enthalpy. Once the temperature is 
known, the density can then be calculated. Similarly the variations in viscosity and 
diffusivity due to temperature changes can be calculated through the use of Sutherland’s 
Law. 
 
2.2.2 LES Equations 
 In an LES approach, the Navier-Stokes equations are not directly solved, as that 
would require grid and time resolution on the order of the Kolmogorov scales, 
representing a massive cost for flows of engineering interest. Rather the Navier-Stokes 
equations are filtered, which can be thought of as a type of spatial and temporal average. 
Variables can then be represented as the sum of the filtered variable and a fluctuation. 
Density for example is written in Equation 40, where an overbar denotes a filtered 
quantity and a prime denotes a fluctuating quantity. The term fluctuating may be 
misleading as the filtered quantity can vary in both space and time. The fluctuating 
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component relates the unfiltered and filtered quantities, or is a fluctuation off of the 
filtered quantity. A mathematical representation of a filtering operation is shown in 
Equation 41. A filtered variable is the integral of the unfiltered variable times a given 
filter. In finite-difference codes, like LES BLAC, a top-hat filter is normally used, the 
equation for which is shown in Equation 42. Plugging in the filter definition, the filtered 
quantity is similar to the average of the unfiltered quantity over some filter width, Δ.  
          Eq. (40) 
          Eq. (41) 
 
          Eq. (42) 
 
 For variable-density LES flows, the primary variables are Favre-averaged, or 
weighted by density in order to make the Navier Stokes equations more tractable. The 
Favre-averaged velocity for example, is the filtered quantity of the product of density and 
velocity divided by the filtered density, as is seen in Equation 43. The unfiltered velocity 
can then be decomposed into its Favre-averaged component and a Favre-Averaged 
fluctuating component denoted by a double-prime. Filtering the governing equations 
presented in §2.2.1 (Eqns. 33-35, 37, 38), in tandem with the use of Favre-averaged 
quantities, results in the filtered Navier-Stokes, scalar and state equations, shown in 
Equations 43-49. 
          Eq. (43) 
          Eq. (44) 
          Eq. (45) 
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          Eq. (46) 
 
          Eq. (47) 
          Eq. (48) 
 
          Eq. (49) 
A few standard LES assumptions should be noted here. First the filtered viscosity and 
diffusivity are assumed to be functions of the Favre-Averaged temperature only. 
Similarly the filtered density also relies on the Favre-Averaged temperature, calculated 
from the Favre-Averaged enthalpy. The terms t and q represent the subgrid-scale shear 
stress tensor (analogous to the Reynolds stresses in RANS modeling) and subgrid-scale 
heat flux vector, respectively. In LES approaches, these terms need to be modeled or 
closed. These subgrid-scale terms represent the effect of the unresolved scales on the 
filtered or resolved scales. The pressure is solved via a Poisson equation that acts to 
conserve mass. 
2.2.3 Subgrid-scale Turbulence Modeling 
 Many subgrid-scale LES models, including the ones used in this study, are based 
on the eddy-diffusion hypothesis, where the subgrid-scales act as enhanced diffusion and 
dissipation on the filtered variables through a turbulent, or eddy, viscosity and diffusivity. 
This assumption holds well for Kolmogorov turbulence in which the turbulence cascade 
and separation of turbulent scales exist. In this type of turbulence, the small scale motion 
is more uniform, diffusive and dissipative in nature, supporting the use of the eddy-
diffusion hypothesis. The eddy-diffusion, subgrid-scale shear stress tensor and the 
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subgrid-scale heat flux are seen in Equations 50 and 51, respectively. Here µt and αt 
represent the subgrid-scale eddy viscosity and diffusivity, respectively. 
          Eq. (50) 
          Eq. (51) 
 Most LES subgrid-scale models use a form of the dynamic procedure [75] to 
calculate the eddy viscosity and diffusivity. In essence, the dynamic procedure uses 
resolved information on the scales just larger than the filter width to model the subgrid-
scale motions. According to the turbulent cascade, the smallest scales of the flow behave 
similarly. Therefore if the grid filter is appropriately small (i.e. in the inertial range), the 
scales just larger than the filter length should behave similar to the scales smaller than the 
filter length. In practice, variables are filtered over both the standard filter width and a 
larger test filter width (normally twice the filter width). These filtered and test filtered 
quantities are used to calculate the modeled coefficients in the eddy-diffusion model. If 
the grid is not carefully selected and the grid filter is outside the intertial range then the 
scale similarity breaks down and the justification for the LES approach becomes suspect. 
 Next the development of the dynamic procedure will be described more 
specifically to derive the relationships for the subgrid-scale shear stress tensor and heat 
flux. The subgrid-scale shear stress tensor is dependent on velocity. Shown in Eq. 52, the 
filtered subgrid-scale shear stress tensor can be decomposed into two components: 1. the 
regular subgrid-scale shear stress tensor based on the filtered velocity, and 2. A modeled 
term based on the filtered velocity. A test filtered quantity is denoted as a hat or using the 
notation in Equation 53. If a test filter is applied to this filtered subgrid-scale shear stress 
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tensor, the regular and modeled terms are based off of the test filtered velocity as is seen 
in Equation 54. Subtracting a test-filtered, subgrid-scale shear stress tensor from the 
          Eq. (52) 
          Eq. (53) 
          Eq. (54) 
regular subgrid-scale shear stress tensor (based on the test-filtered velocity) results in 
Equation 55. As can be seen in Equation 56, the modeled term is normally some 
coefficient, c, multiplied by some gradient term, s, that is dependent on the filter width 
and the filtered velocity. Using Equation 56, Equation 55 is rewritten in terms of c and s 
to form Equation 57.  
          Eq. (55) 
          Eq. (56) 
          Eq. (57) 
Since the grid filter and test filter scales behave similarly, the coefficient c and [c]* are 
assumed to be constant. This equation is known as Germano’s identity [75], which allows 
for the calculation of the modeled coefficient. Prior to this identity, this coefficient was 
specified or modeled, involving a bit of empiricism and making the coefficient 
unresponsive to local changes in the flow. Germano’s identity can be rewritten as  
          Eq. (58) 
where L and M are referred to as the Leonard Stress Tensor and the Modeled Stress 
Tensor, respectively. Now it should be noted that since L and M are tensors, there are a 
number of solutions for the coefficient c. c is normally averaged as shown in Equation 
59.  
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          Eq. (59) 
In this work, Lagrangian averaging is used, which was introduced originally by 
Meneveau et al. [76]. This type of averaging is based upon averaging over a given fluid 
parcel’s motion and was shown to remove sharp fluctuations in the eddy viscosity that 
can cause simulations to become unstable. 
 The dynamic smagorinsky model is used for the calculation of the turbulent 
subgrid-scaled viscosity. The Smagorinsky equation for the eddy viscosity is shown in 
Equation 60 and is  
                                             where       Eq. (60) 
written in terms of  the Smagorinsky coefficient, the filter size and the magnitude of the 
shear stress tensor. In the dynamic procedure for the momentum equation, the Leonard 
Stress, L, and Model Stress, M, can be calculated based on the resolved flow field 
properties. They are reproduced below in Equations 61 and 62. 
          Eq. (61) 
 
          Eq. (62) 
 The turbulent subgrid-scale eddy diffusivity is also calculated using a form of the 
dynamic smagorinsky model and is shown in Equation 63. The coefficient, CA, is 
analogous to the momentum coefficient, Cs. The analogous Leonard stress term, denoted 
F, and Modeled stress term, denoted K, are shown in Equations 64 and 65, respectively. 
This results in the dynamic coefficient reported in Equation 66, which was first done by 
Moin et al. [77]. 
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          Eq. (63) 
          Eq. (64) 
 
          Eq. (65) 
 
          Eq. (66) 
 
2.2.4 Numerical Algorithms and Implementation of the LES Equations 
 LES BLAC is a second-order accurate in space and time, finite-difference CFD 
code that solves the filtered Navier-Stokes Equations using a low-Mach number 
assumption and is based largely on the works of Keating [74] and Pierce [78]. All tildas 
and overbars from the governing equations have been dropped as the LES filtering is now 
implied. Before presenting the fully discrete equations, a compact notation will be 
introduced to make the discrete equations tractable. Since some of the variables are 
staggered with respect to other variables, it is helpful to define an interpolation operator, 
as is seen in Equation 67. In this equation, the u velocity interpolated in x and y are 
shown. When stretched grids are used, it becomes possible to write alternate forms of 
interpolation. However in the present work, grid stretching was achieved gradually thus 
making the interpolation error a higher order effect. Also it was found that while a more 
accurate interpolation scheme could be devised, in terms of non-linear stability, the 
interpolation operators defined in Equation 67 work well [78]. A discrete finite-difference 
operator is defined in Equation 68 for both streamwise and wall-normal derivatives. Note 
that both the interpolation and the finite-difference operators calculate values that are 
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somewhere in between the velocity locations involved in the operation. The indexing 
notation was carefully selected here because of the staggered mesh that is featured in LES 
BLAC.  
          Eq. (67) 
         Eq. (68) 
Introduced originally by Harlow and Welsh [79], velocity components are 
staggered both in space and time with respect to scalars like pressure, density, 
temperature and enthalpy. This staggering is set up to avoid the common 
“checkerboarding” error when evaluating derivatives in pressure in the momentum 
equations. Also evaluating the continuity equation without interpolation becomes easy. In 
fact, the derivatives in the continuity equation are all second order accurate because of 
the staggering used. A schematic of the space and time discretization is shown in Figure 
9. When variables are multiplied or added, they must be located at the same location and 
instant in time to make sense, which necessitates interpolation on the staggered mesh. 
Before presenting the discrete LES equations, it is helpful to define a mass flux operator 
as is shown in Equation 69.  












Notice that this mass flux is a vector and is collocated with velocity in both space and 
time. Using this notation, the discrete LES equations are shown in Eqns. 70-72. Overbars, 
which denote interpolation, do not follow the summation rules of indicial notation. As an 
example, the continuity equation shown in Eqn. 70 is expanded and written in discrete 
form in Equation 74. 
          Eq. (70) 
          Eq. (71) 
           
Eq. (72) 









2.2.4.1 Time Integration 
 The discretized equations shown in Eq. 70-74 are fully implicit in time. 
Implicitness is desirable because of the stability of the regime. However implicit systems 
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are stable at the cost of becoming very stiff. Therefore, it is desirable normally to use 
some implicitness to retain stability but avoid the direct inversion of matrices, which is 
computationally demanding. Following the analysis of Pierce [78], the general form for a 
differential equation is seen in Equation 75. The temporal evaluation of the right hand 
side determines if the discrete method is implicit, explicit or semi-implicit. An implicit 
discretization, for the approach shown in Equation 76, will involve the discrete solution 
at time step n+1. When g is non-linear, an iterative scheme is often used to solve the 
equation. A Newton-Raphson iteration is one such iterative scheme that is used to solve 
this equation. When applying a Newton-Raphson technique, where k denotes the current 
iteration, Equation 76 can be manipulated into the form of Equation 77 ignoring higher 
order terms. Equation 77 written in delta form is shown in Equation 78. If the Jacobian, 
! /!", is set to zero then the iterative scheme is explicit, while the entire time-integration 
scheme is said to be implicit [78]. The explicitness refers to whether the right hand side 
of Equation 76, is evaluated at the k or k+1 iteration, while the implicitness refers to 
whether the right hand side is evaluated at time step n or n+1 or some combination 
therein. Pierce [78] showed that this approach is non-linearly stable and the linear 
stability has limits similar to RK-3 methods, when three iterations are used and an Euler 
explicit iteration is used for the first iteration. This means the initial guess for the new 
solution at time n+1 and iteration 1 is the value of the old solution at time n, as is seen in 
Equation 79. 
The stiffest terms are treated using implicit iterations due to the small time step 
required for stability (for example the wall-normal diffusion terms). In fact, in this work 
only the wall-normal diffusion terms and the pressure terms are treated implicit iterations, 
! 78!
making the iterative semi-implicit, with implicit time integration. The pressure term is 
solved implicitly via a Poisson equation used to enforce mass conservation. This 
approach is common to low-Mach number CFD techniques involving the solutions of 
perturbation pressures. In this method, a predictor-corrector method is used to incorporate 
the pressure term into the momentum equation. The momentum equation is initially 
solved for without the pressure flux. The predicted velocity is then corrected for the 
pressure flux coming from a Poisson equation used to enforce mass conservation and will 
be derived later in this section. More information on this technique can be found in Kim 
and Moin [80]. 
          Eq. (75) 
 
          Eq. (76) 
          Eq. (77) 
 
          Eq. (78) 
          Eq. (79) 
Charles Pierce’s time integration scheme [78] was used in LES BLAC and will be 
reviewed below. Once again the time advancement occurs from time step n to time step 
n+1 (or from n - 1/2 to n + 1/2 for the velocity field) and from iteration it to iteration 
it+1. The initial guesses occur when it is equal to zero. The CFL condition is shown in 
Equation 80. While the time integration scheme is non-linearly stable for CFL numbers 
greater than 0.5, this non-linear stability limit is not well-defined. Therefore 0.5 is chosen 
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neglected from the CFL condition since these terms are treated implicitly. Additionally 
the viscosity, υ, here is the summation of the laminar and subgrid-scale eddy viscosities. 
  
         Eq. (80) 
 
Step 1 
 The predicted values or guesses are set at iteration zero. In this work, these 
predicted values are set to the values from the previous time step, which translates to 
Euler explicit for the first iteration. The only variable not set to the previous value is the 
density, which is extrapolated, using the continuity equation. This choice for density was 
found to speed convergence and has beneficial conservation properties. These initial 
guesses may be seen in Equation 81. It should be noted other initial guesses are possible, 
as the initial guess will primarily affect the number of iterations required for 
convergence. Not enforcing the continuity equation with the initial condition has from 
experience slowed convergence and can theoretically create stability issues, especially at 
extreme conditions. Additional variables such as temperature, viscosity and diffusivity 
are also initialized as the value at the last time step. 
            
Eq. (81) 
Step 2  
 This step is the start of the iterative loop that will yield quantities at time n+1 
once iterations converge. Each scalar equation is implicit for wall-normal diffusion, 
meaning a separate tri-diagonal matrix for each scalar is formed and solved using 
approximate factorization and the Thomas algorithm. In this step the scalar equations are 
solved to yield estimates for the scalar field. It should be noted that this approximate 
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factorization is second order accurate in time [80]. In this implementation the values of 
(ρφ)n+1,it+1 are solved. Combined with the density from the previous iteration (or the 
initial guess), a provisional estimate of the scalar field can be made. This provisional 
estimate φ* is shown in Eq. 83. Boundary conditions can then be applied to the 
provisional scalar field. The advection terms in the scalar field were solved using either 
the Quadratic Upstream Interpolation for Convective Kinematics (QUICK) [81] or a 
modified QUICK scheme called Bounded QUICK (BQUICK) [82]. These two 
techniques will be detailed and jusitified in §2.4.2.3.  
          Eq. (83) 
The diffusivity term can be decomposed into a laminar diffusivity, αL, and a 
subgrid-scale diffusivity, αT. The laminar diffusivity is a function of temperature based 
on Sutherland’s law and therefore is temporally located at the same time as the other 
scalar variables, e.g., n or n+1. The turbulent subgrid-scale diffusivity is primarily a 
function of the velocity field and therefore is spatially cell-centered and temporally 
collocated with the velocity field, e.g. n-1/2 or n+1/2. The actual term used for the 
diffusivity in the energy equation is shown in Eq. 84. For convenience, the discretized 
scalar equation using a central differencing approach is written in 2D in Appendix A.  
 
          Eq. (84) 
Step 3 
 Here the provisional estimates of the scalar field are used to calculate an updated 
density field using the equation of state, as is seen in Equation 85. More specifically, the 
ideal gas law is used to update the density based on the provisional temperature field.  
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          Eq. (85) 
Step 4  
The updated density field is used to calculate finalized values of the scalar field as 
is seen in Equation 86. In our own experience, this step was not necessary for stability or 
accuracy for the problems considered, as subsequent iterations will improve the guess for 
density. However Pierce [78] states this step is required for scalar conservation and was 
therefore included in this work. Boundary conditions are then applied again on the 
updated scalar field. 
         Eq. (86) 
Step 5  
 Next the momentum equations are solved to calculate provisional estimates for 
the mass flux vector. As was stated previously, the pressure is implicit in time and 
therefore the current estimate for pressure is used in the pressure gradient terms. It is also 
possible to make the pressure collocated with the velocity in time (i.e., the pressure 
gradient terms is calculated from an average of pn+1 and pn) as well but since the pressure 
is a perturbation pressure, it acts to enforce continuity. Averaging it with the old value of 
pressure will only serve to decrease this correction and will slow convergence. Since 
acoustics are ignored, this implicitness in pressure does not adversely affect the scheme. 
Each component of velocity in the momentum equations forms a tri-diagonal matrix in 
the wall-normal direction that is solved using approximate factorization and the Thomas 
algorithm. From the provisional mass flux vector, ri*, a provisional estimate for the 
velocity vector, ui*, is made, according to Equation 87. Boundary conditions are then 
applied to this provisional velocity field. The density term involves an average in time, 
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where the current best estimate of density and the density from the previous time step are 
used. 
          Eq. (87) 
 It should be noted that the viscosity is decomposed in a similar manner as the 
diffusivity. The viscosity can also be divided into a laminar, µL, and turbulent subgrid-
scale part, µT; the laminar part is collocated in time with the scalar fields and the 
turbulent part is collocated in time with the velocity field. The viscosity discretized in 
time that appears in the momentum equation is shown in Equation 88. The discretized 
streamwise momentum equation is provided in Appendix A. 
          Eq. (88) 
Step 6 
In this step a Poisson equation is used to update the pressure and velocity required 
to satisfy the continuity equation. To derive this equation following the analysis of Pierce 
[78], consider the pressure and mass flux vector at the current iteration as being 
decomposed into two parts: the provisional estimate and a correction to this estimate as is 
seen in Equation 89. Rewriting the discrete momentum equation, using this  
         Eq. (89) 
decomposition for the temporal flux and the pressure gradient flux, results in Equation 
90, with all other terms lumped into the RHS term. Using a predictor-corrector method, 
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where the provisional values are calculated first and then updated with corrector value, 
makes the momentum equation become Equations 91 and 92.  
          Eq. (91) 
 
          Eq. (92) 
Eq 91 was already solved in Step 4. Equation 92 can be made into a Poisson equation by 
taking the derivate with respect to xi and substituting in the conservation of mass 
equation. This Poisson equation can then be simplified into a constraint on the 
conservation of mass for the current iteration as is seen in Eq. 93. This Poisson equation 
can then be solved to find the corrector pressure. This predictor-corrector method that 
splits the pressure flux common to many low-Mach number LES codes has been found to 
be second-order in time, consistent with the time-integration technique [80].  
          
 Eq. (93) 
The boundary conditions for the perturbation pressure solver are all zero-gradient 
Neumann boundary conditions. Since the gradient of δp constrains mass flux in order to 
ensure mass conservation, this Neumann boundary condition is equivalent to zero mass 
entering the domain. As Pierce [78] mentions as the iterations converge δp gets smaller 
and smaller, meaning the continuity equation becomes better enforced, avoiding some of 
the errors associated with fractional step methods and time splitting.  
Step 7 
 The velocity, mass flux and pressure must be corrected using the values of the 
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94 a-c, respectively. After these values are updated, the iterative process is completed for 
one iteration. If the iterations have not converged the process would repeat starting at 
Step 2. If the iterations have converged, the process would start over at Step 1 and would 
advance the next time step. Typically the convergence criteria used in this work is that 
the non-dimensional density did not change by more than 10-6, while the right hand side 
of the Poisson equation was less than 10-3/Δt. 
    a) 
               b)      Eq. (94) 
              c)              
2.4.2.2 Ghost Cells 
 Due to the staggered spatial grid, seen in Figure 9, Dirichilet boundary conditions 
can become difficult to enforce for the variables not spatially located at the boundary. 
One can remove the staggering at the wall and place all the variables directly at the 
boundary degrading the accuracy to first order. Another option is to create “ghost cells” 
that are fake fluid cells that are embedded in the wall. A schematic of the ghost cells at 
the wall are shown in Figure 10. The only purpose of ghost cells is to properly enforce 
the boundary conditions when gradient terms are required for the first fluid cell above the 
wall. The values at the wall in this arrangement simply need to be interpolated between 
the first fluid cell and the first ghost cell. As an example, both the velocity and scalar 
ghost cells are written for both a Dirichilet and Neumann boundary condition in 
Equations 95a and 95b, respectively, where bc denotes the desired boundary value and 
the indexing refers to Figure 10. It should be noted all these boundary conditions are 
either exact or second order except for the Neumann boundary condition for v velocity, 
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which is first order. More terms could be incorporated to make this condition second 
order as well. 
 
 
          Eq. (95) 
 
2.4.2.3 QUICK and BQUICK 
 As was mentioned previously, QUICK and BQUICK are used to calculate the 
convective flux terms in the scalar equations. Using the ubiquitous central differencing 
creates unphysical dispersion of gradients. Consider the 1D wave equation where a top 
hat wave is advected at constant speed as is seen in Equation 96. As the wave moves, in 
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Figure 10. Schematic depicting ghost cell locations for boundary conditions. 
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oscillations at the edges of the wave, due to dispersion errors in the specific finite 
difference scheme. Using central differencing, these oscillations grow to quickly distort 
          Eq. (96) 
 the original signal, as can be seen in Pierce [78]. It should be noted that these oscillations 
occur even if they violate physical bounds, for example negative species concentrations 
might be observed. In fact, in pure convection, a 2nd order central differencing explicit 
technique is unconditionally unstable. QUICK involves a finite difference stencil that is 
upstream biased. These upstream differencing schemes have much smaller dispersion 
errors than their central differencing counterparts and are stable for the simple 1D wave 
equation. The oscillations created at the discontinuity are dissipated and smoothed. While 
in LES added dissipation removes some of the important scalar physics and reduces the 
order of accuracy, the uncontrolled oscillations created at sharp gradients due to 
advection are generally more destructive to the order of accuracy. The interpolation 
stencil used for the convection terms is seen in Equation 97. Herrmann et al. [82] found 
that the QUICK scheme, while decreasing the large oscillations near sharp gradients, still 
violated physical bounds of problems; for example if a mixture fraction gradient is 
convected, QUICK schemes still might predict negative mixture fractions. Hermann et al. 
modified QUICK to a 1st order upwind when such physical violations occurred. 1st order 
upwinding has the fortunate property of smoothing out sharp gradients and generates no 
oscillations. However this scheme is very dissipative and not appropriate for entire 
domains of LES flows. Instead a blended approach is preferred. First QUICK is used in 
the advancement of the scalar field. The out of bounds scalar locations are then identified. 









scalar is within physical bounds and a 1st order upwind stencil when out of physical 
bounds. This scheme, called BQUICK [82], does require some prior knowledge of 
physical bounds if temperature or enthalpy is used. Fortunately in adiabatic film cooling 
flows without radiation and compressibility, the flow temperature can never be greater 
than the mainstream temperature and can never be less than the coolant temperature. 
          Eq. (97) 
 
 Figure 11 shows the finite difference solution of the 1D wave equation after one 
non-dimensional time unit. The exact solution is shown, along with the QUICK and 
BQUICK finite-difference solutions. Notice that the QUICK scheme violates the 
boundedness of the problem, namely, it predicts temperatures greater than two and less 
than one. Also the QUICK scheme generates small oscillations near the sharp gradients. 
The BQUICK solution meanwhile, effectively smoothes these oscillations and maintains 
physical boundedness; the top hat wave merely diffuses. It should be noted that BQUICK 
is not conservative due to the changing of operators near sharp gradients; however this 
lack of conservation is relatively minor since the stencil change only occurs near sharp 

















2.2.5. LES Grid Design Criteria 
 Proper grid discretization is required for both accuracy and stability in CFD 
calculations. Stability and cost restrictions often favor larger grid spacing, while accuracy 
depends on finer spacing. Therefore a grid size tradeoff exists between these two 
conflicting requirements, meaning  
careful selection of grid spacing is necessary. Normally grid spacing is selected to 
adequately resolve flow physics with a high degree of fidelity and the time step is 
adjusted to account for stability. In LES, grid selection is even more vital as the grid size 
determines the size of turbulent eddies that can be resolved. In order for an LES to be 
accurate in Kolmogorov flows, the grid spacing must be in the inertial subrange. This 
guideline is due to the assumption that the smaller, more dissipative structures are 
isotropic and can be easily modeled, while the larger turbulent structures are highly 
dependent on the geometry. Therefore if the grid spacing is too large, the energy carrying 
eddies will not be resolved and will most likely be inadequately modeled by the subgrid-
! !
Figure 11. Temperature profiles showing the 1D convection of a scalar field.!
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scale model. As a rule of thumb, 10 points are needed to accurately resolve the integral 
length scale of the flow. In the film cooling domain, this length scale is largely 
determined by the slot height and the incoming boundary layer thicknesses, which are on 
the order of the slot height. Therefore as a first-order estimate, at least 10 points are 
required over one slot height. 
 In the wall region, a different grid density is needed as the eddy sizes scale with 
the proximity to the wall. To make this more apparent, consider the length and velocity 
scale in the near-wall region for turbulent flows, which are often called the frictional 
length and frictional velocity. The quantities are shown in Equation 98 a and b. Note, 
here that τ is the wall-normal shear stress and w subscript refers to the fact that the 
parameters are at the wall. The convection in the near-wall region is minimal in 
comparison to the wall-normal diffusion, meaning that the important parameters in this 
region are the wall-normal shear stress and the momentum diffusion coefficient (the 
viscosity). Using these scales, the coordinate direction and velocity vector can be formed 
in wall units, denoted by +, and are presented in Equation 99.  
The LES literature [54, 83] has shown that wall-normal grid spacing must be less 
than one frictional length. LES guidelines on the spacing in the other directions are less 
stringent; the streamwise spacing must be less than 50 wall units (or frictional lengths), 
while the spanwise spacing should be approximately 20 wall units [54]. The sharp 
gradients in the near wall region, specifically in the wall-normal direction, requires fine 
grid resolution in order to accurately resolve the wall shear stress and important near-
wall, shear physics. Turbulent flow observation shows that the turbulent structures 
responsible for the majority of turbulent kinetic energy generation comes from long, 
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slow-moving, streamwise roller structures, very close to wall that are ejected into the 
boundary layer [84, 85]. The suqsequent mixing of these structures with the faster 
moving fluid creates large amounts of shear and turbulent energy. These roller structures 
are on the order of 100 wall units in the streamwise direction and approximately 5 wall-
normal units in height, which also gives some justification why the wall-normal grid 
spacing is much more stringent than the streamwise grid spacing. For film cooling flows, 
both the near wall physics, governed by the wall scaling, and the shear layer mixing, 
governed by the integral length scaling, are important. Both sets of grid design guidelines 
are relevant depending on the region in the flow. 
          Eq. (98) 
      
          Eq. (99) 
2.2.6 LES Validation 
 To ensure that LES BLAC is capable of solving an LES of film cooling with 
reasonable accuracy, it must first be validated for flows with heat transfer and turbulence. 
For the full verification and validation studies of LES BLAC, see Bravo [86]. The first 
test case is a DNS of fully developed channel flow without heat transfer done by Moser et 
al. [87]. The second test case is a DNS of fully developed channel flow with heat transfer 
done by Nicoud [88]. These cases involve both turbulent momentum and heat transport 
and therefore should serve as validation studies containing the important flow physics of 
film cooling flows. Additionally, the second validation test case with heat transfer will 












 x + =  x /δv (a)
 u + =  u /uτ (b)
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The computational schematic with boundary conditions for fully developed 
channel flow is shown in Figure 12. The wall-normal boundary features Dirichlet 
boundary conditions, with zero velocity and constant temperature at the walls. For the 
channel without heat transfer, both walls are set to the same non-dimensional wall 
temperature of one. In the case of heat transfer, the top and bottom walls have non-
dimensional temperatures of two and one, respectively. The streamwise and spanwise 
planes feature periodic boundary conditions. Spanwise periodicity essentially mimics an 
infinitely wide 2D slot. The streamwise periodicity is allowed because of a numerical 
trick. A source term is added to the momentum equation to create a mean pressure 
gradient, which acts to keep the mass flux constant. In this way, one can imagine the 
whole control volume moving with the fluid as the fluid develops and eventually reaches 













Figure 12. Schematic of Computational Domain for Fully Developed Channel Flow. 
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2.2.6.1 Fully Developed Channel Flow Without Heat Transfer 
 The computational grid details of the present LES and the DNS of Moser et al. 
[87] are shown in Table 5. The domain extents are identical between the two simulations 
but the grid density is between three and five times coarser in each coordinate direction 
for the LES simulation; the DNS calculates approximately 47 times the grid points being 
solved. Considering the time step must also be smaller for the DNS, this calculation is 
even more than 47 times more expensive than the LES calculation. The current LES grid 
fulfills all the LES grid criteria discussed previously. Even though it is not listed in the 
table, the first grid cell spacing in the wall-normal direction is less than one wall unit, 
which ensures the wall shear stress is adequately captured. The streamwise and spanwise 
spacings are uniform in the current LES calculations. It should be noted that the ΔyCL 
refers to the wall-normal spacing at the centerline. Equation 100 gives the wall-normal 
grid distribution. Also, it should be noted that Moser et al. [87] do not report a bulk 
Reynolds number but rather report the frictional Reynolds number. In LES BLAC, the 
bulk Reynolds number is an input and the relationship between Reynolds number and 
frictional Reynolds number is a non-linear function involving the shear stress. Therefore 
the bulk Reynolds number was iterated to get approximately the same frictional Reynolds 
number. The final LES frictional Reynolds number is within 1.7 % of the DNS value. 




Table 5. Comparison of LES grid conditions with those of Moser et al. [87] 
!
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y j = tanh(5* ( j /NY − 0.5) /tanh(2.5) +1
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 The mean, fully-developed, streamwise velocity profile is shown using frictional 
scaling in Figure 13. Since the flow is only fully-developed in a statistical sense, a large 
number of flow samples were required to ensure statistics were relatively converged. An 
estimate of the resolved turbulent kinetic energy time history was monitored until a 
quasi-steady state was reached. Flow realizations were recorded every five non-
dimensional time units for over 300 non-dimensional time units. Also plotted are the 
well-known log-law and the relationship between velocity and friction very close to the 
wall in the viscous sub-layer. Very close to the wall, the LES curves overlaps the DNS 
very well. The good agreement remains through the transition region and starts diverting 
from the DNS curve near the channel centerline. The LES underpredicts the DNS 
velocity by less than 5% at the channel centerline. 
The normal and shear Reynold Stresses in frictional units are shown in Figure 14a 
and 14b, respectively. The peak streamwise Reynolds stress is overpredicted by over 
26%. The overall normal Reynolds stresses are predicted very well, giving some 
confidence that the LES solution is adequately resolving the important turbulent flow 
features. Similarly, one of the most important turbulent values, the peak streamwise, 
wall-normal Reynolds cross stress, Ruv, responsible for much of the turbulent energy 
generation, is predicted very well to within 0.5 %. The other Reynolds stresses are also 
predicted reasonably well, validating the LES’s ability to resolve the turbulent statistics 
of this flow. These trends are consistent with the LES findings of Keating [74]; more 
specifically the good agreement overall along with the overprediction of the streamwise 






















2.2.6.2 Fully Developed Channel Flow With Heat Transfer 
 In order to validate turbulent heat transfer physics, the DNS of Nicoud [88] was 
simulated using LES BLAC. In this simulation, air is simulated flowing through a 
channel with an upper wall temperature of 600 K and a lower wall temperature of 300 K. 
 
Figure 13. Log linear profile of velocity in wall units. LES is compared to DNS [87] and log law. 
   (a)                                                                           (b) 
 
Figure 14. (a) Normal and (b) cross Reynolds stresses in wall units compared to DNS [87]. 
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The Prandtl number is 0.76 and Sutherland’s law (for the dynamic viscosity and thermal 
conductivity as described in Nicoud [88]) was used. Table 6 shows grid information and 
the simulation parameters. Once again, Nicoud [88] did not provide a bulk Reynolds 
number so this value was iterated until relatively close agreement was found; in this case 
the Reynolds number based on the friction velocity was within 1.2% and 3.5% of the 
DNS values for the top and bottom walls respectively. The domain of Nicoud [88] is 
larger than that currently simulated in the LES. Also Nicoud’s grid spacing represents a 
coarse DNS. The LES grid spacing are within a factor of two of the DNS spacings of 
Nicoud [88] and can be considered a very fine LES study. Once again the first grid cell 
size in the wall normal direction was less than one wall unit at both walls to ensure 
proper resolution of the wall shear stress. The streamwise and spanwise grid spacings are 




                Eq. (101) 
Figure 15 compares the LES mean velocity and temperature profiles in frictional 
units with those of Nicoud’s DNS [88]. As shown in Equation 102, the temperature field 
is normalized by the heat transfer at the wall, similar to how the velocity is normalized by 
the wall shear stress. Here w denotes that values are taken at the wall, while cp,w and 
€ 
˙ q ' '
w
!
refer to the heat capacity and wall heat flux, respectively. The mean velocity field is 
captured better at the hot upper wall than at the lower wall but excellent agreement is 
nonetheless found in both cases. Similarly in the mean temperature field, the upper wall 
Table 6. Comparison of LES grid criteria to the DNS data of Nicoud [88]. 
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y j = tanh(4 * ( j /NY − 0.5) /tanh(2) +1
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is predicted better than the lower wall with a slight underprediction of the cold wall 
temperature curve. In both cases, this may be due to a friction velocity that is too high as 
is indicated by the larger Reynolds number near the lower wall when based on friction 
velocity. Despite these minor discrepancies, the overall mean velocity and temperature 
fields are captured quite well.  
                   Eq. (102) 
Figure 16 shows the mean velocity and temperature using different scalings. 
Instead of using the gradient information at the wall (i.e., the friction velocity and the 
heat flux), the maximum velocity and wall temperatures are used to non-dimensionalize 
the velocity and temperature, respectively. This figure gives some sense of how the 
velocity and temperature varies in physical space (or using typical engineering non-
dimensionalization), which is needed because the prior curves in Figures 14 and 15 are 
non-dimensionalized using wall scaling, which according to turbulent boundary layer 
theory can collapse a wide variety of turbulent flows. The agreement is once again 
excellent with only minor differences between the DNS and LES datasets. It can be noted 
both for the velocity and temperature fields that the profiles near the upper wall match the 
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 To better quantify these mean differences, especially near the lower wall, the 
gradient information for both the kinematic and thermal fields are compared to the DNS 
data [88]. Table 7 shows the ratio of the friction velocity at each wall divided by the 
mean friction velocity. Also a non-dimensional heat flux parameter, Bq, is used to 
characterize the wall heat transfer. The definition of Bq is given in Equation 103. As can 
be seen, there is a minor discrepancy in the wall shear stress, as is evidenced by the 
friction velocity. Similarly, the non-dimensional heat flux parameter matches the DNS 




   
            
                   Eq. (103) 
Table 7. LES BLAC wall results compared to DNS data of Nicoud [88]. 
 
a)                                                                          b) 
 
Figure 16. Velocity and Temperature profiles in regular units compared to DNS data [88]. 
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The mean information, while the most important, is not sufficient to determine 
whether the turbulent mixing mechanisms are faithfully simulated. Therefore high order 
statistics are needed to determine the level of agreement between the DNS and LES 
simulations. To ensure that the turbulent heat transfer physics and flow kinematics are 
adequately captured, the second order root mean squared (RMS) statistics of the present 
LES are compared to the data of Nicoud [88]. Figure 17 compare some of these turbulent 
statistics. Figure 17a shows the streamwise, wall-normal and spanwise RMS velocities in 
wall units. The overall agreement is excellent between the LES and DNS simulations 
with the largest discrepancy occurring now near the upper wall in the streamwise RMS 
velocity peak. This finding is consistent with the LES streamwise normal Reynolds stress 
disagreement with the DNS of Moser et al. [87] This overprediction of the DNS curve is 
not seen at the lower wall but this could be because the wall shear stress is overpredicted 
and is used to non-dimensionalize the RMS velocity curves. Figure 17b shows the 
streamwise, wall-normal component of the Reynolds stress, Ruv. Similar to the LES 
simulations of Moser et. al [87], the cold wall Reynold stress is predicted very well with 
minor disagreement occurring towards the channel center line. The hot wall LES curve, 
however, underpredicts the DNS Reynolds cross stress, which is responsible for much of 
the turbulent heat transport. The RMS of temperature, shown in Figure 17c, compares 
very well to the DNS data. The best agreement is found near the cold wall, while the hot 
wall shows minor discrepancies in magnitude but overall follows the same trends as the 
DNS. Overall the second order LES statistics compare very well to the DNS data of 
Nicoud [88], thus validating the current CFD code’s ability to predict canonical, turbulent 
fluid dynamic and convective heat transfer problems. 
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2.2.7 Inflow Generation 
 As described in §1.4.2.2, the kinematic mixing in film cooling flows is highly 
dependent on the fluid dynamic state of the coolant and mainstream flows. For example, 
turbulent streams mix dramatically faster than laminar streams because turbulent 
structures transport fluid between the streams on a variety of different length scales via 
advection. This advection is in sharp contrast to the diffusion limited process of laminar 
streams where mixing occurs only on the small diffusion length scales. Since the 
downstream mixing is dependent on the fluid dynamic states of the two streams, it 
follows that the specification of the inflow boundary condition is critically important. In 
LES, the large scale geometry-dependent flow structures are resolved; therefore if mixing 
occurs close to the inflow injection-plane realistic LES turbulent structures must convect 
into the domain so physical mixing will be simulated.  
 As a result of the LES inflow generation literature survey, the precursor 
simulation technique was selected as the ideal film cooling inflow technique. In this 
technique, separate simulations modeling the coolant and mainstream are performed prior 
to the film cooling simulation. These “precursor” simulations are then used to extract 
realistic LES structures and provide profiles of kinematic and thermal data that can be 
specified at the LES inflow plane. A fully developed turbulent channel simulation is used 
to simulate the coolant channel. Two different precursor simulations are tested for the 
mainstream flow. The first technique, developed by Cruz [7], also features the use of the 
fully developed turbulent channel simulation. The second technique simulates a 
developing boundary layer over a flat plate, which consequently mimics the experiment 
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downstream of the turbulent grid prior to injection; the experimental set-up is described 


















2.2.7.1 Coolant Precursor Simulation 
 The coolant precursor technique employs the fully developed turbulent channel 
simulation. The domain schematic is the same as in §2.2.6 and is seen in Figure 12; here 
the channel half height, δ, is equal to half the slot height. Since the LES code is non-




Figure 17 a) Wall normal and b) cross Reynolds stresses in wall units. c) RMS of temperature 
in wall units. Compared to DNS data of Nicoud [88]. 
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dimensional, all lengths are normalized by the slot height. Similarly the velocities are 
normalized by the coolant bulk velocity reported in Table 3; all temperature and scalars 
are normalized by air with properties at 300K. Dirichlet constant temperature boundary 
conditions are enforced on the upper and lower wall. The upper and lower wall 
temperatures are extracted from the first experimental film cooling temperature profile, 
which is measured very near the film cooling inlet. The mass flux for this simulation is 
also prescribed from experimental data. After fully developed turbulence is reached, 
wall-normal, spanwise planes at a constant streamwise position are extracted. All the 
fully developed turbulent channel simulations employ the same grid resolution as the 
Nicoud validation case. The precursor simulation uses a non-dimensional time step of 
0.003. This specific time step was selected a posteriori to ensure that the CFL condition 
was met for the film cooling simulations. 
 
2.2.7.2 Mainstream Fully Developed Turbulent Channel Simulation 
 As was briefly mentioned in §1.4.2.2, one mainstream precursor simulation 
technique employs a fully developed turbulent channel assumption to simulate the 
mainstream mixing physics. In this approach, the mean experimental profiles of velocity 
and temperature will be imposed for the film cooling inflow boundary condition. 
However, generating fluctuations that correspond to physical fluid dynamic structures is 
extremely challenging. Instead, a simulation can be used to simulate the fluctuating 
information, which is then superimposed on top of the mean profiles.  
The schematic for this mainstream fully developed turbulent channel simulation is 
shown in Figure 12. Here, however, the channel half height corresponds to the 
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experimental mainstream boundary layer thickness; the boundary layer thickness is 
defined as the wall-normal distance above the wall where the streamwise velocity is 99 % 
of the mainstream velocity. The lower channel wall temperature is specified as the upper 
louver wall temperature, which is extracted from experimental data. Due to the presence 
of the upper wall, this simulation unfortunately does not capture the kinematic and 
thermal physics of the mainstream. However the turbulent dynamics of a flat plate 
boundary layer and a channel flow boundary layer are similar, especially for the near-
wall turbulent structures. Once again, this simulation is used only to capture fluctuating 
information (corresponding to turbulent structures), which is superimposed on top of 
mean experimental data in the mainstream. The fluctuations like the mean profiles must 
be filtered, rescaled and forced to asymptote to the experimental mainstream values at the 
edge of the mainstream boundary layer. It is desirable to have roughly the correct mean 
velocity and thermal mean profiles, especially near the lower channel wall. A first order 
approach that approximately enforces the correct temperature at the channel centerline 
(corresponding to the boundary layer edge) occurs when specifying an upper wall 
temperature that is the sum of the louver temperature and twice the difference of the 
mainstream and louver temperatures, i.e., Tupperwall=Tlouver+2(T∞-Tlouver). This upperwall 
temperature will approximately result in a channel centerline temperature of T∞. 
 Examples of typical mainstream profiles before filtering are shown in Figure 18. 
A solid black line denotes wall-normal location of the upper wall in the channel flow 
simulation, while the dashed black line corresponds to the channel half-height. As can be 
seen, the channel flow velocity profile closely resembles the mainstream velocity profile 
up until the channel centerline, wherein the velocity starts decreasing due to the upper 
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wall no-slip condition. The channel flow temperature profile deviates farther typically 
from the mainstream temperature profile even below the channel half height. Above the 
channel half height, the channel flow temperature profile starts increasing past the 
mainstream temperature due to the high upper wall temperature specified there. Just as 
the mean channel flow profiles of velocity and temperature need to be filtered to 
resemble the mean mainstream profiles, any fluctuating profiles also need to be filtered. 
Since the mean profiles remain close below the channel half height, the filter only 
slightly modifies the mean channel flow structures. However above the channel half 
height, the channel flow turbulent structures are dampened out to zero by the filter, as no 
physical analogy to the mainstream flat plate boundary layer exists in this region. A 
sample filter that is multiplied by the fluctuating velocity is f = 1 - tanh(y*), which takes 












Figure 18. Sample profiles of velocity and temperature for a fully developed 
turbulent channel. 
and a developing mainstream boundary layer.!
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2.2.7.3 Mainstream Flat Plate Turbulent Boundary Layer Simulation 
 A more physically based precursor technique that mimics the mainstream flow is 
a zero-pressure gradient, boundary layer developing over a flat plate. A schematic for this 
simulation is shown in Figure 19. In this technique, flow is injected into the domain and 
the boundary layer develops as the fluid convects downstream. At a certain point, the 
thermal and momentum boundary layer will resemble that of the experimental 
mainstream boundary layer. At this location, flow profiles can be extracted to feed into a 
film cooling domain.  
If a uniform inflow boundary condition were used, the flow would eventually trip 
to turbulence, once the critical Reynolds number is met. Unfortunately, this most likely 
would occur far downstream, such that it would be infeasible to calculate the entire 
transition to turbulence. Additionally the uniform inlet cannot account for turbulent flow 
structures in the core of the mainstream (away from the wall) created by a grid. To solve 
these problems, the inflow technique of Batten et al. [89] was adopted. In this technique, 
semi-physical fluctuations are created at the inlet that obey specified profiles of mean and 
second-order statistics profiles. Batten et al.’s [89] technique also conserves mass so no 
unphysical pressure oscillations will form. In an LES study of turbulent boundary layers, 
Keating and Piomelli [53] showed that turbulent boundary layers with appropriate 
statistics are recovered after about 15-20 boundary layer thicknesses downstream of the 
inlet when using the technique of Batten et al. [89]. The turbulent development of the 
boundary layer may now be simulated due to the reduced computational domain. Plug 
flow for the mean streamwise velocity is enforced, along with zero wall-normal and 
spanwise velocity. The inflow temperature is constant and equal to the mainstream 
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temperature. Isotropic turbulent fluctations profiles for the velocity field are imposed to 
generate grid turbulence, using the technique of Batten et al. [89]. The scaling laws of 
Pope [90] were used to set the initial turbulence levels and dissipation to achieve the 
experimental turbulence intensity at the extraction plane. 
The grid for this simulation is based on the film cooling mainstream spacing in 
the mixing layer, which will be discussed in §4. The bottom wall features a no-slip 
boundary condition held at the louver upper wall temperature. The top wall boundary 
condition enforces zero wall-normal gradients, which is approximately true in the 
freestream. The spanwise plane features periodic boundary conditions, while the outflow 
uses a simple, 1D Orlansky convection boundary condition that scales the outflow to 
globally conserve mass. The equation solved at the outflow plane is shown in Equation 
104 for a generic scalar, φ. The convection speed, c, is set to the maximum streamwise 
velocity along the outflow plane. This velocity was selected according the guidance of 
Pierce [78]. If this velocity is too low, flow structures will not convect out of the domain 
fast enough and a build up a fluid will occur. If this convection velocity is too high, flow 
structures will stretch and accelerate at the boundary. In the limit of infinite convection 
velocity, this boundary condition reverts to a zero gradient condition, which can create 
instability problems [78]. 
                   Eq. (104) 
2.2.7.4 Inflow Processing 
 The results of the precursor simulation are processed to create a temporal 
database of inflow slices that vary in the wall-normal and spanwise directions. All 









temperature of 300K and used the same constant time step. Each slice is filtered to 
preserve the mean statistics of the experimental data and interpolated to match the film 
cooling inflow plane. If the mainstream fully developed turbulent channel is used, the 
slices are further filtered to remove the influence of the upper wall boundary condition. 
Zero velocity and a linear temperature profile are assumed across the louver lip, 
consistent with steady, 1D conduction in a solid. A database of 4500 slices, each 
separated by a constant non-dimensional time step of 0.003, is created after post 
processing. The slices are recycled to essentially create an infinitely long temporal 
database. The total time from the first slice to the last is 13.5 non-dimensional units, 















Figure 19. Schematic of the turbulent boundary layer developing over a flate plate. 
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Chapter 3: Experimental Results 
In this chapter, the results of the adiabatic and non-adiabatic film cooling 
experiments will be detailed and analyzed. First the heat transfer characteristics at the 
wall will be described for the adiabatic and non-adiabatic cases. Next the kinematic and 
thermal mixing is characterized in an effort to explain and frame the heat transfer results. 
In each section, the major distinguishing characteristics between the different shear cases 
will be highlighted in an attempt to explain how the different film cooling regimes 
behave. 
3.1 Wall Temperatures and Heat Transfer  
As discussed previously, the wall temperature in engine applications needs to be 
kept at safe levels to avoid material failure, therefore the wall effectiveness, a non-
dimensional wall temperature, is the primary metric of interest. Figure 20 shows the wall 
effectiveness for each of the three adiabatic wall shear cases. Error bars are drawn to 
denote the uncertainty in both the streamwise location of the measurement and the actual 
temperature measurement. Notice that the uncertainty remains very small, especially in 
terms of the wall effectiveness and temperature.  In general the uncertainty is smaller 
than the symbol and therefore will be dropped in subsequent plots. Remember that a 
higher effectiveness translates to a cooler wall; therefore the minimum shear case in 
which the effectiveness remains higher for longer is the best performing case. The wall 
jet retains similar protection to the minimum shear, while the wall wake performs 
dramatically worse. Similar to Simon’s [17] analysis, film cooling flows can be divided 
into distinct regions to aid the analysis and understanding of the flow. Take for example 
Figure 3; a dashed line is used to denote the mean extents of the mixing layer. Before 
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mixing layer impingement on the wall, the wall temperature is governed primarily by the 
coolant flow. After mixing layer impingement on the wall, the wall temperature is a much 
stronger function of the mainstream flow as well. In wall effectiveness space, this 
transition from one region to the next is characterized by a rapid change in slope, which 
occurs for all cases between 5 and 12 slot heights downstream. Before this impingement 
point, the decay in effectiveness occurs gradually and stays near the perfect film 
protection value of one. After the mixing layer strikes the wall, the wall effectiveness 
rapidly decays as the wall comes into contact with hot fluid from the mainstream, which 













As was shown earlier, the nominal failure value in effectiveness of a typical 
engine is approximately 0.8. In the adiabatic experiments, only the wall wake 
Figure 20 – Experimental adiabatic wall effectiveness for the Wall Wake (WW), Minimum 
Shear (MS) and Wall Jet (WJ) cases. Error bars are shown both for the streamwise location 
and the effectiveness. 
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experiments reach this critical value. The film protection length, or the length from the 
injection where the effectiveness remains above 0.8, cannot be determined from the wall 
jet and minimum shear cases. However this length is strongly dependent on the near-
injection mixing and the location where the mixing layer impinges with the wall. It is this 
region of the flow that is of interest because this region is where the typical engineering 
correlations fail. In fact, farther downstream the thermal and kinematic profiles begin to 
resemble boundary layers over a flat plate and therefore assume some similarity as was 
shown by Weighardt [8]. The implication here is that far from the injection the film decay 
is much easier to predict and understand; therefore in the present study the importance of 
the decay in this far-field region was considered secondary. 
A note should be made here about the radiation correction to the thermal flow 
field. In §2.1, it was shown that the radiative thermal error was always small in this 
experiment due to the small probe size. This analysis however does not preclude the 
possibility that the film-protected wall is not appreciably heated due to radiative 
interaction with the other walls; rather it showed that the thermal measurement would be 
accurate. This distinction is beneficial because the degree of radiative heating can be 
characterized. Additionally, air is a radiatively non-participating gas, meaning the 
radiative heat transfer is almost entirely between the wind tunnel walls and the test plate. 
A note on terminology used in this research is now in order. The heat transfer boundary 
condition for the experiments shown in Figure 20 has been described as adiabatic. This 
labeling is not strictly speaking correct. It has already been noted that a minor amount of 
thermal conduction occurs through the wall but it remains small due to the insulation and 
low-thermal conductivity of the wall. On another note, if radiation is present, further 
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heating occurs past the convective heating due to fluid flow. Most studies consider film 
cooling without the presence of radiation. The thermal mixing profiles are not dominated 
by radiation as will be shown in the thermal analysis section. Actual engines experience 
an appreciable amount of radiation, so understanding the influence of radiation on film 
cooling flows is quite important.  
When radiative heating is present, an alternate form of the adiabatic wall 
effectiveness is possible. Since radiation increases the temperature of the wall past the 
temperature of the fluid adjacent to the wall, the minimum temperature now occurs in the 
flow field as opposed to at the wall in the true adiabatic scenario. Therefore the 
effectiveness can be cast using either the wall temperature or the minimum temperature, 
as is shown in Equation 105, the minimum temperature being effectively a correction of 
the film cooling effectiveness to remove the radiative heat flux occurring. Figure 21 
shows the effectiveness of these two definitions. In the minimum shear and wall jet cases, 
the degree of radiative heating is minor, as essentially no difference between the two 
effectivenesses exist. However the wall wake shows more appreciable radiative heating 
effects in the near injector field; farther downstream convective heating dominates (or 
thermal mixing layer heat transfer with the wall) and the two effectivenesses begin to 
collapse. These assessments and observations will be further demonstrated and explained 
in the subsequent sections. It should be noted that Figure 20 shows the effectiveness 
based on the minimum fluid temperature and not the actual wall temperature. 




















Next consider the thermal wall characteristics of the non-adiabatic wall cases. 
Recall these cases occur when appreciable backside heat transfer is present, schematically 
shown in Figure 6. Now consider the non-adiabatic wall effectiveness shown in Figure 
22. The convention for the effectiveness remains the same, i.e., the coolant, wall and 
mainstream temperatures are the only ones present in the effectiveness formulation. What 
is perhaps unusual is that the wall effectiveness can now take values greater than unity. 
This discrepancy is easily explained and is actually expected. Since the backside of the 
wall is significantly cooled, the wall actually becomes cooler than the coolant 
temperature. Stated another way, the backside cooling actually cools the coolant. 
Therefore if the wall is cooler than the coolant, the effectiveness must be greater than 
one. Also if the effectiveness is greater than one, it is most likely that the conductive load 
Figure 21 Experimental Adiabatic Effectiveness based on the minimum flow temperature 
and the wall temperature for the Wall Wake (WW), Minimum Shear (MS) and Wall Jet 
(WJ) cases. 
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is appreciably larger than the radiative heating load. In fact in these cases, the minimum 
temperature always occurs at the wall, further validating the relative strength of the 
backside cooling relative to the radiative wall heating. This statement will be further 
explored in the subsequent wall heat transfer rate discussion. Notice that once again the 
wall wake remains more susceptible to the thermal boundary condition change in the 
near-injector region. In this case, however the wall wake case cools in the near injector 
region more than the wall jet and minimum shear cases, as opposed to radiative heating 
sensitivity in the adiabatic experiments. While starting out cooler, eventually the wall 
wake film once again dramatically decays past the wall jet and minimum shear cases.  
To further explore the various thermal boundary conditions, consider the 
effectiveness plots shown in Figure 23, for the wall wake (a), minimum shear (b) and 
wall jet cases (c). In each subfigure, three effectiveness curves are shown. One curve is 
for the adiabatic wall effectiveness, using the wall temperature. The other two curves are 
for the non-adiabatic cases, using effectivenesses based on the wall temperature or the 
backside water coolant temperature. The backside water temperature was plotted to 
effectively show the minimum wall temperature or highest effectiveness that is possible 
in the system. Therefore in the non-adiabatic cases the range of possible effectiveness 
range from zero to the effectiveness based on the backside water temperature; in contrast, 
the adiabatic effectiveness can range only from zero to one. The backside effectiveness 
essentially remains constant with only minor heating occurring in the streamwise 
direction. This constant temperature implies that the water (and accompanying chiller 
system) acts as a thermal reservoir that is unaffected by the heat transfer occurring above 
the test plate. Notice also that the streamwise distance is normalized by the blowing ratio, 
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BR, to effectively collapse the adiabatic and non-adiabatic curves downstream where 
convective heating dominates. The adiabatic and non-adiabatic curves are taken at 
slightly different kinematic conditions and slot heights, which can be accounted for by 
normalizing the streamwise distance by the blowing ratio. This type of scaling is 
extensively used in the literature to collapse film cooling data. Also in the interest of 
being explicit, notice that the limits of the effectiveness and streamwise axes for a, b and 
















































Figure 23 – Adiabatic Wall Effectiveness, Non-Adabatic Wall Effectiveness and Non-
Adiabatic Backside Coolant Effectiveness as a function of downstream distance for a. the 
Wall Wake, b. the Minimum Shear and c. Wall Jet shear cases. 
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Firstly, due to environmental variability in the experimental lab, the coolant 
(room temperature air) was different for all three cases, leading to different TC and 
therefore different effectivenesses for the water coolant channel. In all three cases, the 
backside coolant temperature, Tback, remained fairly consistent. Also, the non-adiabatic 
wall effectiveness starts out higher than the adiabatic case due to the backside cooling. 
Eventually at some downstream distance (which is strongly dependent on the mixing 
layer impingement location), the convective heat flux due to the presence of the hot fluid 
near the wall dominates over the conductive cooling through the wall and the two 
scenarios collapse into a similar film decay trend. The reason for this collapse will be 
explained further in the numerical results section. Once again the film decay of the wall 
wake is the most severe. The wall jet performs slightly worse than the minimum shear 
case, meaning the non-dimensional wall temperatures are higher, for both adiabatic and 
non-adiabatic boundary conditions. 
 Theoretically, the non-adiabatic case should always remain cooler than the 
adiabatic case given the strength of the conductive cooling relative to the radiative 
heating. However minor differences in kinematic conditions can prevent this from 
happening. It is natural to next wonder why backside cooling is useful and how to 
characterize its benefit. The area between the adiabatic and non-adiabatic effectiveness 
curves is related to the heat removed due to backside cooling. Backside cooling mitigates 
the effects of wall radiation, in addition to providing longer film protection lengths. It just 
so happens that the specific non-adiabatic regimes explored in this study did not 
appreciably increase the film protection length. Stated another way, the conductive 
cooling was not strong enough to balance the convective heating due to the film mixing 
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with the mainstream. However in engine applications, the backside cooling is designed to 
be stronger to remove relatively more heat from the wall. 
As is shown in Figure 22 and Figure 23, the non-adiabatic wall wake case starts at 
a higher effectiveness than the other cases. One reason why this occurs is because the 
temperature difference between the backside coolant and the coolant air is largest for the 
wall wake case, as can be ascertained from Table 3, in addition to Figure 22 and Figure 
23. This larger temperature difference means the wall wake film experiences a larger heat 
flux than the other two shear scenarios. Also it was claimed that the wall wake film 
seemed more susceptible to heating and cooling in the near-injection region, depending 
on the thermal loads present there. From Table 3, the mass flux in each scenario can be 
inferred. It can be seen that the mass flux of the wall wake film is approximately half the 
mass flux of the wall jet and minimum shear films. Therefore the lower amounts of mass 
in the coolant channel mean less heat flux is required to change the coolant temperature. 
Another way of thinking about this phenomenon is considering the residence time that 
the film is exposed to a heat flux. Given some fixed heating or cooling length, the wall 
wake film will have the longest residence time since it has the lowest velocity. This 
translates to the wall wake film being exposed to a given heat flux for a longer time, 
meaning more heat is transferred or extracted from the wall wake film than the other 
films. For these reasons, the wall wake experimental film is claimed to be more 
susceptible to the heat flux upstream of injection or in the near-injector region. These 
explanations also demonstrate why there is a larger separation or cooling effect in the 
wall wake case between the adiabatic and non-adiabatic curves. 
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The magnitudes of the heat fluxes at the wall are shown for the (a) wall wake 
case, (b) minimum shear case and the (c) wall jet case in Figure 24. The heat flux is 
subdivided into three different sources: the conductive heat flux, the convective heat flux 
and the radiative heat flux. The conductive heat flux is the heat flux occurring through the 
test plate due to backside cooling. The radiative heat flux is the radiation at the test plate 
on the flow side due to radiative exchange with the hot wind tunnel walls. The convective 
heat flux is the heat flux due to the turbulent mixing occurring over the test plate and is 
the difference of the conductive and radiative heat fluxes. The axes of the plots are 
consistent so comparisons can be made more easily. For example, it is immediately 
apparent that the conductive heat flux load is largest for the wall wake case, especially far 
from injection. The reason for this large heat flux can be seen when considering Equation 
25, reproduced here for convenience. 
      Eq. (25) 
 
As can be seen the conductive heat flux is largely 
 dependent on the flow side wall temperature, because the other variables remain 
relatively constant. For the wall wake case, the film degrades much more rapidly than the 
other cases; therefore the wall temperature and the associated heat flux through the wall 
are larger. Another important observation is that the radiative heat flux remains small 
compared to the conductive heat flux, meaning that the flow is not radiatively dominated, 
which is also experimentally observed in the other wall effectiveness plots. The radiative 
heat flux is largest in the near injector region primarily because the wall temperature is 












wall temperature. Therefore it is in this region, in both the adiabatic and non-adiabatic 
cases, that radiative effects would be most prominent. This point is also evidenced by the 
fact that the largest separation between the adiabatic effectiveness based on wall and 
minimum temperatures (Figure 21) occurs in the near injector fields, due to this larger 
relative importance of radiative heating (compared to convective heating) in this region. 
Overall however the convective heat flux is primarily a function of the conductive heat 
flux and is stronger than the radiative heat flux. It is also interesting to note that the 
conductive and convective heat fluxes mimic the effectiveness trends. As the mixing 
layer impinges on the wall, nominally between the second and third experimental data 
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Figure 24 – Wall heat fluxes for the non-adiabatic boundary condition experiments. (a) Wall 
Wake, (b) Minimum Shear, (c) Wall Jet shear scenarios. 
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3.2 Mean Kinematic and Thermal Flow Fields 
In the last section, some of the wall thermal characteristics of the experimental 
film cooling flows were observed. The purpose of this section is to present the flow field 
measurements and physics, using them to explain and understand the wall measurements. 
The wall measurements in these experiments are strongly governed by the flow field 
mixing occurring over the wall and therefore the kinematic and thermal fields are 
responsible for the film decay trends at the wall. 
One way of characterizing the film cooling experiments is to observe the degree 
to which they follow Weidghardt’s scaling [9]. As was mentioned in §1, Weidghardt [9] 
developed a self-similarity expression for film cooling flows of the form shown in Eqns. 
8 and 9, reproduced below. To confirm the degree to which these experiments follow this 
similarity, the mean temperature profiles for the adiabatic experiments are plotted in 
Figure 25 using the Weidghardt scaling. This scaling is derived using an energy balance, 
boundary layer assumptions and a turbulent power law velocity field. Notice that in 
general the first two streamwise experimental measurement stations do not follow 
Weidghardt’s scaling, whereas further downstream the thermal profiles collapse for each 
case to a similar profile. As was stated in §1, Weidghardt’s scaling should only hold in 
the far field of the injector (or the far-injector field), where the rapid streamwise 
variations and mixing in the near-injection region do not violate the boundary layer 
assumptions. Therefore it is not surprising that the first two streamwise measurements are 
not similar. Nevertheless, at first glance, these experiments follow typical film cooling 
scaling, especially in the far-injector field. 






































To really understand the way the film mixes and breaks down, the kinematic field 
must be analyzed. The mean streamwise velocity for each adiabatic case is shown in 
Figure 26. Notice that similar to Table 3, the velocity is normalized by the peak velocity  
a.! ! ! ! ! ! ! !b.!
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Figure 25 – Normalized mean temperature profiles using Weighardt Scaling for the 
adiabatic a. Wall Wake, b. Minimum Shear and c. Wall Jet cases. Weighardt’s 












































Figure 26 – Mean streamwise velocity profiles at different streamwise stations 
for the adiabatic a. wall wake, b. minimum shear and c. wall jet cases. 
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in the coolant slot at the first streamwise measurement location. This normalization is 
used instead of the bulk coolant velocity due to the uncertainty in this quantity. As can be 
observed in the experimental data, the velocity cannot be measured very close to the wall 
due to laser noise reflections. In this region and also in the vicinity of the louver splitter 
plate the velocity profile would need to be reconstructed and then integrated. The 
variations in the bulk coolant velocity, which depend on choices of integration techniques 
and velocity reconstruction methods near the wall, was on the order of two meters per 
second, which corresponds to an uncertainty on the order of 10%. This uncertainty is in 
addition to the experimental velocity uncertainty that is less than 2% for the PIV system 
and approach used in this flow. Therefore the peak coolant velocity, which can be 
directly measured, was chosen as the normalizing parameter. A coolant velocity and not a 
mainstream velocity is chosen for normalization because the near-wall region, the region 
of interest in this study, should collapse better than most other possible normalizations, 
especially for the turbulent profiles. One useful normalization often considered is the wall 
friction velocity, but this characteristic velocity is dependent on the velocity gradient at 
the wall, which is not captured in the present velocity measurement technique and thus 
not used. 
 From the mean velocity profiles, the major defining features of the wall wake, 
minimum shear and wall jet cases become apparent. Much insight can be gained into the 
mixing features of the flow just from the analysis of the mean velocity profiles. Starting 
with the basics, the wall wake has a coolant velocity that is less than the mainstream, 
while the wall jet is the reverse of this scenario. The minimum shear case has coolant and 
mainstream velocities that are approximately the same. Large velocity differences can be 
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seen from the first experimental profile between the coolant and mainstream velocities 
for the wall wake and wall jet experiments resulting in a large amount of turbulent shear 
mixing. In fact due to this large amount of shear, the turbulent mixing layers grow faster, 
as will be shown later. Some remarks on the general features of the three shear cases 
should also be made. 
 The wall jet resembles a jet being injected into a boundary layer. In a mean sense 
there will be a negative gradient of streamwise velocity in the cross-stream direction. 
Also the jet, due to larger relative amounts of momentum, will spread into the 
mainstream. Described another way, due to the wall boundary and the slower moving 
mainstream fluid, the coolant flow will in the mean decelerate. According to conservation 
of mass, this deceleration for incompressible fluids will lead to a positive vertical velocity 
and therefore the jet spreads into the mainstream. This spreading effect leads to a 
decrease in the maximum jet velocity as a function of streamwise distance.  
 The wall wake on the other hand more closely resembles flow over a backward 
facing step, with a positive cross-stream gradient of streamwise velocity in the mixing 
layer. Due to the fast moving mainstream and viscosity, the coolant fluid near the louver 
splitter plate accelerates. Once again, using the conservation of mass for an 
incompressible fluid, this acceleration in the streamwise direction leads to a negative 
vertical velocity. This effect translates to the mainstream in a mean sense spreading into 
the coolant flow for the wall wake case. The peak velocity in the wall wake should 
similarly increase as a function of streamwise distance until boundary layer effects take 
over far downstream. As a note, the minimum shear has a minimal average cross-stream 
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gradient of streamwise velocity; spreading will be controlled primarily by the blowing 
ratio, BR, which is greater than unity. 
 The upper extent of the mixing layer can be also visualized in the velocity data, 
even though better methods exist to visualize the mixing layer as will be shown later. The 
location where the velocity gradient returns to a zero wall-normal gradient occurs 
approximately at the upper extent of the mixing layer. Looking at the last streamwise 
station, it can be discerned that the wall jet spreads the furthest from the wall, followed 
by the minimum shear and then the wall wake. 
 The mean thermal profiles at distinct downstream distances for the adiabatic cases 
are shown in Figure 27. It is often easier to see the mixing trends in scalar mixing profiles 
or temperature profiles. Each velocity ratio case has a nearly isothermal coolant up until 
¾ of a slot height at which thermal mixing is apparent, most likely due to coolant heating 
through the louver wall. As was stated for the kinematic section, each velocity ratio case 
exhibits different mean mixing trends, which upon careful observation can be discerned 
from the mean temperature profiles. In the mean temperature profiles, the upper and 
lower extent of the thermal mixing layers can be visualized by the wall normal gradient 
of the temperature returning to zero. Once again the wall jet has spreading occur farthest 
from the wall, in agreement with the kinematic findings discussed earlier. The wall wake 
shows the lower boundary of the mixing layer penetrating into the film the fastest. Not 
surprisingly, the wall temperature increases the most for the wall wake, which is due to 
the wall wake spreading in a mean sense towards the wall. The minimum shear and wall 
jet scenarios show less thermal degradation at the wall due to their mixing layers 
spreading preferentially away from the wall.  
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To understand what these thermal mixing trends correlate to in wall effectiveness 
space, the flow effectiveness, or non-dimensional temperature is provided in Figure 28. 
The flow effectiveness follows the same definition as the wall effectiveness, except that 
the wall temperature is replaced with the flow temperature. At the wall, the flow 
effectiveness and wall effectiveness revert to the same value, allowing for better 
visualization of the thermal mixing layer and its impact on the wall effectiveness. In 
effectiveness space, it is easier to see that the wall heats up the most for the wall wake 
case, followed by the wall jet and then the minimum shear. This finding is perhaps 
somewhat remarkable in the sense that the wall jet actually utilizes more relative mass to 
cool the wall than the minimum shear, as evidenced by its larger blowing ratio shown in 
Table 3. However due to the larger shear between the two streams in this case, the wall 
jet film actually degrades faster than the minimum shear. This finding implies that there 
is some optimal velocity and blowing ratio that corresponds to the best film protection.  
 Some discussion of the adiabaticity of the experiment is in order. The way this 
evaluation is accomplished is by determining the near wall temperature gradient. In a 
purely adiabatic experiment with no radiation, the near-wall, wall-normal gradient of 
temperature should be zero. Examining the temperature profiles, this adiabaticity is very 
nearly met. However as was noted earlier, there is a small level of radiation, which 
actually heats the wall; this in turn means that in certain regions of the flow, the fluid 
above the wall is actually cooler than the wall itself. Although difficult to see in Figure 
27 and Figure 28, the temperature profiles show a negative wall-normal gradient, 
meaning radiation effects are apparent. Unfortunately, the resolution of the temperature 
measurements do not allow for direct quantification of the heat flux at the wall. However, 
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using the non-adiabatic cases, the wall heat fluxes can be attained through use of the wall 
temperature and the backside wall coolant temperature, thus providing some estimation 
for the gradients very close to the wall, not afforded in the adiabatic measurements. 
Further quantification and discussion of this near wall temperature profile will be 
reserved for §4 when numerical comparisons to experimental data are made. 
To further aid visualization of the mean thermal spreading, contour lines of 
constant effectiveness are drawn for the wall wake, minimum shear and wall jet scenarios 
in Figure 29. Effectiveness of 0.1 and 0.9 were selected to visualize the upper and lower 
extents of the thermal mixing layer, respectively. The 0.5 effectiveness line meanwhile is 
used to show the direction and asymmetry of mean spreading. The wall jet once again is 
shown to spread the furthest from the wall, while the wall wake spreads preferentially 
towards the wall. The 0.9 effectiveness contour impinges with the wall at around 16 and 
30 slot heights for the wall wake and wall jet cases, respectively. The minimum shear line 
interestingly does not impinge with the wall, which is perhaps unsurprising since the wall 
effectiveness for the minimum shear shown earlier does not degrade past 0.91. The 
strength of shear can also be qualitatively determined from this visualization by 
considering the distance between the 0.1 and 0.9 effectiveness lines. The wall wake and 
wall jet both exhibit large amounts of shear since these two lines spread apart the fastest. 
This finding is consistent with film cooling understanding; the absolute velocity 
differences between the coolant and mainstreams for the wall wake and wall jet are much 
larger than for the minimum shear. Since the shearing rate is primarily a function of this 
velocity difference, the wall wake and wall jet spread the most. The minimum shear 









Figure 27 - Mean temperature profiles at different streamwise stations for the adiabatic a. wall wake, b. 











Figure 28 - Mean flow effectiveness profiles at different streamwise stations for the adiabatic a. wall 
wake, b. minimum shear and c. wall jet cases. 
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primary mechanism for film mixing. The wall jet and minimum shear in a mean sense 
spread away from the wall as is demonstrated through the 0.5 effectiveness contour line 
relative to the other contour lines. In contrast, the wall wake spreads preferentially 
towards the wall. Lastly, from free-shear layer mixing theory, the mixing layer spread 
rate is constant, meaning lines of constant effectiveness are linear. In the near injector 
region, this finding does not hold as there are rapid streamwise gradients disrupting the 
balance between spread rate, advection and wall-normal turbulent diffusion. However 
after the third experimental station, the contour lines of effectiveness are very nearly 
linear, except near the wall, where this time, the presence of the wall disrupts this 
balance. 
Another observation can be made here concerning the blowing ratio. In turbulent 
regimes like the minimum shear case, where the velocity ratio is approximately unity, the 










Figure 29 – Lines of constant flow effectiveness for the adiabatic wall wake, minimum shear and wall 
jet cases. 
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in a purely laminar sense, the shear layer instability is purely governed by velocity ratio, 
which characterizes the velocity differences of the two streams, the blowing ratio can be 
important for mixing layers with turbulent boundary layers upstream. To understand why, 
consider a parcel of fluid from the hot mainstream and a parcel of fluid from the coolant 
stream for the minimum shear case. In this case, the velocity of the two parcels are 
approximately the same, however the momentum of the coolant is higher. Imagine these 
two parcels collide. The coolant parcel will tend to dominate and move into the 
mainstream, allowing hot mainstream fluid to move in its wake, thus setting up and 
generating further turbulent motion.  
For the sake of completeness the temperature and effectiveness profiles of the 
non-adiabatic case are given in Figure 30 and Figure 31, respectively. Similar 
observations can be made about the thermal spreading rates as were made for the 
adiabatic cases. Non-adiabatic mean velocities and plots of lines of constant flow 
effectiveness will be reserved for Appendix B, along with other experimental data, as the 
trends are not overly different from the adiabatic cases. The non-adiabatic thermal 
experimental data exhibits signs of heat flux at the wall, as is expected. In all the profiles 
near the wall, a positive temperature gradient in the wall normal direction can be 
discerned. The implications of this fact are that conduction is stronger than radiation 
throughout the flow domain as was already apparent from Figure 24. The direction of 
heat transfer is always the same in the non-adiabatic cases, i.e. the wall-normal gradient 
of temperature is always positive. The largest gradients at the wall occur for the wall 

































Figure 30 - Mean temperature profiles at different streamwise stations for the non-


































Figure 31 - Mean flow effectiveness profiles at different streamwise stations for the 
adiabatic a. wall wake, b. minimum shear and c. wall jet cases. 
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3.3 Fluctuating Kinematic and Thermal Flow Fields 
In this section, the fluctuating flow fields are presented with the view of trying to 
analyze the turbulent, unsteady mixing, primarily responsible for film cooling mixing. As 
has been discussed, the experiments and real-world engine applications are turbulent and 
therefore mean statistics do not provide an adequate, stand-alone perspective of the film 
cooling mixing. Fluctuating information, more specifically second order statistics, are 
presented in an attempt to quantify the mixing flow fields. Consider an actual engine, 
where the mean effectiveness at the wall is approximately 0.82 and the failure 
effectiveness is 0.80. Using mean criteria, the wall should be safe; however if the wall 
effectiveness has a root mean squared (RMS) fluctuation of about 0.10 around the mean, 
for example, the engine may still fail because for extended times the wall is exposed to 
effectivenesses below 0.80, e.g., 0.72. 
   Figure 32 shows flow visualization, or instantaneous realizations, of the 
turbulent shear structures existing for each velocity ratio case. The mainstream and 
coolant are each visualized in different images to give an idea of the spread of the film 
into the mainstream and vice-versa. The shear structures, shown for the wall wake case 
and wall jet case, are predominantly clockwise and counterclockwise, respectively, in the 
orientation shown. It should be noted that the flow goes left to right in the images. A 
white line is drawn to denote a slot height for each case.  To explain these orientations, 
first consider the wall jet case. The coolant is moving faster than the mainstream; through 
viscosity the mainstream acts to decelerate the coolant and vice-versa. From the 
definition of vorticity, if the wall-normal gradient of the streamwise velocity is negative 


































Figure 32 – Flow Visualization using seeding in either the coolant or mainstream. a-b. 
Wall Wake, c-d. Minimum Shear, e-f. Wall Jet. a., c., e. use mainstream seeding. b., 
d., f. use coolant seeding. 
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is created, meaning the fluid structures will spin in a counter-clockwise direction.  For the 
wall wake case, examining the spanwise component of vorticity, the positive wall-normal 
gradient of streamwise velocity will create a negative vorticity, meaning the shear 
structures must have a clockwise orientation. Another way of analyzing the transport 
would be to perform a force balance. For the wall jet case, a positive streamwise shear 
force is imparted on the mainstream, which is counter balanced by a positive advection 
term, comprised of the product of a negative vertical velocity and a negative wall-normal 
derivative of streamwise velocity. This negative vertical velocity along with the higher 
momentum of the coolant fluid sets up the counter-clockwise motion. For the wall wake 
case, a negative streamwise shear force is enacted on the mainstream fluid, which is 
counterbalanced by an advection term that is the product of a negative wall-normal 
velocity and a positive wall-normal streamwise velocity gradient. This negative vertical 
velocity combined with higher momentum of the mainstream fluid creates the clockwise 
shear structure. The minimum shear case has structures of both orientations, clockwise 
and counter-clockwise, meaning the coherence and the bulk fluid transport, via turbulent 
structures, is not predominantly in one direction, nor is it as strong as the other cases. It is 
the strength of the shear that generates this turbulent fluid mixing. 
Turbulence in general and these structures in particular, are adept at enhancing 
mixing. This turbulence acts to mix the initial mean fields, which have sharp gradients 
across the louver splitter plate, until the mean flow fields are relatively smooth and 
continuous in the far-field. Notice from the flow visualization that upstream, these 
structures are very well defined and coherent but downstream they begin to deform and 
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break down, generating turbulent activities at a variety of scales other than the size of the 
initial turbulent shear eddies, which also enhances the local mixing.  
Another way to visualize the turbulent fluid structures is by analyzing the 
instantaneous fluctuating components of velocity, as is shown in Figure 33 for the 
adiabatic cases. The instantaneous fluctuating components give a good indication of 
relative motion of the turbulent structures, that may be embedded into the mean velocity 
field, and therefore difficult to visualize otherwise. In Figure 33, the shear structures in 
the mixing layer very close to the injection plane are shown. The boxes with black dashed 
lines highlight the dominant shear structures for each case. For example in the wall wake 
case, the strong shear structures are clockwise. In wake problems, like the ones generated 
behind the louver lip, vortices are generated in pairs, with each vortex spinning in 
opposite directions. This vortex pairing is once again evident in the experimental velocity 
data and therefore the weak vortices are highlighted with a box with white dotted lines. In 
the minimum shear case, since there is no dominant shear direction, all the fluid 
structures are highlighted with a box with black dashed lines. In general, the turbulent 
vortical structures interact to both constructively and destructively interfere with each 
other in different regions of the flow. For example, between two counter-rotating 
vortices, a large amount of velocity tangent to the vortices is generated; in other regions, 
say very far away from each vortex core, the vortices destructively interfere. This vortex 
interaction of constructive interference is one prime example of how a bulk amount of 
coolant fluid is ejected into the mainstream, or how a bulk of mainstream fluid can be 
































!Figure 33 – Vector maps of fluctuating velocity components for the adiabatic: a. wall 
wake, b. minimum shear and c. wall jet cases. Contours of the streamwise fluctuating 
component are also shown. 
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 To get a better understanding of the kinetic energy of turbulent motions, the 
fluctuating components of streamwise and wall-normal velocity should be shown. Figure 
34 and Figure 35 show the RMS components of streamwise and wall-normal velocities, 
respectively. The turbulent kinetic energy, tke, is defined in Equation 106, below, and 
gives a representation for the strength of the fluctuations, or the amount of energy 
contained in turbulent motions. Since a two-dimensional PIV system is used, only 
streamwise and wall-normal components of velocity can be measured, meaning the 
turbulent kinetic energy cannot be fully resolved. Additionally the turbulent kinetic 
energy is derived from the turbulent motion of all the turbulent fluid structures, meaning 
scales below the resolution of the measurements are not incorporated into the fluctuating 
velocity measurements. Fortunately from Kolmogorov turbulent theory, an energy 
cascade exists, where turbulent kinetic energy is generated by the large scales and is 
transferred to the smaller scales where it is finally dissipated. The actual kinetic energy 
resides primarily in the larger scales, meaning if the large-scale structures are resolved, 
the majority of the motions responsible for turbulent kinetic energy are also resolved. To 
give an idea of scale, the spatial resolution of the PIV measurements in this experiment is 
approximately 0.15 mm, which corresponds to approximately 0.03 slot heights. This 
resolution translates to about 35 velocity vectors per slot height. The most energetic shear 
structures have sizes on the order of the slot height meaning these eddies should be 
adequately resolved. The mainstream turbulence has an integral streamwise turbulent 
length scale of about 0.2 slot heights in all the cases, meaning this resolution only barely  
 










































Figure 34 – Root Mean Squared streamwise velocity for the adiabatic a. wall wake, b. 




















!Figure 35 - Root Mean Squared wall-normal velocity for the adiabatic a. wall wake, b. 
minimum shear, c. wall jet cases. 
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captures the turbulent eddies of this scale. As a quick note, the most energetic eddies are 
larger than the integral turbulent length scale, by some factor.  For isotropic turbulence (a 
good representation of grid turbulence), this factor is on the order of 5 [90]. Fortunately 
the turbulent kinetic energy is contained primarily in the boundary layer and shear layer, 
meaning that the turbulence in the mainstream is of secondary importance. The peak 
dissipation scales are dramatically smaller, on the order of 1/25th of the characteristic 
turbulent scales, meaning that these structures, associated with turbulent kinetic energy 
dissipation, are not adequately resolved by the current PIV measurements [90]. 
 The RMS of streamwise velocity has at least two different peaks, one near the 
wall and one associated with the turbulent mixing layer. As the flow moves downstream, 
the peak RMS in the mixing layer decreases through turbulent diffusion. Eventually the 
turbulence in the mixing layer interacts with boundary layer turbulence in some 
complicated way. The wall-normal component of RMS velocity shows less of a trace 
near the wall but remains large in the mixing layer. From turbulent data for boundary 
layers, the turbulent RMS peak of the wall-normal component is much smaller than the 
streamwise component (on the order of 3 times smaller from the turbulent validation 
studies in §2). Next consider the RMS components of velocity downstream of the first 
measurement station. The RMS peaks are largest in the wall wake and wall jet case. This 
fact is somewhat obscured by the normalizing slot velocity. However considering the 
wall-wake velocity has a normalizing velocity, Uslot, that is about one-half the 
normalizing velocities of the wall jet and minimum shear, it can be shown that the wall 
wake and wall jet have fluctuating velocities of approximately the same intensity. An 
alternate normalization would be to use the convective velocity, which is defined as the 
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average of the coolant and mainstream velocities. This scaling was not chosen since it is a 
derived measurement. Keeping in mind that the wall wake and wall jet have convective 
velocities smaller than the minimum shear, it becomes easier to see that the relative 
turbulence of the wall wake and wall jet is stronger than that of the minimum shear. 
Another trend that can be discerned from the turbulent velocity data is the upper extent of 
the mixing layer, which once again confirms that the wall jet spreads the furthest from the 
wall. Another interesting phenomenon that should be noted is the double-peak in the 
mixing layer of the streamwise RMS velocity, which is only seen in the minimum shear 
data near the inlet. Most likely this fact is because the turbulence associated with shear is 
relatively weak, meaning the RMS peaks from the upstream boundary layers are still 
evident. For example in Gharib and Williams’s study [91] on free shear layers, this 
double peak indicates the shear layer has not fully developed into turbulence, where one 
peak will occur in the mixing layer. Notice also that downstream the turbulent profiles 
are all relatively flat outside of the near-wall region, similar to boundary layers, where the 
modeling of turbulent flows becomes simpler. 
 The kinetic energy of the turbulence has already been discussed and quantified. 
However a discussion of how exactly these turbulent fields affect the mean-field, fluid 
mixing is now necessary. This analysis is most easily accomplished by reviewing the 
simplified form of the Reynolds Averaged incompressible boundary layer equation for 
the streamwise velocity shown in Equation 107. While this equation does not exactly 
hold for the current case, as the density changes, the form is similar to the full Navier-
Stokes and sheds light on the kinematic mixing mechanisms in this flow. As can be seen 
from Equation 107, the Reynolds Averaged boundary layer equation contains only one 
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fluctuating term in the form of a turbulent flux, called the Reynolds stress. The dominant 
Reynolds stress is the wall-normal derivative of the streamwise, wall-normal velocity 
fluctuations, which is responsible for mixing, or enhanced diffusion of the mean velocity 
field. In fact, in the eddy-diffusion hypothesis, the correlation of the wall-normal and 
streamwise components of fluctuating velocity are related to an eddy viscosity multiplied 
by the velocity gradient, thus further emphasizing that this “stress” acts to mix and 
diffuse the flow, like the shear stress tensor. 
   Eqn. (107) 
 
Next consider the equations for the mean kinetic energy and the turbulent kinetic 
energy in Equations 108 and 109 [92]. The mean kinetic energy, KE, and turbulent 
kinetic energy equations have several terms in them (most of which are analogous to each 
other); the left hand side are the typical advection terms. The first three terms on the right 
hand side are transport terms in the presence of inhomogeneties. The last terms in each 
equations are viscous and eddy dissipation terms. Most importantly, the second to last 
term on the right hand side of each equation involves the Reynolds Stress multiplied by 
the mean velocity gradient. Notice that in the mean kinetic energy equation this term is a 
positive value on the right hand side meaning it is a loss of mean kinetic energy, since the 
velocity gradient and the Reynolds stress have opposite signs in a mixing layer. The same 
exact term appears in the turbulent kinetic energy equation, except with the opposite sign. 
This difference is striking and particularly revealing. The Reynolds stress acts to remove 
mean kinetic energy in the presence of a velocity gradient; this Reynolds stress term then 
acts a production term in the turbulent kinetic energy equation. Therefore, the Reynolds 





























mean fields and give that energy to the turbulent motions. Therefore the Reynolds stress 








The Reynolds stress, more specifically the streamwise, wall-normal Reynolds 
stress, has been identified as the mechanism of both generating turbulence but also 
mixing the mean momentum. Through use of the Reynolds Analogy, the mechanisms of 
fluid mixing and thermal mixing occur through the same fluid processes, e.g., momentum 
is mixed through turbulent shear structures, which is also responsible for thermal mixing. 
Therefore capturing this Reynolds stress provides a great deal of information and insight 
into the turbulent mixing of film cooling flows.  
The streamwise, wall-normal Reynolds stress is shown for the wall wake, 
minimum shear and wall jet cases in Figure 36. Notice that the relative magnitudes of the 
Reynolds stress are largest for the wall jet and wall wake case, emphasizing that the 
mixing layer instability, or Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, is a result of the shear between 
the two streams. Unlike the RMS velocities that are positive by definition, the Reynolds 
stresses carry sign information that reflect the nature of the turbulent structures. As will 
be shown shortly, a negative Reynolds cross stress corresponds to turbulent mixing layer 
structures that are clockwise in the orientations shown earlier. These turbulent structures 
correspond to a wall wake case. The converse is also true; positive Reynolds cross stress 
in a mixing layer mean that counter-clockwise turbulent shear structures are dominant, 
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the Reynolds cross stress is both positive and negative further indicates that neither 
turbulent mixing layer eddy orientation dominates. Near the wall, boundary layer flows 
have a negative Reynolds cross stress, meaning that with the positive velocity gradient 
existing here, turbulence is generated near the wall and is then convected away from the 
wall. 
Figure 37 shows a hodograph plane of the fluctuating velocity vector. There are 
four quadrants, referring to different combinations of positive and negative streamwise 
and wall-normal velocity fluctuations. Consider first quadrant 1 of the hodograph plane, 
where both the streamwise and wall-normal components of fluctuating velocity are 
positive. When the streamwise component is drawn first and then the wall-normal 
component is added to it, a rotation can be assigned; in this case the rotation is counter-
clockwise, as occurs in the wall jet. Consider quadrant 3, where both components of 
velocity are negative. Once again drawing the streamwise component and then adding the 
wall-normal component, the rotational direction is again counter-clockwise. Following 
the same analysis as previously, it can be seen than quadrant 2 and 4 refer to clockwise 
roller structures, as exists predominantly for the wall wake case. Therefore the sign of the 
Reynolds cross stress gives information on the orientation of the turbulent mixing layer 
structures. Similar analysis and plots can be given for the non-adiabatic cases; however 
since there are no profound differences in the kinematics of these cases, their plots are 
given in the Appendix. Also the casing temperatures and the backside wall temperature 





































Figure 36 – Reynold’s cross stress for the streamwise, wall-normal direction for the 














Figure 37 – Schematic of fluctuating hodograph plane. 
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Chapter 4: Numerical Results 
 Previously, the adiabatic and non-adiabatic film cooling experiments were 
described and reviewed. In this chapter, these experiments are simulated using the high-
fidelity CFD code, LES BLAC, described in §2.2. First the domain and grid will be 
described, along with a discussion of the boundary conditions. Next the LES results of 
the adiabatic film cooling simulations will be detailed, followed by a description of the 
non-adiabatic film cooling simulations. 
4.1 Film Cooling Domain, Grid & Boundary Conditions 
 A schematic of the simulated 3D film cooling domain with boundary conditions is 
shown in Figure 38. Even though the film cooling geometry has primarily 2D features, 
the turbulent phenomena are inherently three dimensional and therefore a technique that 
attempts to resolve these features, e.g. LES of film cooling, also needs to be 3D. Table 8 
shows the size of the domain for each case along with pertinent grid spacing information. 
The streamwise size of the domain varies because each experimental case has slightly 
different measuring extents and therefore the simulated volume is different. In general, 








Figure 38 – Schematic of the Film Cooling Domain with boundary conditions shown. 
Adapted from Cruz [7]. 
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the same streamwise domain size, whereas the non-adiabatic domain extents are exactly 
the same. The wall-normal length is 10 slot heights, which was found to remove the 
boundary far enough from the region of interest and prevent boundary perturbations to 
affect the important flow physics. Similarly the spanwise length has to be several times 
larger than the largest important flow features, which are on the order of half a slot 
height. To confirm this, the spanwise length was doubled; increasing the spanwise length 
had a negligible effect on the solution. In Table 8, the thermal boundary condition for the 
test plate is either adiabatic (AD) or non-adiabatic (NA). WW, MS and WJ refer to the 
wall wake, minimum shear and wall jet cases, respectively.  
 
As is shown in Figure 38, the film cooling boundary condition features a time-
varying inlet where velocity, enthalpy and density are specified along the inflow plane. 
The precursor techniques discussed in §2 were used to generate a temporal database of 
flow slices, which are supplied to the film cooling domain. The test plate features a no-
slip, wall boundary condition with a zero wall-normal enthalpy gradient for the adiabatic 
cases; for the non-adiabatic cases the enthalpy gradient is related to the heat flux. The 
latter thermal boundary condition will be discussed in more detail later. The upper, cross-
stream boundary uses zero wall-normal gradient assumptions mimicking far-field 
assumptions, commonly used for boundary layers. This type of boundary condition 
Table 8 – List of the CFD domain and grid information for all the cases. 
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violates the flow physics near rapid cross-stream variations, which is why this boundary 
is so far removed from the region of interest. The outflow boundary features use of the 
traditional convection boundary condition described in §2. The spanwise planes use 
periodic boundary conditions, which simulates an infinitely long, two-dimensional slot. 
 For all CFD flows, and LES in particular, the grid spacings must be carefully 
selected so as to make simulations affordable, while also resolving the important flow 
length scales. First a generic discussion of grid spacing requirements is performed. A 
more detailed and thorough study will then follow. In any LES study, some knowledge of 
the flow is needed prior to CFD grid design. As a rule of thumb, approximately 10 grid 
points are needed to adequately and accurately resolve a particular length scale. In the 
mixing layer, turbulent structures are fairly isotropic and scale with the slot height. 
Therefore streamwise, spanwise and wall-normal spacings should also be relatively 
uniform with grid spacings less than one-tenth of a slot height. Near the wall the turbulent 
dynamics are vastly different, requiring a different set of grid criteria there. To simulate 
turbulent near wall physics, the necessary grid spacings scale with the shear stress at the 
wall. The streamwise and spanwise grid spacings should be on the order of 50 and 20 
wall units (the concept of a wall unit was discussed in §2), respectively [54]. The first 
wall-normal, grid spacing, meanwhile, should be less than one wall unit [54]. Grid 
stretching is used in the wall-normal direction to smoothly take the spacings from the 
near-wall spacing to the mixing layer spacings. Away from the mixing layer, near the 
upper grid boundary, stretching is also used to reduce the grid requirements in this far-
field region. 
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 From Table 8, it can be seen that the streamwise and spanwise spacings, which 
are both constant, are governed by the mixing layer spacings. Both spacings are less than 
their required wall spacing and are approximately the same size. The wall-normal 
spacing, however, is still governed by the fine requirements near the wall; therefore the 
first grid spacing, ΔyMIN, and the mixing layer grid spacing, ΔyMIX, are both reported. The 
wall unit scalings are not known a priori and must be verified after a calculation is 
performed. Minor grid spacing changes are made from case to case in order to better 
align the grid with boundaries, for example the splitter plate in the near-injection region.  
 To actually verify that the selected grid spacings from Table 8 are adequate a grid 
sensitivity analysis is performed. In such an approach, at least three grid densities are 
selected ranging from coarse to fine. Going from one grid to the next, each direction is 
consistently varied by some constant factor. The flow results on each grid are then 
compared. If the results do not change appreciably from one grid density to the next, the 
solutions are often said to be grid insensitive, or grid independent, depending on the type 
of simulations being performed. For LES flows that model subgrid-scales, the 
terminology grid-insensitive is used, as different flow scales are resolved, meaning the 
results will always change with different grid densities, until DNS resolutions are met. 
These changes can be relatively minor, however, and therefore results are not sensitive to 
grid spacings. 
 Such an analysis was performed for the wall jet case on a shortened domain; the 
most dynamic and stringent requirements are needed near the injector after all. These grid 
spacing guidelines were then applied to all other cases to form the grid spacings seen in 
Table 8. Table 9 shows three sets of grid resolutions for the coarse, medium and fine wall 
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jet film cooling case. The coarse spacings are approximately 4/3 the medium spacings, 
while the fine grid is approximately 1.5 times finer than the medium grid. Notice the 





 Figure 39 shows the adiabatic wall effectiveness for the coarse, medium and fine 
wall jet film cooling grids. As can be seen, there is a noteable discrepancy between the 
coarse and medium grids. The medium and fine grids provide essentially the same 
answer, even though the relative refinement from the medium to the fine is greater than 
from the coarse to the medium. The effectiveness is the parameter of interest; hence this 
plot is the most important in determining film cooling grid sensitivity. As a brief aside, 
the LES simulations of Cruz [7] and Voegele [42] used even coarser grid spacings than 









Table 9 – List of grid spacings for the CFD grid sensitivity analysis. 
Figure 39 – Effectiveness for the wall jet grid sensitivity study. 
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 Figure 40 and Figure 41 show mean velocity and temperature profiles at different 
downstream stations in the grid sensitivity study. At these resolutions, very little 
discernible differences between the cases are noticeable. This trait emphasizes the 
sensitivity of the wall effectiveness. Together with the effectiveness results, the medium 
grid is insensitive to grid spacing, meaning that further refinement will not dramatically 
change the simulated result. Therefore these grid spacings were selected as the basis of 

















Figure 40 – Velocity profiles for the wall jet grid sensitivity study at different 

























Figure 41 - Temperature profiles for the wall jet grid sensitivity study at different 
downstream streamwise stations. 
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4.2 Adiabatic Film Cooling Simulations 
In this section, the general features of the adiabatic LES of film cooling will be 
presented and reviewed. In Figure 42, the adiabatic wall effectiveness for the film cooling 
experiment, LES simulation and RANS simulations from Voegele [42] are compared for 
the wall wake, minimum shear and wall jet cases. The LES and RANS simulations use 
the same precursor inflow techniques and wall boundary conditions, so a more consistent 
comparison can be made.  
In each case, the LES wall effectiveness more accurately predicts the 
experimental effectiveness, but since LES is generally considered a higher fidelity 
technique in which more of the flow physics are resolved, this is perhaps not surprising. 
Of particular note is the near-injector mixing and the length of the potential core. As a 
reminder, the potential core length is the streamwise location where the mean mixing 
layer impinges with the wall. This length can be approximated in this scenario by the 
location where the effectiveness is 0.99. As can be seen, the potential core length is over 
predicted by both the RANS and LES solutions, with the LES providing a better 
prediction of this potential core length. To remind the reader, at the end of the potential 
core, the film begins to rapidly breakdown and the mixing physics near the wall change 
as is evidenced by the slope change in effectiveness in this region. The far-field decay 
rate is also of interest.  For the wall jet and minimum shear cases, the LES underpredicts 
the near wall mixing resulting in a higher effectiveness, whereas for the wall wake case 
the LES overpredicts the film mixing but appears to be following the film decay trends. 
The maximum effectiveness error for the LES simulations is approximately 4%, 5% and 





























Figure 42 Comparison of the LES, RANS and experimental adiabatic wall 
effectiveness for the a. wall wake, b. minimum shear and c. wall jet cases. RANS 
data from Voegele [41]. 
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As a final comparison between the RANS and LES solutions, consider the flow 
effectiveness profiles for all the adiabatic film cooling cases shown in Figure 43. The 
inlet temperature for the RANS and LES profiles are slightly different however the effect 
seems to be minimal on the downstream flow solutions. For example, in each case, the 
LES solutions better predict the upper extent of the mixing layer than the RANS solutions 
even though the thermal mixing layer starts off higher in the RANS inlet solution, which 
is evident from the profiles at the first streamwise station. Overall the LES and RANS 
thermal profiles are similar, with the LES providing slightly better predictions of the 
experimental thermal mixing.  
 The general features of the LES solutions for the wall wake (WW), minimum 
shear (MS) and wall jet (WJ) adiabatic cases can be ascertained from the mean contours 
of streamwise velocity and temperature shown in Figure 44 and Figure 45, respectively. 
The contours for the minimum shear and wall jet cases have been shifted to allow for 
adequate visualization in the same figure. Kinematically, the mean flow behavior agrees 
with the qualitative description of the different shear mixing cases provided in §3. For 
example, the peak wall jet velocity in the coolant continuously decelerates, while the wall 
jet momentum spreads away from the wall. Conversely the wall wake accelerates, with 
the momentum spread primarily towards the wall. The temperature contours, meanwhile, 
show the mean mixing of interest for film cooling designers, namely how hot the wall 
region is and how mixed the film is. As observed earlier, the wall wake film degrades the 
fastest, whereas the wall jet and minimum shear have comparable film temperatures. As 
can be seen from the temperature contours, the wall jet spreads away from the wall the 
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most, followed by the minimum shear and then the wall wake. Also the minimum shear 
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Figure 43 - Comparison of the flow effectiveness contours for the RANS (dashed 
lines), LES (solid lines) and experimental (symbols) adiabatic a. wall wake, b. 

























Figure 44 – Mean velocity contours for the adiabatic wall jet (WJ), minimum shear 
(MS), and wall wake (WW) cases. 
Figure 45 – Mean temperature contours for the adiabatic wall jet (WJ), minimum 
shear (MS), and wall wake cases (WW). 
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Figure 46 and Figure 47 show the mean subgrid scale viscosity and thermal 
diffusivity, respectively, for each adiabatic case. The subgrid-scale viscosity and thermal 
diffusivity plays a role similar to the turbulent eddy viscosity and diffusivity in RANS 
calculations. However they represent the effect of the unresolved motions (or motions 
smaller than the grid scale) on the mean solution rather than the effect of all turbulent 
motions on the mean field. Therefore the magnitude of the subgrid-scale viscosity gives a 
measure of how much of the flow field is resolved. The maximum subgrid-scale viscosity 
always occurs very near the splitter plate, indicating that the resolution is coarsest here 
relative to the flow structures. This finding is not surprising because the mixing layer 
turbulent shear structures can be on the order of the thin splitter plate in this region before 
rapidly growing in size downstream. Considering that in general the turbulent viscosity is 
much higher than the laminar viscosity (by at least an order of magnitude), each 
simulation is very well resolved, since the subgrid-scale viscosity is on the same order as 
the laminar viscosity at 300K. The subgrid-scale diffusivity is three times higher than the 
laminar diffusivity at 300K, indicating that the thermal structures contain features that are 
finer than the kinematic features and therefore more of the thermal flow field must be 
modeled through the subgrid-scale diffusivity. In all the LES simulations, the laminar 
viscosity and diffusivities vary according to Sutherland’s law, the exact form of which is 
given in Nicoud [88]. Hence, the maximum magnitude of these ratios in Figure 46 and 
Figure 47 are actually smaller when compared to the laminar viscosity in that same 
location; this is due to the fact that the subgrid-scale viscosity and diffusivity maximums 
are located in regions where the temperature is greater than 300K and the laminar 
diffusivities increase with increasing temperature. Nevertheless, Figure 46 and Figure 47 
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show that a large amount of the flow-field is resolved but the simulation is too coarse to 






















Figure 46 – Mean contours of the subgrid-scale viscosity for the adiabatic wall jet (WJ), 
minimum shear (MS) and wall wake (WW) cases. 
Figure 47 Mean contours of the subgrid-scale thermal diffusivity for the adiabatic wall 




4.3 Adiabatic Film Cooling Simulations – Inlet Study & Convection 
Scheme 
Now that the qualitative features of the LES film cooling solutions have been 
demonstrated, a more thorough look into the film cooling features compared to the 
experiment is needed; this more comprehensive analysis will occur while also performing 
different LES film cooling parametric studies. In this section, the effect of inlet 
specification, crucial for LES flows, is explored. 
 Figure 48 compares the experimental and LES adiabatic wall effectiveness for 
each of the shear cases with three different inflow techniques; the three inlet treatments 
are the FDTC, FPS (described in §2) and an inflow technique with no fluctuating 
information provided at the inlet, referred to from here on out as the Mean Only 
treatment. The most striking feature of these plots is the poor performance by the Mean 
Only cases. In each shear scenario, the film decay rate is grossly underpredicted. The 
Mean Only cases were run not in the expectation of an accurate answer, but rather to 
highlight the importance of providing realistic turbulent information at the inlet plane. In 
the wall wake case, the FPS simulation performs the best in terms of the far-field decay, 
even though it still overpredicts the mixing; the FDTC approach simulates the near-
injector mixing and subsequent film breakdown best. For the other two cases the FDTC 
simulation provides an improvement relative to the FPS adiabatic simulations both in 
terms of near and far-field adiabatic effectiveness decay. The maximum effectiveness 


























a.        
b.  
c.  
 Figure 48 – Comparison of the experimental adiabatic film cooling effectiveness with LES film 
cooling simulations with different inlet treatments. 
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wall jet cases. The FPS’s effectivenesses have maximum errors less than 4%, 4%, and 
5% for the wall wake, minimum shear and wall jet cases, respectively. 
 To better understand the LES mixing trends, especially those of the Mean Only 
cases, consider instantaneous temperature contours for the wall jet case shown in Figure 
49. In general, the mean mixing trends will not be discussed as the simulations and 
experiments generally capture the same physics. The exception is when explaining 
differences between the experiments and simulations or to aid understanding of the 
simulation trends. In the temperature contours, the FDTC and FPS techniques provide 
qualitatively similar features, namely a seemingly “noisy” mixing process with a variety 
of different “random” length scales. The fields are not actually noisy or random in a 
mathematical sense but have a variety of time and length scales in the turbulent regions, 
which is true of turbulent flows. These two contours are in sharp contrast to the Mean 
Only temperature contour, where the flow structures do not even form until 5 slot heights 
downstream. For this case, the delay could be affected by inadequate grid spacing, since 
the size of the structure in the near-injector region is almost entirely controlled by the 
splitter plate thickness which is not properly resolved. After five slot heights, the 
classical, laminar vortex shedding problem in a wake flow is observed, in which a pair of 
counter rotating vortices are shed. These vortices grow as they convect downstream. 
However notice the fine delineation between cold regions and warm regions in these 
vortices. Also take note that at each downstream location only one structure is observed, 
not a cascade of structures ranging from large to small. Since turbulent mixing has not 
onset for this case, the film decay occurs very slowly, which is unsurprising. According 
to turbulent stability theory, with these Reynolds numbers, the different shear cases 
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should eventually trip to turbulence; unfortunately, this theory does not prescribe when, 
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Figure 49 – Instantaneous temperature contours for the LES of adiabatic wall jet case 
using a. Mean only, b. FPS, and c. FDTC as the inlet treatment. 
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The mean flow effectiveness profiles are provided in Figure 50. It should be noted 
that the Mean Only case was dropped from these plots as they provided unrealistic 
predictions of the turbulent mixing trends. Generally speaking, both the FDTC and FPS 
provide good agreement with experimental mixing. However far-field injector mixing 
away from the wall is underpredicted by both LES techniques, especially in the minimum 
shear and wall jet cases. The exact cause of this inaccuracy is not known except that the 
experiment seemingly has an enhanced transport away from the wall. As will be shown, 
this could be in part due to increased mean velocity in the cross-stream direction for the 
experiments relative to the LES data. The FDTC performs nominally better in that it 
mirrors the wall effectiveness trends. In fact, the near wall mixing seems to be accurately 
captured by the different LES techniques, which should be the most difficult region to 
predict due to the presence of the mixing layer and the wall. For the FPS technique, the 
maximum near wall effectiveness error (y/s < 0.7) is 5%, 5% and 5% for the wall wake, 
minimum shear and wall jet cases. Farther from the wall, the maximum effectiveness 
errors of the FPS are 12%, 25% and 24% for the wall wake, minimum shear and wall jet 
cases. The near wall error for the FDTC are 8%, 11% and 4%, while the far-field errors 
are 7%, 25% and 24% for the wall wake, minimum shear and wall jet cases, respectively. 
These larger errors primarily arise due to the thermal mixing layers spreading faster 
experimentally than they do numerically. In the experiment, a point may still be in the 
mixing layer while in the simulation it is not, leading to a large discrepancy. These 
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Figure 50 – Flow effectiveness profiles for the adiabatic a. wall wake, b. minimum shear, 
c. wall jet cases, comparing the experimental data with the LES simulations using the FPS 
or FDTC inlet treatment. 
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The mean streamwise velocity profiles, meanwhile, are shown in Figure 51 for the 
LES inlet parametric simulations and the experimental data. Here the numerical solutions 
match the experiments very well. The peak experimental velocity in the near wall region 
is always slightly underpredicted in the far-field. However the mixing layer spread is in 
general matched very well. In fact the maximum velocity errors for the FPS are 16%, 8% 
and 11% for the wall wake, minimum shear and wall jet cases. The FDTC has errors of 
22%, 5% and 9% for these same cases. A brief note is needed on the inlet discrepancy in 
the mean velocity profiles for the wall wake FDTC and FPS simulations. The kinematic 
boundary layer thickness was specified as  being slightly too large, with a slight error in 
the mean velocity in the wall wake mainstream for the FDTC simulation. Their effects 
are relatively minor, however, and in the interest of time were not updated, as the 
effectiveness results would not change significantly. The large velocity error, in fact, is 
due to this discrepancy. 
The wall-normal velocity profiles for the LES inlet simulations and the 
experiments are shown in Figure 52. Near the inlet, at the first streamwise station, the 
wall-normal component of velocity have similar trends in the mixing layer; namely the 
coolant velocity takes positive values, while the mainstream takes negative values, 
showing the mean spread of these two fields very near the inlet. This spreading occurs 
due to the low pressure region existing behind the louver splitter plate. The LES 
simulations underpredict the peaks of this mean spreading in the near-injector regions. 
Experimentally the wall wake and minimum shear have relatively significant positive 
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Figure 51 – Mean streamwise velocity profiles for the adiabatic a. wall wake, b. 
minimum shear, c. wall jet cases, comparing the experimental data with the LES 
simulations using the FPS or FDTC inlet treatment. 
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normal velocities that switch to being positive far from injection. Away from the wall, the 
wall jet should initially have a negative velocity since there is strong fluid entrainment 
from the mixing layer; the mainstream fluid is accelerated meaning fluid must be 
entrained to conserve mass. If the mainstream fluid is not being accelerated, the wall-
normal velocity profile from a boundary layer developing over a flat-plate will cause a 
small, positive, vertical velocity for flows that have a zero-mean pressure gradient. 
Therefore, far from injection, even the wall jet will have positive, vertical velocity, both 
experimentally and numerically. Unfortunately the magnitude of the vertical-velocity is 
significantly underpredicted by the numerical simulations. Whether this occurs due to 
upper wall effects or other uncontrolled wind tunnel variations is unclear. However, it is 
clear that the experiment in general has a larger positive vertical velocity across all the 
cases than the simulations, which results in enhanced spreading of the thermal field, 
especially outside of the mixing layer. In fact, the case for which the simulation predicts 
the vertical velocity best, the wall wake case, the LES also best predicts the thermal 
mixing layer away from the wall. One numerical technique that attempts to compensate 
for such effects would be to impose the experimental vertical wall-normal velocity as a 
boundary condition; however this technique was beyond the scope of the current work as 
the near-wall region is the primary region of interest. The near-injector regions being 
considered in this study are relatively unaffected by vertical spreading far from the wall. 
As a matter of note, very little differences exist between the two inlet techniques with 
respect to wall-normal velocity, at least on the scale of the numerical variations with 
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Figure 52 - Mean wall-normal velocity profiles for the adiabatic a. wall wake, b. 
minimum shear, c. wall jet cases, comparing the experimental data with the LES 
simulations using the FPS or FDTC inlet treatment. 
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performed using a different flow solver (i.e, the study of Voegele [41]) also predict 
similar wall-normal velocities. 
Now that the mean experimental and numerical solutions have been compared, 
the fluctuating turbulent fields will be examined to evaluate the LES’s capability in 
capturing the turbulent mixing mechanisms. The streamwise and wall-normal RMS 
velocity profiles are shown for the adiabatic experimental and numerical cases in Figure 
53 and Figure 54, respectively. As discussed in §3, the RMS of fluctuating velocity gives 
an indication of the strength of turbulent motion, while the sum of squares of multiple 
components give an idea of the energy contained in turbulent motions. Regarding the 
streamwise RMS velocity profiles, the LES overall does a very good job at predicting the 
mixing trends, especially after the first experimental streamwise station. The main 
differences between the FPS and FDTC can be seen from these two figures. Where the 
FPS always asymptotes to the experimental mainstream turbulence levels away from the 
splitter plate, the FDTC asymptotes to zero, which is due to the inherent assumption of 
only resolving the splitter plate boundary layer. In the FDTC approach uniform flow is 
prescribed away from the boundary layer, whereas experimentally there is turbulence in 
the mainstream coming from the wall and the turbulent grid upstream. One benefit of the 
LES technique is that the RMS peaks near the wall can be resolved, where 
experimentally, laser noise affects the turbulent signal. The peak RMS velocities are 
resolved very well downstream of the first streamwise station; the spread of RMS 
velocity in the mixing layer is also well predicted. In the cases of extreme shear mixing 
(i.e. the wall wake and wall jet cases), the RMS trends have a single mixing layer peak 
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 Figure 53 – Profiles of the RMS of streamwise velocity for the a. wall wake, b. minimum 
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Figure 54 - Profiles of the RMS of wall-normal velocity for the a. wall wake, b. 
minimum shear and c. wall jet adiabatic cases. 
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minimum shear case, the streamwise RMS velocity retains two peaks from the boundary 
layers on either side of the splitter plate, which the LES also predicts. Eventually these 
peaks combine to create a region of constant RMS velocity. While very little overall 
difference between the FPS and FDTC in the RMS mixing solution exists, the FPS does 
better represent the experimental turbulent kinematic mixing physics because the grid 
turbulence is simulated. 
A little more analysis is needed to understand the relatively poor turbulent 
agreement in the near-injector field. The streamwise RMS is overpredicted by the LES 
techniques while the wall-normal component is underpredicted. Downstream the wall-
normal RMS velocity recovers and the streamwise overpredictions reduce in magnitude 
and follow the experimental data well. To understand these trends consider Equation 110 
[92], which is the transport equation for each component of the incompressible, turbulent 
kinetic energy, shown in Equation 109. As before, the incompressible assumption is not 
true but makes the equations more straight-forward and understandable, which will serve 
for the present purpose. Notice that each term in the component form of the turbulent 
kinetic energy has an analogous term in the turbulent kinetic energy equation, except for 
the first term on the right hand side involving the fluctuating pressure and  
  
          
       Eqn. (110) 
 
the gradient of fluctuating velocity. Adding up the equations and using incompressible 
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presence of this pressure-strain rate term is particularly illuminating. This term is 
responsible for intercomponent transfer of turbulent kinetic energy, or moving turbulent 
kinetic energy from one direction into the other directions. In turbulent 2D, free shear 
flows, the turbulent kinetic energy enters into the streamwise component via the turbulent 
streamwise, wall-normal Reynolds stress. The turbulent kinetic energy is then transferred 
from the streamwise component to the cross-stream and spanwise components through 
this pressure strain-rate term. When using LES  with inadequate grid resolution to resolve 
the gradients in a given region, the turbulent kinetic energy will not transfer properly into 
the other components. Hence in the near-injector region, where the fine structures are not 
adequately resolved, the streamwise component of turbulent kinetic energy will be large 
because its energy cannot be transmitted to the other components, which are 
underpredicted. Downstream, the flow structures are resolved very well and therefore the 
intercomponent transfer physics are better represented and match experimental data 
better. 
 Next consider the streamwise, wall-normal Reynolds stress profiles for the 
experiment and the LES solutions shown in Figure 55. Here as in Figure 53 and Figure 
54, the agreement in the Reynolds stress at the first streamwise station is only modest 
with the peak often being under resolved. Once again in this region the FPS performs 
better than the FDTC for the wall wake case, but performs worse for the wall jet case. 
Overall the FPS better predicts the experimental trends, even though both techniques 
closely approximate the experiments away from the first streamwise measuring station. 
The wall wake simulations, due to the thicker boundary layer imposed there, do not agree 
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soon after that. It should be emphasized that this turbulent mixing is the primary driver in 
film cooling and these plots show that LES techniques accurately resolve this type of 
shear mixing. More qualitatively, the LES solutions correctly predict that the wall wake 
has largely negative Reynolds stress, while the wall jet has largely positive Reynolds 
stress in the mixing layer. The flow solutions also correctly predict the double peak 
occurring in the minimum shear case, as was discussed earlier.  
 Now that the LES techniques have been shown to simulate the turbulent mixing 
physics well, the actual turbulent structures analyzed in §3 will also be numerically 
visualized. Turbulent flow structure visualizations in the mixing layer near the second 
experimental measuring station are shown in Figure 56, Figure 57 and Figure 58 for the 
wall wake, minimum shear and wall jet cases, respectively. In a. of each plot, the 
fluctuating velocity vectors are drawn on top of contours of instantaneous pressure, 
where blue represents low pressure and red represents high pressure. These contours and 
vectors occur on a streamwise, wall-normal plane with flow moving from left to right. 
The fluctuating vector fields are useful for identifying turbulent flow structures, which 
are identified by finding regions of circulating vectors. Notice that in the dark blue 
regions there are strong vortical structures, especially for the wall wake and wall jet 
cases. Notice that these structures are clockwise for the wall wake and counter-clockwise 
for the wall jet, which was also shown in §3. The minimum shear contains strong 
structures of both orientations. Actually, all the LES solutions show structures of both 
orientations, with large fluctuating velocities in between these counter-rotating vortices 
occuring due to constructive intereference of the vortices. Oftentimes at the center of 
vortices a low pressure region is present, making iso-surfaces of pressure a tool for 
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visualizing vortices in a mixing layer. Similarly the Q-criterion is often used in turbulent 
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Figure 56 – Flow visualization of the wall wake turbulent shear structures. a. streamwise and 
cross-stream fluctuating vector fields on top of instantaneous pressure contours. b. streamwise 
and cross-stream fluctuating vector fields on top of instantaneous pressure contours, along 
with iso-surfaces of pressure and the Q-criterion near the wall, c. iso-surfaces of pressure and 
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Figure 57 - Flow visualization of the minimum shear turbulent shear structures. a. streamwise and 
cross-stream fluctuating vector fields on top of instantaneous pressure contours. b. streamwise and 
cross-stream fluctuating vector fields on top of instantaneous pressure contours, along with iso-
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Figure 58 - Flow visualization of the wall jet turbulent shear structures. a. streamwise 
and cross-stream fluctuating vector fields on top of instantaneous pressure contours. b. 
streamwise and cross-stream fluctuating vector fields on top of instantaneous pressure 
contours, along with iso-surfaces of pressure and the Q-criterion near the wall, c. iso-
surfaces of pressure and the Q-criterion.  
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vectors and pressure contours are drawn but superimposed on top of them are iso-
surfaces of low pressure in the mixing layer and iso-surfaces of the Q-criterion near the 
wall. Notice that these low pressure iso-surfaces correspond very well to the turbulent 
shear structures visualized in a. It can also be seen that both the Q-criterion and pressure 
iso-surfaces are three-dimensional in nature. This is emphasized even further in c. where 
a three-dimensional, isometric view of the pressure iso-surfaces and Q-criterion are 
drawn. The plots in c. are drawn slightly downstream of a. and b. to show the complex 
interaction of the wall structures with the turbulent shear structures. As the series of roller 
structures, or turbulent shear vortices, move downstream, they grow in size and 
eventually interact with the wall in some complicated way, causing both sets of structures 
to deform. The numerical description for these interactions is partially, although not 
entirely, described by the series of mean and fluctuating plots presented previously. The 
purpose of Figure 56, Figure 57 and Figure 58 is to qualitatively, not quantitatively, 
visualize the three-dimensional turbulent structures and reemphasize the complexity of 
the turbulent interactions inherent in film cooling flows. 
 Figure 59 and Figure 60 show the LES RMS profiles of temperature and density, 
respectively, for the wall wake, minimum shear and wall jet cases. The streamwise 
stations in these plots are not given explicit values, as the exact location of the 
streamwise station differs between the shear cases. These locations are the same as shown 
previously and are similar, therefore the profiles are shown together in the interest of 
brevity. Also only the FPS is shown since experimental data were not available to 
compare against. Since FPS and FDTC LES solutions provide similar results, the trends 
are therefore set forth using only the FPS solutions. As is expected, the temperature and 
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density fields mirror each other, even though their magnitudes differ. Notice once again 






















Figure 59 - Profiles of the RMS of temperature at different streamwise stations for the LES 
FPS simulation.  
Figure 60 - Profiles of the RMS of temperature at different streamwise stations for the LES 
FPS simulation.  
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wall, with the wall wake spreading towards the wall. Notice also that as the mixing layer 
impinges on the wall for the wall wake case, the wall no longer retains a zero value of 
RMS temperature or density. It is also interesting to note that while the wall jet has the 
largest fluctuations of temperature, the wall wake has the largest fluctuations of density.  
 CFD simulations have the advantage that three-dimensional information can be 
easily extracted. Additionally correlations of velocity and temperature are relatively 
simple to calculate from CFD solutions; calculations that are experimentally extremely 
challenging to perform. In Figure!61, one such important correlation, the correlation of 
wall-normal velocity fluctation and temperature fluctation, from the LES simulations are 
shown at the different experimental streamwise stations for the wall wake, minimum 
shear and wall jet cases. To examine the importance of this quantity, consider the 
transport equation for the incompressible, mean flow temperature using the boundary 
layer assumptions; this is given in Equation 111. Just like the Reynolds stress acts to 
spread and mix the momentum, the fluctuations of wall-normal velocity and temperature 
act to spread and mix the mean thermal energy. This term is responsible for fluid 
transport of hot fluid from the mainstream into the coolant stream and cool fluid from the 
coolant stream into the mainstream. Notice that this correlation is always negative 
meaning that the fluctuations of wall-normal velocity and temperature take opposite 
signs. If hot fluid is brought into the mainstream, the temperature fluctuation will be 
positive since the coolant fluid there is heated, but the motion to bring it downward 
creates a negative wall-normal velocity fluctuation. Meanwhile the reverse scenario of 
cold fluid transport via a structure into the mainstream causes a negative temperature 
fluctuation, along with a positive wall-normal velocity fluctuation. In a mean sense, 
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therefore, the correlation of the fluctuations of wall-normal velocity and temperature is 
negative, for film cooling flows of this orientation. Keeping in mind that the coolant 
velocity of the wall wake is half that of the wall jet and minimum shear cases, the wall 
wake and wall jet have the strongest relative thermal turbulent transport.  
 














 Another advantage of the LES solutions is that different scalings can be easily 
extracted. For example, wall scaling can be performed, which is often used in wall 
models and classical turbulent boundary layer scaling. Figure 62 shows the mean 





























cases. From turbulent theory, classic, turbulent, equilibrium boundary layers collapse 
when using this wall scaling. A near-wall, viscous sublayer forms for y+ less than about 
five and a log-linear region forms above y+ of about thirty. From  this figure, it can be 
seen that the minimum shear and wall jet cases approximately collapse for y+ less than 
100, confirming the possibility that wall models can capture the near-wall dynamics for 
these flows. The wall wake meanwhile does not collapse in this scaling. Accelerating 
flows do not generally follow the typical logarithmic law scaling, which occurs strongly 
for the wall wake case. Additionally the wall wake coolant is only weakly turbulent, 
which has the added effect of reducing the logarithmic region. Therefore more complex 
wall modeling that incorporates acceleration effects would be needed for a wall wake 
type flow with a weakly turbulent, Reynolds number. Additional plots of the LES 












Figure 62 – Profiles of adiabatic velocity profiles for the wall wake, minimum shear 
and wall jet cases using wall scaling. 
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 Another point of interest not previously noted for the adiabatic cases involves the 
convection scheme. As was mentioned earlier in §2, overshoots of temperature out of 
physical bounds can occur near the convection of sharp gradients in finite difference 
schemes. Two convective schemes were tested for the wall jet case: QUICK and 
BQUICK (Bounded QUICK). The adiabatic wall effectiveness and mean temperatures 
between these two cases were nearly identical and therefore are not reported. However 
there are noticeable differences in the fluctuating information involving the temperature. 
In a mean sense, BQUICK and QUICK do not dramatically alter thermal convection 
physics, but rather when sharp gradients occur, BQUICK will keep the magnitude of the 
temperature within the physical bounds of the problem, namely the mainstream and 
coolant temperatures. When the temperature violates this bound in a fluctuation of 
temperature, the RMS is overestimated. The RMS of temperature is indeed larger for 
QUICK, especially downstream, as is evidenced by Figure 63, which shows profiles of 
RMS temperature for the wall jet case when using QUICK and BQUICK. In the near-
field the RMS of temperature are nearly identical. It is only downstream towards the 
upper edges of the mixing layer that the differences between QUICK and BQUICK are 
most apparent. The violation of physical bounds is most likely to occur in regions of hot 
fluid near the mainstream temperature, which defines the upper boundary. In the interior 
of the mixing layer, QUICK and BQUICK should revert to the same scheme as long as 
fluctations stay below the mainstream temperature and above the minimum coolant 
temperature. Similar differences can be seen in the far-field for the correlations of the 
fluctuations of temperature and wall-normal velocity, shown in Figure 64 for the LES 
adiabatic wall jet case. Over the first four experimental stations, the profiles of these 
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correlations are approximately the same; differences arise in the last station, especially 
near the upper extent of the mixing layer. BQUICK shows promise as an LES scheme for 
film cooling flows when defined physical bounds exist, especially when boundedness is 




















Figure 63 – Profiles of the RMS of temperature for the wall jet case using QUICK and 
BQUICK. 
Figure 64 - Profiles of the correlation of fluctuating wall-normal velocity and 
temperature for the wall jet case using QUICK and BQUICK. 
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4.4 Adiabatic Film Cooling Simulations – Radiative Boundary 
Condition 
 Experimentally, radiation at the wall was shown to have an influence on the wall 
temperature and the near-wall region. Normally numerical simulations of radiative flows 
involve complex schemes to respect the radiation physics; these schemes involve the 
radiative transfer equation, while also taking into account scattering and absorption by 
the working gas. Fortunately in this problem with temperature ranging from 300K to 
460K, air can be considered as a non-participating gas, meaning only walls radiatively 
interact. Radiation may be incorporated into the thermal boundary condition without 
adding extra complexity due to radiation physics. In §2, the radiation heat flux in the 
experimental wind tunnel was described, while the experimental radiation was 
characterized in §3. The radiation boundary condition uses a heat balance of convection 
and radiation at the wall to write the enthalpy gradient at the wall. This enthalpy gradient 
is given in Equation 111 below. Remember that the 0 subscript denotes the parameters 
used to non-dimensionalize LES BLAC, while fluid represents the fluid properties at the 
wall. Also * denotes non-dimensionalized parameters. The experimental casing 
temperatures were nominally 423K, 416K and 420K for the wall wake, minimum shear 
and wall jet cases, respectively. 
 
     Eqn. (111) 
 
 The effectiveness based on minimum temperature is shown for the different shear 
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Figure 65 – Adiabatic effectiveness with and without radiation at the wall for the LES FPS 
and FDTC simulations and experimental data for the a. wall wake, b. minimum shear and c. 
wall jet shear cases. 
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inlets are also explored in this plot. The effect of radiation is largest in the wall wake 
case, which experimentally is also found to be most sensitive to radiation, due to the 
relative amount mass near the wall. This effect is seen best in the near-injector region and 
is best understood by considering the separation between the curves with and without 
radiation. Far from the injector in the wall wake case, the cases with and without 
radiation at the wall collapse, demonstrating that the heat flux downstream is dominated 
by the thermal mixing layer and not the radiative interactions between the test plate and 
the wind tunnel walls. The strength of the numerical heat fluxes will be explored more in 
depth for the non-adiabatic cases in the next section. As occurred in the cases with no 
radiation, the FPS outperformed the FDTC simulations for the wall wake case. Similarly, 
the FDTC better simulated the adiabatic effectiveness for the minimum shear and wall jet 
cases. With radiation effects, the FDTC predicted the adiabatic effectiveness within 8%, 
2% and 3% for the wall wake, minimum shear and wall jet cases, respectively; 
meanwhile the FPS predicted the adiabatic effectiveness within 3%, 3% and 4% for the 
wall wake, minimum shear and wall jet cases, respectively. Overall the radiation at the 
wall does not dramatically affect the effectiveness results but does provide a mechanism 
for increased wall heating that is found in the experiments. 
 A better way to explore the fidelity of the LES radiation physics is to compare the 
effectiveness based on wall temperature with the effectiveness based on minimum 
temperature (which was already shown in Figure 65). These effectivenesses based on 
either wall or minimum temperature for the different LES radiation cases and the 
experiments are shown in Figure 66. Notice the strong effect of radiation on the wall 
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Figure 66 – Adiabatic Effectiveness based on either wall or minimum temperature for 
the FPS and FDTC LES simulations with radiation for the a. wall wake, b. minimum 
shear and c. wall jet cases. The LES data is compared to experimental data for the 
same shear conditions. 
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effectivnesses based on the wall temperature and the minimum temperature. This 
separation is much less noticeable in the wall jet and minimum shear cases both 
experimentally and numerically. In the near injector region, the FDTC better predicts the 
trends and decay of the effectivenesses for all the cases. At some downstream location, 
normally around the third measurement station, the adiabatic effectivenesses based on 
wall and minimum flow temperatures collapse. In this series of plots, the relative strength 
of the radiation, both numerically and experimentally, are nominally the same. However, 
without radiation effects, there is no mechanism in this flow to make the mean minimum 
temperature occur away from the wall.  
 The kinematic transport is not significantly affected by the radiation at the wall 
since the radiation is not very strong. The thermal fields show some minor sensitivity to 
the radiation but only near the wall. Consider Figure 67, where the adiabatic temperature 
profiles are shown for the LES FPS simulations both with and without radiation. The 
LES profiles are compared to the experimental temperature. In a mean sense, no 
discernible distinction can be made between the LES results with and without radiation. 
The near-wall region, however, is isolated in Figure 68, so that radiation effects can be 
more easily visualized. Once again the temperature profiles for the LES FPS both with 
and without radiation are compared to experimental data. The main differences between 
the radiative and non-radiative cases occur very close to the wall, less than a tenth of a 
slot height away. Keep in mind that this region consists of slow-moving fluid, and 
therefore the near wall fluid is susceptible to heating due to contact with the wall. This 
figure shows that the film acts as a heat sink for the wall in cases with radiation, with heat 
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Figure 67 – Adiabatic temperature profiles for the LES FPS simulations with and without radiation 
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Figure 68 - Near-wall adiabatic temperature profiles for the LES FPS simulations with and without 
radiation at the wall for the a. wall wake, b. minimum shear and c. wall jet shear cases. 
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temperature occurs in the flow and not at the wall. Unfortunately, following the analysis 
in §2, the first experimental data point is the most susceptible to radiation errors due to 
the slow velocity and low convection of the probe in this region. Not that the radiative 
error is large, but the temperature at the first data point would be even less than what is 
indicated in Figure 68. This type of error is easiest to see for the wall wake case in the 
first experimental profile. Notice how the first data point off the wall is seemingly not 
following the trends of the data. This error is primarily occurring due to radiation, which 
is the largest across all the experimental data in this location for this shear case. 
Fortunately due to thermal contact with the wall, the radiative error is relatively minor for 
the experimental wall temperature. As a point of note, numerically the minimum 
temperature occurs between 1/20th and 1/10th of a slot height away from the wall; the first 













4.5 Non-Adiabatic Film Cooling Simulations 
 In this section, the non-adiabatic film cooling cases are simulated using LES 
BLAC. The purpose is to further test the numerical ability to resolve problems with 
conjugate heat transfer and to assess the capability of LES techniques in providing 
predictions of different heat transfer physics that are representative of actual engines. In 
the regimes considered in this study, the kinematics are not significantly altered due to 
the presence of backside wall cooling and therefore not much attention will be paid here 
to the kinematics. For now, it suffices to say that the kinematic agreement between the 
LES simulations and the experimental measurements is comparable to the adiabatic 
cases. More attention is given to the thermal flow field, since it is primarily these 
measurements that change between the adiabatic and non-adiabatic cases. Once again the 
actual inlet techniques were not dramatically altered and therefore will not be presented 
either. 
 The boundary condition for enthalpy is given in Equation 112 and is once again 
an extension of the heat balance presented in Equation 111. The convective heat flux in 
the fluid is equal to the conduction heat flux through the wall minus the incident net 
radiative heat flux. The enthalpy terms in the fluid can be isolated to derive a boundary 
condition for the enthalpy at the wall. Note that the gradient of temperature through the 
wall can be solved in a variety of ways. The most physical of these is to solve the 
transient, solid heat conduction equation in multi-dimensions to track how the heat moves 
through the solid from the fluid. Fortunately, since the test plate has low thermal 
conductivity, the time scales associated with solid heat conduction is several orders of 
magnitude larger than the fluid time scales. This scaling allows for simplifying steady-
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state assumptions to be made, where the transient effects can be ignored. Locally the 
steady-state assumption distorts the actual physical, thermal inertia effects that actually 
occur in the wall. However in a mean sense the steady-state assumption should be 
accurate. The wall-normal gradient term in the wall is just the difference in the wall 
temperature and the backside wall temperature, divided by the wall thickness; the latter 
temperature term remains fixed in the experiment and simulation. Already implicit in this 
form of the heat conduction equation is that the heat flows only in the wall-normal 
direction. As was discussed in §2 and §3, the test-plate is thin compared to the other 
directions, the temperature differential primarily occurs in the wall-normal direction and 
the thermal conductivity is very small, all of which support this one-dimensional 
conduction assumption. For one-dimensional conduction, along with constant thermal 
wall properties, the temperature in a mean sense is linear. While there are non-linearities, 
associated with temporal fluctuations at the boundary conditions, overall, in a mean 
sense, the temperature profiles in a solid are fairly linear. 
 
 Eqn. (112) 
 
First the non-dimensional wall temperatures are examined just as they were for 
the adiabatic cases. Figure 69 shows the effectiveness at the wall for the non-adiabatic 
experiments and the LES simulations using the FPS technique in the mainstream. The 
scaling between the adiabatic and non-adiabatic experimental effectivenesses was already 
explored in §3 and therefore will not be examined further here. The LES simulations 
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Figure 69 – Effectiveness at the wall for the LES simulations and the experiment for 
the a. wall wake, b. minimum shear and c. wall jet shear cases. 
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differ from the adiabatic cases because the minimum temperature always occurs at the 
wall and not in the fluid; this fact is one indication that the conductive heat flux 
dominates over the radiation. Therefore the effectiveness based on wall temperature also 
is the effectiveness based on minimum fluid temperature. The effectiveness error is less 
than 6% for both the minimum shear and wall jet non-adiabatic cases and in general is 
less than 9% for the wall wake case.  The exception is far from the injection at the last 
two experimental stations in the wall wake case, where the deviation is 11%. The reasons 
for this deviation in the wall wake case only will be further examined, but overall the 
LES is shown to capture the modified fluid physics created by the wall conduction in the 
non-adiabatic cases, with relatively minor discrepancies occurring. Note that the heat 
balance in the near-injector seems to be predicted differently than what occurs 
experimentally. The magnitude of the errors in this region are on the order of 3% for the 
minimum shear and wall jet cases, while it is approximately 5% for the wall wake case. 
Unfortunately, this is in part due to incomplete knowledge of the temperature profile near 
the wall at the injector plane. If this near-injector imbalance did not exist, the 
effectiveness errors would be on the order of 3%, for the wall jet and minimum shear 
cases, and on the order of 6% for the wall wake case. These numbers are much more in-
line with the adiabatic wall findings. Very near to the injection, the simulations predict 
that the film will cool more than is experimentally observed. Both experimentally and 
numerically, this cooling effect in the near-injector region manifests itself in the form of 
wall effectivenesses taking values greater than unity. As was experimentally observed, 
the LES non-adiabatic wall wake case shows the greatest cooling near the injector of all 
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the cases explored. Similarly both numerically and experimentally, the wall wake was 
found to have the worst wall performance, while the minimum shear performs the best. 
 To further explore these effectiveness findings, the heat fluxes at the wall need to 
be examined. Figure 70 shows the non-dimensional conductive, radiative and convective 
heat fluxes of both the LES simulations and the experiments for the non-adiabatic wall 
wake, minimum shear and wall jet cases. Each non-dimensional heat flux is created by 
dividing the dimensional heat flux with the product of the thermal conductivity and 
temperature difference between the two streams divided by the slot height as is shown in 
Equation 113. Otherwise the heat fluxes are defined in §2 and §3. For convenience, these 
heat fluxes are also presented in dimensional form in Figure 71. Notice that the 
conductive heat flux is always underpredicted by the LES simulations, indicating that the 
heat balance between the numerics and the experiments is slightly incorrect. To help 
determine why, consider Figure 69 again. From this plot, it can be seen that the 
effectiveness is always over-predicted relative to the experiment. A higher effectiveness 
corresponds to a lower wall temperature, which in turn means a lower conductive heat 
flux. Ultimately a heat flux condition is imposed at the wall, meaning the film decay will 
therefore not be as strong. Also keep in mind that the experimental conduction 
uncertainty varies between 3 and 9%, meaning that except for the wall wake case, the 
predicted conductive heat fluxes are approximately within the experimental uncertainty. 
The wall wake is the most sensitive to heat flux effects at the wall, so it is therefore 
unsurprising that the agreement in this case is the worst. Figure 70 does show that the 
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Figure 70 – Comparison of the non-dimensional experimental and LES non-adiabatic 
conductive, radiative and convective heat fluxes for the a. wall wake, b. minimum 
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Figure 71- Comparison of the dimensional experimental and LES non-adiabatic 
conductive, radiative and convective heat fluxes for the a. wall wake, b. minimum 
shear and c. wall jet cases. 
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Further observations can be made on the heat flux trends. In the near injector 
region, the radiation represents a significant portion of the total heat flux, whereas far 
from injection the radiative heat flux becomes increasingly less important. The wall wake 
shows the highest non-dimensional heat flux, while the minimum shear once again shows 
the least. These trends mirror both the adiabatic and non-adiabatic effectiveness trends, 
where the minimum shear and wall jet cases vastly outperform the wall wake case. 
 In an attempt to further quantify the heat flux results, consider the dimensional 
heating rates of the LES simulations given in Table 10. The definitions of the heat rate in 
the slot (Inflow – Slot), the heat rate over the entire inflow plane (Inflow - Total) and the 
heat rate occurring through the test plate (Test Plate Wall) are given in Equations 114, 
115 and 116, respectively. These heat rates are integral measures of the heat going into or 
leaving the domain. It is important to note that the sensible enthalpy in these equations is 
defined relative to 300K and thus affect the magnitude of the heat rates. The inflow heat 
flux occurs primarily through advection, whereas the heat leaving the wall occurs through 
conduction at the wall, both of which are reflected in the equations below. For the 
minimum shear and wall jet cases, the heat flux that occurs through the test plate is just a 
small portion of the total heat flux entering through the slot and is several orders of 
magnitude smaller than the total heat flux entering the numerical inflow boundary. The 
test plate heat rate represents a more significant fraction of the total heat rate entering via 
the slot advection; this once again confirms that the wall wake should be more affected 
by cooling and heating through the wall, especially in the near-injector region. In a 
control volume analysis, the net heating rates must be balanced by the total heat rate that 
is generated or consumed in the domain. In the near-injector region, due to proximity, the 
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heating rate of advection through the slot and the net conduction through the wall are 
dominant. Downstream when the mainstream fluid starts impacting the heat rate at the 
wall, it is not difficult to see that the wall heat flux will have a minimal impact on the 
coolant temperature relative to the mainstream advective heating; this finding is 
evidenced by the size of the total heat rate relative to the test plate heat rate. Hence the 
experimental findings in §3 show that the effectiveness results between the adiabatic and 
non-adiabatic cases collapse far from injection are physical because the relative fraction 
of heating occur from the test plate is a small proportion of the heat coming from the 
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Table 10 – LES non-adiabatic, integral heating rates at the simulated inflow plane and 
the test plate. 
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 Finally, the experimental and LES profiles of effectiveness at several streamwise 
stations are given for the different non-adiabatic shear cases in Figure 72.  The agreement 
between the experimental and LES thermal fields are in much better agreement than 
occurred for the adiabatic cases. The largest discrepancies occur in the wall wake case 
very near the wall, far away from injection. As a brief note, the second experimental 
thermal profile in the minimum shear case is incorrectly offset because the wall was not 
found correctly when running the experiment. However this offset is unknown and is 
therefore left unshifted. The excellent agreement between the simulations and the 
experiments confirm that the LES is capturing the important mixing mechanisms in the 
slot film cooling configuration. Overall there is some uncertainty associated with the 
transient interactions of the wall and the thermal flow field. For example, a hot turbulent 
structure impinging on a wall will cause heating of the wall. Meanwhile the wall, having 
a higher thermal inertia, reacts slowly to the structure and largely cools the structure. A 
more physical approach for both the adiabatic and non-adiabatic cases would be to solve 
the solid heat transfer equations and couple this solver to the LES flow solver. However 
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Figure 72 – Experimental and LES profiles of effectiveness for the non-adiabatic a. 
wall wake, b. minimum shear and c. wall jet cases. 
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Chapter 5: Conclusions 
 In this dissertation, tangentially-injected slot film cooling was examined at great 
length both experimentally and numerically. It was shown that experimentally there is a 
need for slot film cooling data that comprehensively characterizes the kinematic and 
thermal flow fields to allow for both detailed insight and CFD model validation. Very 
few studies provided detailed fluctuating velocity information in addition to mean 
kinematic and thermal data. These comprehensive experimental studies are not normally 
given across the three relevant, tangentially-injected slot film cooling shear regimes (VR 
< 1, VR ~ 1, VR > 1). Similarly heat transfer effects through the wall, involving 
conduction and radiation, are often neglected, even though adiabatic and non-adiabatic 
studies are relevant to practical film cooling flows. For example, the wall heat flux 
equation using the convection coefficient, involves both adiabatic and non-adiabatic 
temperatures.  In this dissertation, experimental data were reported focusing on and 
measuring: 
• Mean and fluctuating kinematic profiles at several streamwise stations for 
both adiabatic and non-adiabatic walls 
• Mean thermal profiles at several streamwise stations for both adiabatic and 
non-adiabatic walls 
• Flow visualization of the turbulent flow structures for adiabatic flows 
• Adiabatic effectiveness across the three shear regimes (VR < 1, VR ~ 1, VR 
> 1) 
• Non-adiabatic wall temperatures and heat fluxes across the three shear 
regimes (VR < 1, VR ~ 1, VR > 1) 
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• Mean and fluctuating conditions close to the injector plane to allow for 
CFD inflow generation 
• Radiation effects in the adiabatic and non-adiabatic data in the near-wall 
temperature fields 
This study should allow for film cooling engineers to design better correlations and 
understand film cooling mixing dynamics. A convenient dataset has been created for 
CFD modelers to validate their codes in a turbulent environment in the presence of strong 
thermal mixing. 
  
Numerically, LES had yet to be studied in detail for subsonic, tangentially-
injected slot film cooling flows. The film cooling literature for LES either focuses on: 1). 
hole film cooling [43-45, 57-59], which is not canonical, 2). constant density subsonic 
film cooling [7, 41, 42], which is not accurate in engineering applications or 3). 
supersonic slot film cooling [46, 48], where the intense, initial turbulent mixing is not 
nearly as dominant as in subsonic applications. In this dissertation, comprehensive LES 
parametric studies were performed. This PhD dissertation explored: 
• LES wall-resolved, adiabatic simulations across the three shear regimes 
(VR < 1, VR ~ 1, VR > 1); the adiabatic wall effectiveness was found to 
agree within 3% of the experiments 
• LES wall-resolved, non-adiabatic simulations across the three shear 
regimes (VR < 1, VR ~ 1, VR > 1); in general the wall effectiveness was 
found to be within 9% of the experimental data for the wall wake case and 
within 6% for the minimum shear and wall jet cases 
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• LES inlet generation parametrics studying inflow techniques and their 
importance for realistic flow solutions 
• LES wall radiation effects for both adiabatic and non-adiabatic 
simulations; radiation can change the wall effectiveness by about 3% in 
the near-field for the adiabatic wall wake case 
• LES validation against experimental data was presented in this dissertation 
 
To this author’s knowledge no LES non-adiabatic slot film cooling studies had 
been performed previously. Similarly no variable density, wall jet LES film cooling 
studies had been performed. Also, no studies have involved the prediction and study of 
LES film cooling in the presence of radiation at the wall. This research, which 
incorporates all of these studies, therefore, constitutes a major contribution to the film 
cooling and general LES literature. 
 
Future Work 
 Overall much work potentially remains to fully study tangentially-injected slot 
film cooling. Experimentally, if radiation is present, more measurements can be made, 
including measurement of all the wind tunnel walls with high spatial fidelity. This would 
allow for a higher fidelity radiation solver to be implemented. In the non-adiabatic 
experiments, different heat flux strengths should be considered to examine the effect of 
radiatively, convectively and conductively dominated film cooling regimes. At the wall, 
fine resolution measurements in both temperature and velocity would also aid CFD 
validation and allow profiles to be cast using wall scaling. This type of scaling would 
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allow for the effects of the wall and mixing layer to be more easily examined. Another 
part of the experimental data that remains to be analyzed is the RMS of temperature 
fluctuations, which provides an estimate of the strength of thermal fluctuations. 
Additionally new PIV techniques involving phosphorescence are now capable of 
instantaneously measuring the temperature and velocity, allowing for turbulent cross 
stresses in the energy equation to be captured. 
 Numerically, DNS studies of slot film cooling would provide a budget of 
turbulent terms in the RANS equations, allowing RANS modelers to construct turbulence 
models for film cooling flows. The turbulent eddies near the splitter-plate, also, would be 
fully captured, leading to an even better prediction of the turbulent mixing in this region. 
An analysis of the sub-grid scale models could also be performed by comparing the full 
DNS, a filtered DNS and the wall-resolved LES solutions. In terms of LES simulations of 
film cooling, wall modeling should be performed for the adiabatic and non-adiabatic 
cases to determine the feasibility and the cost-savings of wall-modeled LES over wall-
resolved LES simulations. This wall-modeling study of film cooling flows could examine 
the effect of using equilibrium models, or wall models that solve the spatially coupled 
boundary layer equations. In the non-adiabatic simulations, a transient, solid, conduction 
heat transfer solver coupled to the CFD solver could help simulate with higher-fidelity 
the physics in the near-wall region. This coupled solver would provide more realistic heat 
transfer measurements and thermal breakdown very close to the wall. Lastly, higher-
fidelity radiation techniques that solve the radiative transfer equation could be 
implemented to examine film cooling in the presence of participating media.  
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